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ABSTRACT
This thesis study used an interdiscursive methodology to investigate the relationship
between variation in writing and the enculturation process of a NNS MA TESIVAL student
from Latin America into the MA program thought collectives and the Applied Linguistics
discourse community. Ethnographic methods, Activity Theory and Systemic-Functional
Linguistics were used to conduct the study and analyze the data. The results of the study
show that the different relationships each of the three thought collectives posited for the
subject in relation to the target discourse community had an impact in the variation of the
linguistic parameters measured as indicators of academic-like writing, particularly those
related to the interpersonal metafunction. The participant's goals and expectations as
determined by his background influenced his understanding of the discipline and may have
had some effect in the variation of the linguistic parameters as well. The results suggest that
the relationships of MA TESL/AL thought collectives regarding the target discourse
community and its genre need to bemade explicit to students. The results also suggest that
the role of the MA TESL/AL program in the development of English proficiency in NNS
students needs to be reassessed.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
The insertion of new students into academic life in American universities demands that
those students develop complex skills and knowledge for participation in the academic
community (Currie, 1993;Mehan, 1980). Adequateuse of language (English), particularly
written language, is a particularly crucial skill, as written language is highly favored and
valuedin academic settings as the instrument for communication of findings and
development of theories (Norris &Phillips, 2002; Blanton, 1993), andit is subjected to
specific standards which give it unique characteristics that differentiate it from vernacular
varieties (Lemke, 1990; Gee 2002; Halliday; 1989; Schleppegrell, Achugar &Oteiza, 2004).
Thetask is particularly challenging for students who are non-native speakers ofEnglish
(NNSs) (Currie, 1993), especially in terms of developing their proficiency in writing to a
degree thatmeets therequirements of the academe. NNS graduate students who come from
countries where English is not themedium of instruction maynot havehad sufficient and/or
adequate opportunities towrite academic papers inEnglish and develop both linguistic and
rhetorical patterns ofexpression that are acceptable to academic gatekeepers.
In addition to thesalient features oftheir linguistic development inEnglish, some ofthose
students may not beused to the particular beliefs, values, and practices that are part of
university-level academic life in the United States. This is particularly true for students
coming from non-Western societies, or from Western societies where patterns of rhetorical
expression differ more or less significantly from those that are prevalent in theEnglish-
speaking worid, such as thoseof Iberian America (Kaplan, 1966; Fox, 1994; Montano-
Harmon, 1991). Therefore, such students need todevelop an awareness ofthelinguistic and
cultural standards that they are expected to meet, as well as a set ofgoals and strategies to
make their linguistic productionand academic behaviors conform to those standards in order
to complete their studies successfully.
While it is true that all students have to meet certain minimal linguistic and academic
criteria in order to gain admission into institutions of higher education in the United States, it
is also true that there is great variation in the levels of linguistic proficiency and cultural
awareness of incoming graduate students. In MidWestem University (MWS), the university
where this research study was conducted, all NNSs who fail to demonstrate adequate
command of written English are placed in ESL academic writing courses in order to help
them to develop the writing skills that theyneed to accomplish academic tasks successfully.
This fact speaks of the importance that adequate control of language has for academic
success in graduate programs in the United States.
The interactions between the social context in whichwriting develops, the process of
writing and the products of writing (i.e. texts) has not been widely researched so far
(Gumming, Busch andZhou's, 2002). This research studyinvestigates the process of
enculturation of a first-semester NNS MA TESIVAL student into academic life in the United
States, and how this process is reflected in the lexical, grammatical and rhetorical
characteristics of the student's academic papers. In doing so, this studywill look at both the
process and the product of academic writing (i.e. texts) as a complex system of interrelations
between social, cognitive, andlinguistic factors (Candlin, 2000). Inparticular, the following
questions were investigated:
1. Howdoes the enculturationprocess of the subjectand his/her understanding of it
develop throughout the first semester?
2. What role do participants (i.e. professors and subject) assign to language in the
enculturation process?
2. How do the lexicogrammatical and rhetorical organization patterns of the subject's
papers vary over the semester?
3. Can a relationship be drawn between such variation and the development of the
enculturation process?
4. How does the subject's being a NNS affect both the enculturation process and the
linguistic-discursive characteristics of his/her content area papers?
This research study is framed within the social constructionist paradigm in that it sought
to understand how the enculturation process was co-constructed by the participants' (i.e.,
graduate students, professors) perceptions of the context, the tasks, and the learning. It also
sought to determinewhether certain linguistic parameters varied diachronically duringthe
study period, and whether a relationship existed between that variation and the enculturation
process. Therefore, the participant's texts were analyzed using a Systemic-Functional
Linguistics approach. The perceptions of both the writers and the intended readers (i.e. class
instructors) regarding the qualityof the texts were alsoanalyzed. Sincethis is a case study,
the presentation of the findings aims at trustworthiness and authenticity rather than
objectivity and reUabihty.
This study followed an interdiscursive methodology, which is one that "asserts the
importance of a triangulated approach to discourse data, involving a functional grammatical
analysis of texts from the canonof research genres, an ethnographic account of participant
narratives... a display of participant interactions and a grounded account of the historical,
social, andstructural bases of theacademy andits literacy practices"(Candlin, 2002, p. xix).
The study addresses the relationship between writing ability development and the
socialization process of the novice L2 writer into the academia and the difficulties -linguistic
and otherwise- that he/she experiences as a result of his/her non-native-like command of the
L2. The study also explores the role of theESLwritingclass in the subject's linguistic
development and enculturation process. To sumup, the studyprovides informationabout the
processes undergone by the NNS writer as he/she is socialized into academe. This
infonnation could contribute to a betterunderstanding of L2 writing and inform future
research as well as decision-making forESLandEFLwriting programs.
CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
In defining the nature of the problem confronted by the NNS novice scholar when
learning to write in and for the academe, it is necessary to explore the existing literature
related to the different aspects of the problem, chiefly academic language and academic
literacy, and second language writing. The exploration of those issues in the paragraphs
below will deal with the findings, methodological approaches, and theories that guided this
research study, namely Systemic-Functional Linguistics and ActivityTheory, in its attempt
to answer the research questions.
2.1. Academic language and academic literacy
Regarding academic language, research indicates that the language of academic and
scientific texts (academic language) shares common lexical and grammatical patterns thatcut
acrossdisciplinesbut also showdiscipline-specific frequency variation (Praninskas, 1972;
Cowan, 1974; Xue&Nation, 1984; Cohen, Glassman et al. 1988; Jones, Gollin, Drury &
Economou, 1988; Halliday, 1989; Farrell, 1990; Halliday &Martin, 1993; Vande Kopple,
1994;Coxhead, 2000; Gledhill, 2000;Luzon-Marco, 2000; Ferguson, 2001;Martinez, 2001;
Nation, 2001; Schleppegrell, 2002, Schleppegrell, 2004; Cortes, in press). Amongst such
characteristics are the use of grammatical metaphor (Halliday, 1989;Christie 2002),
abstractness, technicality, andmarked topical themes (Christie, 2002), examples ofwhich are
presented in the section devoted to explaining Systemic Functional Linguistics.
In addition to lexicogrammatical choices, academic English is realized byspecific
discourse-genres thatare characterized bydefinite rhetorical patterns of textorganization,
such as reports, summaries, essays, joumal papers and so on (Carter, 1988). Together, the
rhetorical and lexicogrammatical patterns of academic/scientific texts constitute academic
language. Furthermore, academic language alsoperforms a variety of functions, such as
formulating hypotheses, proposing alternative solutions, describing, classifying, using time
and spatial relations, inferring, interpreting data, predicting, generalizing, and communicating
findings (Stoddart, Final et al., 2002). Connected to those functions are a series of literate
behaviors (see Heath & Mangiola, 1991 for a classification of such behaviors) and
conceptual activities (Currie, 1993) that are associated to academic writing tasks and to
academic language. Literate behaviors and conceptual activities find their linguistic
expression in the functions performed by academic language and in the specific lexical,
grammatical and rhetorical devices that are used to perform those functions. In turn,
academic texts further influence the literate behaviors, conceptual activities and linguistic
choices of their users. Literacy is therefore inseparable from academic and scientific
activities. (Norris & Phillips, 2002) The indexical relationships between academic language,
the functions it performs and the literate behaviors and conceptual activities that mediate the
writing tasks which result in the production of academic texts are constituents of academic
literacy.
2.2. The social dimension of writing and academic literacy
Writing is an eminently social activity in that it is always done with an audience in mind,
often with illocutionary purposes and perlocutionary effects. Hence, texts are the foci for the
linguistic and cognitive encounters of readers and writers (Candlin, 2002). Furthermore, texts
in general and academictexts in particularare the instantiation of sociallyagreedpractices as
well as the loci for the transmission and generation of socially constructedknowledge. In
addition, writing ability is developed through processes of social interaction with other
participants in meaningful communicative situations. It is through social interaction that
knowledgeof genre and register is developed, particularly when it comes to disciplinary
genre (Bekenkotter & Huckin, 1993).
It follows that literacy is a social activity "where language and context coparticipate in
the meaning making enterprise" (Schleppegrell & Colombi, 2002, p. 2). As stated by Gee
(2002) literacies are multiple because they relate to different social languages. Social
languages use different registers and genre that are understood by the members of a certain
social group and signal their belonging to that group, that is, their social identity Academic
language as detined above is the social language that is used to enact an academic identity
Furthermore, social identities and the social languages are the signals and products of
specific discourse models, which are "the distinctive ways of "being and doing' that allow
people to enact and/or recognize a specific and distinctive socially situated identity" (ibid., p.
160). The following two sections explore a) the notion of identiy and b) the loci for the
formation of professional identity: discourse communities and thought collectives.
2.3 The development of identity
Marcia (1987) posits that an identity is a psychological construct, "a theory that one has
about oneself." (p. 7). As discussed above, individuals develop different identities for the
different social groups and discourse models in which they participate at different levels.
Being a graduate student in an American university is an example of a social identity, being a
researcher and a published author is another type of identity. Professional identities, like all
identities, are established through a process of socializationwith individuals that are engaged
in a particular discourse model. Although this might seem to contradict the previous
proposition regarding the psychological nature of identity, it can be posited that such
psychological construct necessitates an interpsychological stage (i.e. socialization) in order to
develop (Vygotsky, 1987, p. 56-57). The process of formation of a professional identity in
graduate students includes a departure from other identities in order to for them to align
themselves with the professional status that they are close to acquiring, which in turn
8involves the development of a personal stance regarding their field of study and central issues
within that field (Popko, 2003). In particular, socialization into the TESL community
involves several stages, "from becoming a member of the cohort, to becoming a member of
the MA-TESL program, to becoming a member of the larger community" (Popko, 2003, p.
188). Such socialization implies the learning of the discourse conventions and the key lexis
of the TESL community (ibid.). The following section explores two constructs that have been
used to understand and research the socialization processes of novices as connected to the
development of expertise in writing within and for a community: discourse community and
thought collective.
2.4 Discourse communities and thought collectives
Social identities have meaning only within specific discourse communities. This term,
which refers specifically to the academic/scientific world, has beendefinedas groups of
practitioners of a discipline that share common goals, participatorymechanisms, the same
social language, and a threshold level of mastery of all those (Swales, 1990). According to
Kuhn (1970),membersof a discourse community also share"similar educations and
professional initiations" (Kuhn, 1970; inFlowerdew 2000,p. 129).
As in the example in the preceding section, certain social identities (i.e. graduate
student) serve as developmental stages for oneto become a member—albeit a peripheral one
(Lave &Wenger, 1991)—of a certain target discourse community (TDC), i.e. published
researchers. Becoming a member of an academic discourse community has been
characterized as a process of apprenticeship (Bartholomae, 1983; Bizzell, 1982;Dias, 1994;
in Flowerdew, 2000). Such process involves the learning of a new social language andthe
acquisition of advanced literacy skills (Gee, 2002;Schelleppegrell & Colombi 2002), which
in turn is "a process of enculturation into the values and practices of specialist communities"
(Schelleppegrell & Colombi 2002, p.2). Therefore, the acquisition of academic literacy—
a type of advanced literacy—^is mediated by the social interactions that characterize the
enculturation process of the novice into the discourse community. The discourse community
itself constitutes an advanced literacy context "where meaning-making depends on the
control of a range of semiotic resources as well as on an understanding of social and
linguistic expectations for participation in those contexts" (id.)
However, the construct of discourse community has often been criticized due to the
difficulty of researching it that is inherent to its abstract nature, which in turn may make it of
little use for applied research. The construct of thought collective (TC) has been proposed as
an alternative that is applicable to the research of social cognition, as it refers to groups
where "the development of thoughts and professional cognitions" of participants occur
(Ramanathan, 2002, p. 20). This construct allows for the analysis of the activities that
organize the thought collective, such as attendingclasses, conducting research, and writing
academic papers. The construct of thought collective also incorporates Lave andWenger's
(1991) concept of legitimate peripheral participation, as thought collectives siich as a MA-
TESL program or a class within such program can be considered to be the environments
where such participation occurs and in which academicwriting abilities develop. The
following section reviews previous studies of L2 writing, paying special attention to those
that have addressed its social dimension.
2.5 Previous studies of L2 writing
Despite the importance of the social dimension of writing, studies in second language
writing in the 1970's - early 1990's, following the then-current trend in first-language
composition studies, concentrated exclusively on the cognitive aspects of the composing
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process,with some attention paid to the productof that process, the texts. In his reviewof 72
previous studies ranging from 1970 to 1993, Silva (1993) summarized the findings of those
studies as follows:
1.General composing process patterns are similar in the LI and the L2.
2. L2 composing is more constrained, more difficult, and less effective
3. L2 writers' texts were less fluent (fewer words), less accurate (more errors), and less
effective (lower holistic scores).
4. Their texts often exhibited distinct patterns of exposition, argumentation and narration.
5. Their orientation of readers was deemed less appropriate and acceptable.
6. In terms of lower level linguistic concerns, L2 writers* texts were stylistically distinct and
simpler in structure.
An additional finding not considered by Silva (1993) is that L2 writers often employ Ll-
L2 translation as part of their composing process, although there is great variation in the use
of this strategy among learners and in theeffectiveness of the strategy (Chelala, 1981; Zamel,
1982;Martin-Betancourt, 1986; Gumming, 1987; all as discussed in RoweKrapels, 1990).
Another research tradition in L2 writing is that of contrastive rhetoric. Contrastive
rhetoric, (i.e. the study of the differences in the rhetorical organization of texts in different
languages, texts that would in principle belong to the same genre) began with the publication
of "Cultural thought patterns in intercultural education" (Kaplan, 1966). Since then, a
number of studies have explored the rhetorical differences existingbetween texts in English
and texts in manyotherlanguages. However, neither the cognitive studies of the composition
process nor studies in contrastive rhetoric have addressed writing as a social activity that
involves bothcognitive and social processes andstrategies; regarding this limitation of past
studies. Gumming, Busch and Zhou (2002) stated the following;
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"in Leont'ev's terms, most research on second language writing has addressed either the
level of strategic operations for the activity of writing (i.e. composing processes) or the
resulting products of the activity (i.e. written texts), but not the full integral nature of the
activity itself,.. Research on second language analysis needs to move toward analysis of
the full, naturally-occurring activity systems in which people experience writing in a
second language. Particularly, such research needs to document learners' goals and
motives in the contexts of their specific social conditions - to demonstrate how these
relate to the actions people perform while composing, the uses they make of instruction
and available resources, the characteristics of the texts they produce, the achievements
they make over time, and the major sources of variation within sociocultural contexts."
(p. 193-194).
2.5.1 Studies that have addressed the social dimension of writing
There are a few studies that have looked at the social dimension of L2 writing in the
context of the enculturation process in graduate education (Berkenkotter & Huckin, 1995;
Swales, 1990; Casanave, 1995; Riazi, 1997;Gumming, Busch & Zhou, 2002). In his review
of 20 previous studies -ranging from 1984 to 1994- that focused on learners and learning
processes in writing, Riazi (1997) found four general themes in those studies: tasks,
strategies, learning, and context. However, Riazi concluded that those studies did not
"account for the interrelationship and interaction between these salient elements" (p. 106).
Expressing one of the main concerns for instructors of ESL writing, Riazi (ibid.) suggested
that, as a result of those studies "we do not know exactly how these elements and factors
interact with each other in specific contexts to enable a writer to produce a text or to become
better at doing so" (p. 106).As a result of his own study of how Iranian doctoral students of
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Education in Canada developed writing in their discipline, Riazi found that their
interpretation of the tasks determined "the form, substance, and style" of their texts, and that
this interpretiveprocess was integratedwith other processes in the curriculum (p. 133).He
alsofound that, in addition to cognitive andmetacognitive strategies, his writers alsoused
"social and searching strategies through their interactionwith their tasks, task environments,
andmembers of theiracademic community" to improve theirunderstanding of theirwriting
tasks and the quality of the resulting texts (p. 106).
Riazi's findings regarding his subject's perceived learning are particularly relevant for
this thesis study. His subjects reported that theyhadexperienced learning in three
dimensions: a) an increased sense of audience andof their own position within their
discourse communities, b) improved knowledge of the discipline's current topics and
conversations andconsohdated knowledge of discipline-specific concepts, andc) better
reasoning and argumentation skills. However, he failed to make a connection between those
learning gains and their linguistic realization in the subjects' papers. IfRiazi had analyzed his
subjects' texts, I hypothesize that he would have found evidence ofsuch learning in the
variation of the lexicogrammatical andrhetorical patterns of the texts overtime. It is the
purpose ofthis study toexplore such variation and how it is related to the changing
understanding that novicewriters haveof their academic social context, as "written work
provides empirical evidence ofchange rather than simply participant perceptions, attitudes,
oropinions" (Popko, 2003, p. 63). Alinguistic approach that isparticularly suited to the kind
oftext analysis needed for this research study is that ofSystemic-Functional Linguistics,
which will be explored in the following section.
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2.6. Systemic-Functional Linguistics (SFL)
Systemic-Functional Linguistics (SFL) has been favored as an approach to analyze
academic and scientific texts (Lemke, 1990; the studies in Halliday & Martin, 1993; Ivanic,
1998), including those produced by second language learners (Jones et al., 1989; Colombi,
2002). At the core of SFL is a concern "with the relationship between language and social
structure" (Halhday &Hasan, 1985,p. 10).SFL considers language to be a semiotic system
that realizes (i.e. is construed by and construes) themore abstract semiotic system of social
context (Halliday &Martin, 1993, p. 24). SFL considers texts to be instances of social
meaning in a particularcontextof situation. It is concerned with themeaning potential of
speakers/writers, which allows SFL linguists to "focus on the semogenesis of scientific
discourse, including... ontogenesis (apprenticeship ineducation)... with genesis interpreted as
expanding meaning potential" (id.). As stated byColombi "a functional approach goes
beyondanalysis of students' errors to lookat the lexicogrammatical choices that students
make andhow theychange overtime, moving or notmoving in thedirection of academic
language" (Colombi,2002, p. 69).
ForSFL, a text is "a product of itsenvironment, a product of a continuous process of
choices inmeaning" (Halliday &Hasan, 1989, p. 11). SFL posits that such anenvironment
can be understood at two levels: the context of culture and the context of situation. The
context of culture refers to the activity types thatcanberealized by language within a
specific culture (i.e. academic culture) and which exist in an indexical relationship with
culturally recognizable text types, that is, genre. Different genres are realized through genre-
specific schematic structures, which are theorganizational steps thata textfollows in order to
accomplish its function within a given culture (Eggins, 1994, p. 36; Martin, 1985, p. 251).
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Therefore, the schematic structure is akin to the move structure posited by genre analysis
(Swales, 1994).
Different specific situations can exist within the genre of the context of culture, which
give rise to the context of situationof a text. SFLuses the concepts of field of discourse (the
topicof the text, the nature of the social action), tenorof discourse (therelationship between
participants, i.e.writerandreader), and mode of discourse (the part that language plays, what
the participants expect the language to do for them in the situation) to define the context of
situation of a certain text. These three aspects of the context of situation are realized in texts
bytheideational metafunction of the language (the linguistic representation ofexperiences
andthe logical relationships between them: participants, processes, andcircumstances), the
interpersonal metafunction (the linguistic encoding oftheinteraction between the participants
and the text andthenature of their relationship: mood, modality, person), and the textual
metafunction (the linguistic organization ofexperiential, logical and interpersonal meanings
into a coherent whole: thematic structure, lexical and grammatical cohesion) respectively.
A register can be defined as a specific semantic configuration that is associated witha
particular simational configuration of field, tenor and mode and with certain
lexicogrammatical (and phonological, in the case oforal texts) patterns, which together
characterize different genres (Halhday 1985,1988; Golombi, 2002), This definition allows us
tooperationalize thelinguistic dimension ofgenres inways that are-discipline specific.
Different academic disciplines construct particular semantic configurations and prefer certain
linguistic and rhetorical devices toinstantiate those intheir genie. Thus, the concept ofgenre
as recurring activities together with the concept of register put forward aboveallow for the
analysis ofwriting as a socio-cognitive activity inwhich the subject's linguistic and rhetorical
realization ofhis/her discipline's multiple genre varies according tothe degree towhich
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he/she has reconstructed the semantic configurations that are particularto the discipline.
Such reconstruction can only occur through a social process of interactions with other
members of the communityandwith the community's texts. I hypothesize that the novice
writer's degree of control of the linguistic features of theregister (i.e. the degree of proximity
of his/her writing to thecommunity's standards) will vary as the process of reconstruction of
thediscipline's semantic configuration advances. This process is intrinsically embedded in
thesubject's socialization into theacademe. Therefore, the linguistic variation in thesubject's
writing can be fully understood only if studied in combination with the social activities
involved in thereconstruction of thediscourse community's particular semantic world.
Theunderstanding of a speaker/writer regarding the context ofculture (i.e. thegeneric
structure) and the context ofsituation (i.e. field, tenor, and mode) ofhis/her discipline and
particular writing taskswill affect his/her linguistic choices in the realization of these
functions ofthe language. In the case ofNNS novice writers, non-native-like knowledge of
lexis, grammar, and rhetorical patterns, along with incipient, imprecise understanding of the
social context and discipline-specific semantic configurations can result in non-standard
realizations of those functions. Such non-standard usage of the language can have significant
consequences for their academic life, given the gate-keeping function that language has in the
academia. In B[alliday's words:
'The choice ofitems from the wrong register and the mixing ofitems from different
registers, are among the most frequent mistakes made by non-native speakers of a
language." (HalUday, Mclntosh, &Stevens, 1964, p. 88; in Jones et al., 1989)
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This is particularly true for students in disciplines where natural language, rather than
mathematics, is the expository mode, such as the social sciences, the humanities, and certain
areas of business, economics and biology. In addition to such difficulties with controlling the
register adequately, the texts of novice NNS writers tend to show variation in the frequency
and manner of use of different linguistic resources over time as their texts become more
academic-like. Several studies have explored the difficulties and changes in L2 writers'
expression of ideational, interpersonal and textualmeanings. Below are examples takenfrom
those studies which illustrate some of those phenomena.
2.6.1. Field - Experiential Metafiinction
In order to explore the experiential metafunction,SFL posits that the content of clauses
canbe analyzed in terms of participants (nominal groups), processes (verbal groups), and
circumstances (all types of adverbials) (Thompson, 2004, p, 87). SFLuses theconcept of
transitivity in order to further characterize thedifferent roles that participants can have as
well as thedifferent types of processes. Transitivity is "a system for describing thewhole
clause, rather than justthe verb and its Object" (ibid., p. 89), which focuses onidentifying
the types of processes because they determine the participants' roles. Processes are classified
as relational, material, verbal, mental, behavioral, andexistential (Halliday, 1994).
Novice NNS writers canexperience problems controlling technical andpantechnical
lexis in those categories, as shown in thefollowing examples, in which la is what theNNS
writer actually wrote and lb is the professor's correction:
Ex. la.... inorderto establish statistical significance, thealpha level was set at .05...
Ex. lb.... inorderto testfor statistical significance, the alpha level was set at .05...
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In this example from a paper in which I did statistical analysis of test results, the verb
"establish" indicates a lack of familiarity with the register of Statistics as well as a non-
scientific stance. Its use results in the text's not having the adequate institutional focus, which
is also part of the field of discourse (Jones et al., 1989). The following examples from Jones
et al. (ibid.) also show the problems that ESL writers experience in attempting to control
verbal groups expressing relational processes.
Ex. 2a. Socialization of a child is that he leams to function correctly in the society.... socialization needs
three requirements... The socialization points ofview are norms and values, statuses and roles. Institutions
in a society such as families, churches and parliaments bring many activities...
Ex. 2b. Socialization implies that the child leams to functioncorrectly in society. Socializationhas three
requirements... Socialization can be consideredfrom severalpoints ofview. These are norms and values,
statuses and roles. Institutions in a societysuchas families, churches and parliaments create many
activities...
In addition to a decrease in the typeofmistakes explained above, otherchanges in field
that signal theprogression of register to amore academic-like quality are an increase in the
numberof relational processes and abstractsubjects (Martinez, 2001), andnominalizations
(Halliday & Martin, 1993).
2.6.2. Tenor - Interpersonal Metafunction
The interpersonalmetafunction of the language is realized in the clause's Mood
structure. The Mood or Mood block consists of the elements of the clause that are transferred
toa tag question following the clause, namely theSubject, the Finite and thepolarity (Butt et
al., 2000, p. 91). The Subject necessitates no further explanation. The Finite is "the part of
the verbal group which encodes primary tense or the speaker's opinion" (ibid., p. 89).
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Sometimes it is overt and separate from the verb (i.e. "I was eating"), and sometimes it is
mapped onto the verb {"late"). Modals are expression of the Finite {"I could eat"). When
analyzed from the viewpoint of the mood block, the other elements in the clause are called
Predicator (the remainder of the verbal group that is not Finite), Adjunct (adverbial ^oups,
nominal groups and prepositional phrases acting as circumstances), and Complement (any
other nominal groups that are not the Subject), These three components are constituents of
the Residue (i.e. whatever is not part of the Mood). Adjuncts in particular can be of several
kinds: Conjunctive Adjuncts, Modal Adjuncts (with several subdivisions amongst which are
Mood Adjuncts and Comment Adjuncts), and Circumstantial Adjuncts. The following
example fromHalliday (1994, p. 84) illustrates how a clausecan be analyzed asMood
structure.
Such men however seldom make good husbands
Subject Conjunctive
Adjunct
Mood
Adjunct
'(present)
Finite
Make'
Predicator
Complement
Mood Residue
The interpersonal metafunction in NNS academic texts hasbeenanalyzed by Jones et
al. (1989) in terms of: a) the removal of theSubjectfrom the theme position (useof passive
voice), as seen in examples 3a and 3b; b) theincreased use of objective interpersonal
metaphors ofmodality {itis likely/possible/necessary) andMood Adjuncts of probability
(possibly, certainly), as shown in examples 4a and 4b:
Ex. 3a. Before beginning a purification, everybodymust read carefullythe manualson the tables.
Ex. 3b. Before beginning a purification, themanuals on thetable must be readcarefully because accidents
and damages (sic) can happen.
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Ex. 4a. I suppose certain plants might grow better under these conditions.
Ex. 4b. Certain plants could possibly grow better under these conditions.
Ex. 5a. And do you know why we don't stop at only one children? Because two children are for
replacement of their parents; two die and two are bom. Now I daresay you agree with me that no family
should be allowed to have more than two children.
Ex. 5b. Thefact that two children constitute a replacement of their parents can be seen as an argument for
not stopping at only one child. From this point of view, the claim would be that no family should be
allowed to have more than two children
In addition to the aspects discussed above, the use of different appraisal devices (i.e. "it
is well-known that.., the importance ofthis result is...") is also a marker of the way the
writer relates to his/her text and to his audience (Hyland, 2002; Thompson, 2004) and
changes in the way appraisal is accomplished also signal tenor.
2.6.3. Mode - Textual Metafunction
The textual function of the language has been analyzed in terms of thematic structure
(adequatetheme-rheme structure,marked themes), lexicaldensity, grammatical intricacy, use
of nominalizations. In particular, instances of marked themes occurwhenever the Subjectis
not in the clause's Theme position, i.e. whena Complement or Adjunctoccupies that
position (Halhday, 1994,p. 44). Furthermore, according to Fries (1994; in Thompson, 2004,
p. 156), if a dependentclause comesbefore themain clausein a clausecomplex, the
dependentclausecan be consideredthe Themefor that clause complex.Such definitions of
marked theme exclude thematic equatives (pseudo-clefts) andpredicatedtheme (cleft
sentences).
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Regardingnominalizations, the following examplefromJones et al. (1989) illustrates
how a L2 writer can move from congruent to non-congruent modes of expression:
Ex. 6a. They [teachers] should knowsomeof thesestudents are misbehavingbecause they have problems
coping with the life they lead in school.Becausethey can't solve it themselves they behave in ways that
are totally foreign to them.
Ex. 6b. Student misbehaviour may be caused by problems with life at school. Their inability to solve these
problems may lead to kinds of behavior that are totally foreign to them
Such increased use of grammatical metaphor can also be quantified by calculating a
text's lexical density coefficient (the proportion of content words as related to the total
number of words) and grammatical intricacy coefficient (the proportion of non-embedded
clauses per ortographic sentence). Increased values for the former together with lower values
for the latter are indications that the writer is moving towards a use of language that is more
academic in nature (Eggins, 1994; Colombi, 2002).
2.6.4. Coherence and Cohesion
The three dimensions of field, tenor, and mode discussed above refer to the lexico-
grammatical stratum of language, i.e. the grammatical encoding of meaning at the clause-to-
word level (Eggins, 1994). The unit of analysis at that level is the clause. However, the
encoding of meaning as text in paragraphs constitutes a different level of the semiotic
system: the discourse-semantics stratum, whose unit of analysis is the paragraph. The
properties of paragraphs are coherence, i.e. its contextual properties, and cohesion, i.e. its
internal properties (ibid., 87). Controlling coherence and cohesion adequately can be
difficult for novice writers, particularly if they are NNS.
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Coherence can be situational or generic. A text has situational coherence when all of its
clauses refer to the same configuration of field, tenor, and mode. A text has generic
coherence when we can identify the elements of its schematic structure (i.e. the moves) that
signal its belonging to a particular genre (id.). Coherence is related to cohesion, which is the
use of non-structural (i.e. beyond the clause level) resources to signal relations within a text
(Halliday, 1994, p. 309). Those resources are reference, ellipsis, conjunction, and lexical
cohesion. Conjunction in particular covers a wide array of meaning-expanding devices (ibid.,
p. 328) and tends to conflate with reference (ibid., p. 327). Increased use of conjunctives has
been associated with stronger coherence and the development of academic writing
(Crowhurst, 1987; Jones et al., 1989; Ivanic, 1998, Popko, 2003; Berkenkotter, Huckin &
Ackerman, 1995).
A limitation of the SFL studies cited above is that they focus exclusively on analyzing
written language and do not explore the social context in which texts are produced. This
study aims at analyzing the productof writing (i.e. the subject's academicpapers) as it is
related to the activity systems that originate such writing. Activity theory and its application
to the study of writing is reviewed below in order to provide further understanding of the
theoretical stance guiding this thesis study.
2.7. Activity Theory (AT)
Activity theory is the commonly accepted label for a schoolof theory and research
initiated by the founders of the cultural-historical tradition of Soviet psychology,L.S.
Vygotsky, A.R.Luria, and, chiefly, A.N.Leont'ev (Engestrom &Miettinen, 1999, p. 1).The
basic unit of analysis of activity theory is the activity system, i.e. goal-oriented, collective
and culturallymediatedhuman action (ibid., p. 3). FollowingRussell and Yaiiez's studyof
novice LI writing (2003), activity theory (AT) was used in this thesis study as the
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overarching theoretical constructguiding the exploration of the subject's enculturation
process. ATis particularly suited for this type of research due to its emphasis ondistributed
cognition, tool mediated action, and individual and social development. EngestrOm's version
of activitytheory as described in Russell &Yanez (2003) will be used in order to analyze
those systems. This versionof activity theoryestablishes that the following agents and the
interactions between them are constituents of activity systems: subjects, motives, outcomes,
tools, rules and norms, community, and division of labor. The exploration of each one is
essential in order to make sense of those systems (ibid.).
Tools
Subject(s) yfe- -A Object/Motive —• Outcome
Rules/Noms Commumty Division ofLabor
Figure 2.1. An Activity System (Russell & Yanez, 2003)
This model allows us to both define the context of writing and analyze how writing
relates to that context as a whole and to its individual components. The heuristic use of this
diagram as applied to data analysis is explained in the methods section.
This study explores whether there is developmental variation in the subject's control of
his/her discipline's register (in both its discourse-semantics and lexicogrammatical
dimensions) and how such variation is related to the subject's growing understanding of the
activity systems that mediate writing (i.e. the enculturation process). Following Riazi (1997),
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I posit that the elements which define the enculturation process are the context (understood as
the curriculum, the syllabus, the classes, and the interaction between the subject and his
professors, his peers, and academic texts), the writing tasks (i.e. the assignments), the
strategies, and the students' perceivedlearning. Those elements have differentpositionsin
the activity systemas described above. However, as notedby Gumming, Busch andZhou
(2002), andRussell and Yanez (2003) the goalsof the participants (i.e. the subject and the
discourse community represented by his/her classes andprofessors), are also important
factors in the process (i.e. they determine the other four elements), and were researched as
part of this study. The study also answers Gumming, Busch and Zhou's (2002) call for L2
writing research that addresses therolethatESLwriting courses playinL2writing in
general. Thefollowing chapter describes theprocedures thatwere usedto investigate these
issues.
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CHAPTER 3. METHODS
This study attempted to use an interdiscursive methodology (Candlin, 2000) that
incorporates and triangulates different sources (the voices of various participants, the texts
that are the written product of the activity of writing, the interaction between the participants
as reflected in the classes and in the instructor's comments in the texts, evidences of the
literacy practices of the TCs as seen in their syllabi and assignment sheets) in order to
explore the social dimension of the activity of writing and its impact on the texts that are the
product of such activity. Engestrom's version of activity theory was used in the design phase
of the study in order to identify the different elements of the social context of writing, i.e. the
activity systems that result in the productionof texts. After data were collected for a period
of five months from August 2004 through January2005, the texts were analyzedusingSFL
parameters and the other data sourceswere analyzed following a qualitative inductive
analysis approach. The following sections describe the different components of the
methodology followed for data collection andanalysis in this thesis study.
3.1. Setting
This research studywas carriedout at MidWestem University(MWU), which is a well-
respectedresearch university that, despite its emphasis on agriculture and the hard sciences,
has reknown programs in rhetoric, literature, and TESI7AL (Applied Linguistics). TheMA-
TESL/Applied Linguistics program in theEnglish department atMWU hasbeen in place for
eight years and is considered to beone of thebestin thecountry. Faculty members of the
MA-TESLVAL enjoy national andinternational recognition and have published extensively,
particularly in the fields ofComputer-Assisted Language Learning, Second Language
Testing, andEnglishfor Specific Purposes. As in many similar programs in theUnited
States, students of theMA-TESL program atMWU are allowed a great deal of flexibility in
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the construction of their individual Plans of Studies. Nevertheless, all students are required to
take core courses amongst which is Second Language Acquisition, which was the class
chosen by the research subject for this study. Another part of the setting for this research
study is the corpus-based section of Academic Writing, the ESL writing class that the
participant was required to take. This section of that class (referred to as AW from now on)
has as its objective to teach students to write researchpapers and it follows a genre analysis
approach to that purpose, i.e. it's based on the teaching of the rhetorical moves that
characterize each part of the research paper. Since it is corpus-based, it requires students to
work with corpora of published research articles in their disciplines in order to analyze their
schematic structures.
3.2. Participants
Adrian, the subject for this study, is a 29-year-old first-year student in the MA-
TESL/Applied Linguistics program. He is from Central America. He was selected from the
roster of AW, the ESL academic writingclass in whichsome students are placed basedon
their performance on the written section of the MWUEnglish placement test. All of the
students in this classwere considered for participation in this studybecause theirhaving to
take this classwasevidence that theirwriting abilities in English needed to be developed in
order to meet academic standards. My criteria for selecting a subjectwere the following in
order of importance:
1. Field of studies. I wanted to get students in the social or biological sciences,as those are
fields I can understand, and which requirestudents to write.
2. Language/cultural background. I preferredLatin American subjects as I share their LI and
cultural background, which makes it easier to draw inferences about non-native-like
characteristics of their writing in English. Additionally, I was interested in Latin American
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subjects because this is the group of learners I will work with once I go back to my country—
Mexico.
3. ESL background. I was looking for students who preferably had not had any previous
schooling in English in content areas and who had not lived in English-speaking countries for
extended periods of time, as students who that kind of background might have experienced
some degree of academic enculturation in English.
Based on these criteria, I selected two subjects at first: Sara, an agricultural engineering
student fromBrazil, andAdrian. It shouldbe pointedout that I did not purposefullyintend to
recruit a MA-TESL/AL student, but was satisfied that Adri^ turned out to be one as this
would facilitate my understanding of the papersand wouldalso provideme with insights on
the professionalization processes of my field of studies. Neither Sara nor Adrian fulfilled the
third requirement, but they did fulfill the other two. Sara had lived in the United States and
worked in her field for approximately six months prior herentryto theplantbreeding
programat MWU and she was already in her secondsemesterat the time she tookEnglish
AW. As for Adri^, English had been the medium of instruction in several courses of his
Bachelor'sdegree in ModemLanguages in his country, and he had been in the UnitedStates
for about six months beforehis coming toMWU. During that time, he took an ESL and a
TESLcourse at a university in Oregon where hewassentby theFederal Agency which gave
him a grant to pursue graduate studies in the United States. Students who are sent to such
programs are often thosewho needto improve their level ofEnglish in preparation to their
entry to graduate programs in the U.S., which offers further evidence of Adrian's need to
improve his Enghsh skills.
I selected two subjects in order to protectmyself from attrition and to have data for
further use in future papers. However, I decided not to do research on Sara after the first
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month of thestudy dueto thepaucity ofwritten assignments in her graduate program. Plant
breeding, thesubject sheselected for observation on thebasis of its centrality to her studies,
only required themtowrite an in-class mid-term exam and a final research paper, which
would makeit difficultto establish any typeof developmental variation. The situation was
not very different for the other subject she was taking. In addition, bythat time I had already
developed good rapport with Adrian and I thought it was highly unlikely forhim to abandon
the study.
As mentioned above, Adri^ holds aB.A. inModem Languages (Licenciatura en
Lenguas) from his country's National University, where he studied from 1994 through 2000.
He started learning English in 1994 as part ofhis B.A. studies and is highly fluent. He had
taught English for about seven years before coming to the MA-TESL/AL program. He taught
atall levels: elementary school, high school and university, both in the public and the private
sector. Formost ofhis working life he held more than one job, and he held four prior to his
coming to the U.S. He explains that he had to this inorder to earn a decent salary (A stands
for Adrian and I stands for the interviewer/researcher):
A: I don't know I was inthat situation like when you worked in aprivate school you're
paidby the hour... ifyou don't work a lot... 1mean... you have to get many hours in other
places so you can get the minimum wage ormore than that... / was getting like seven
hundred {dollars a month)... so itwas a good salary but I hadtowork a lot(interview,
September 29,2004).
This situation iscommon for many teachers in Latin American countries, as teaching is
very badly-paid inmost of them. According toAdrian, this salary placed him in "the middle
working class" which is the termhe uses to describe his financial situation as well as thatof
his family:
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1: so that salary that you made where did it put you in the social class scheme in your
country?
A: in the middle class... middle working class
I: and is that the socioeconomic status ofyourfamily?
A: yeah (interview, September 29, 2004).
Adri^ is extremely sociable and possesses a very outgoing and cheerful personality.
Socializing and having fun seem to be a very important part of his philosophy of life, as
evidenced in the following excerpts from some of his interviews:
A: My experience with the teenagers when I was working in the private school were very
interesting... I got along really well with them... it was very interesting... and some of
them are myfriends now... I think I likedwhenI was workingwith teenagers... and also
whenI was working with adults in the university... I mean I like contact withpeople
(interview, September 14, 2004).
This is also apparent when he described his experience as a teacher in a rural county of
his country:
A: / had to get up at 5 in the morning... at 5:301 had to take thefirst busfrom myhouse
to the bus station... from the bus station I had to take another bus to Santa Ana and then
another bus to the nearest place to the rural county whereI was working... and thenI
had to walk like50 minutes... butfor me it was like a very interesting experience...
sometimes we had to waitfor rides with truckers... I was having fun... (interview,
September 14,2004).
In the course of informal (non-recorded) conversations with classmates, he would
sometimes tell us that, when he was given the student visa to be able to come to the U.S., the
immigration officer who stamped his passport said to him, "go and have fun," and he
expressed his intention to do just that.
In addition toAdrian, the otherparticipants in this research studywerehis SLA
instructor. Dr. Nicole Eglise; his AW instructor. Dr. Roxana Mendes; and his Introduction to
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Linguistics instructor, Dr. Hanna Schwartz. The three of them are respected professionals in
the field of Apphed Linguistics and have published extensively. The choice of Dr. Eglise as a
participant stemmed from the fact that Adri^ chose SLA as the most significant subject for
his studies during Fall 04. The choiceofDr.Mendes derives from the fact that this study
intends to explore NNS writing in a hohstic manner, which includes ESL writing classes
(Gumming,Busch & Zhou, 2002). Dr. Mendes specializes in the study of written academic
discourse (particularlyphraseology) witha corpus-based approach, and actually designed the
syllabus and materials for the AW class.
In addition to these participants, Dr. Hanna Schwartz, Adri^'s Introduction to
Linguistics instructor, also became a participant toward the end of the study, whenAdrim
chose to use the Intro to Linguistics termpaper as the AW final paper.Dr. Schwarz
participation was thus more limited than that of the other two instructors. The instructors'
perceptions regarding theircourses (i.e. the courses' positions in the program andvis-a-vis
theTDC, thecourses' goals), and Adrian's texts were relevant to the exploration ofAdri^'s
enculturation process and therelationships of thatprocess to hiswriting.
3.3. Instruments and Materials
Data were collected using four types ofmaterials: interviews, class documents (syllabi
and task-sheets), Adrian's papers, and classroom observations ofEnghsh AW and Second
Language Acquisition, the subject chosen by Adrian as the most central for his studies during
the first semester.
3.3.1. Interview Protocols
Six semi-structured interview protocols were developed for the following types of
interviews: initial background interview with the subject (protocol 1) and the subject's
instructors (protocol 2), text-based interview protocol for the subject (protocol 3) and the
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instructor (protocol 4), and final interview protocol for the subject (protocol 5) and the
instructor (protocol 6). All of these protocols can befound inAppendix .The goal ofthe first
interview protocols (1 and 2)was to elicit information about Adrian's background and
writing proficiency inEnglish from both Adrian and his instructors in both classes. The
interviews with the instructors alsointended to gather information aboutthe course's syllabi,
goals, andtheacademic culture in general. Protocol 3 included questions about Adri^'s
overall academic experience, his understanding of keyconcepts in the SLAclass, his
experiences with English in general and writing in particular, and his reactions to papers he'd
writtenfor the SLA or the AW class. Protocol 4 requiredthe instructorto describehis overall
impressions on Adrian's performance in theirclasses, particularly his linguistic performance.
Instructors were also required to describe the development of their courses and also to
elaborate on their comments to Adrian's papers and my own comments about the language in
those papers. Protocols 5 and 6 askedAdri^ and the instructors to comment about the same
areas described in the protocols 3 and 4 in a more holistic, summative manner.
3.3.2. Class documents
The following class documents were collected: AW syllabus and policy sheet, SLA
syllabus and policy sheet, four SLA assignment sheets, three AW assignment sheets, and one
Introduction to Linguistics assignment sheet, for a total of twelve documents.
3.3.3. Adrian's papers
Table 3.1 in the next page presents the papers that were collected.
3.3.4. Classroom observations
Four classroom observations of AW and four classroom observations of SLA were
conducted. Thenote-taking format for theobservations consisted of two columns, one for the
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instructor's actions/speech and the other for the students' actions/speech, either Adri^'s or
any other student's. These observationswere evenly spaced out throughout the semester.
Table 3.1. Adrian's papers.
Paper code Description
AWl AW diagnostic test
AW2 Report on introductions
AW3 Report on methods sections
AW4 Report on results sections
AW5 Draft of introduction and methods sections for AW6
AW6 Final AW and Intro to Linguistics paper - adjective order
SLAl Analysis of learner*s interlanguage
SLA2 Research article report
SLAB Interactionist study
SLA4 Annotated bibliography on the critical period hypothesis
3.4 Procedures
I invited Adri^ to participate in this research study after analyzing the AW class roster
in late August, 2004.1 asked him to select one course which he thought was the most
important one for his studies during the first semester in order to observe the class sessions of
that course. He selectedSecondLanguage Acquisition. The interviewprotocols were
designed and submitted for IRBapproval in August, 2004 as well. Approval was granted on
September 1,2004.The first interviews with the participants (protocol 1-subject and protocol
l-instmctor)tookplace in the second and thirdweeks of September. Afterwards, I started
collecting Adrian's papers by asking himtogive mea photocopy of each paper before
submitting it, andthen I also asked him to letmephotocopy each paper once hehad gotten it
back with the instructors' comments. Wewould then have interviews (protocol 2) about each
set of papers (oneAW paper and one SLApaper). We had four of these interviews
throughout theFall '04 semester. Wehad another two text-based interview in the Spring '05
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semesterin order to ask him about the final papers for both classes. The first of these (Jan
21) was also the 'final' interview,so protocol 3 was used as well. The last interview(Jan 30)
was a member-check for the purposes of clarifying/confirming my interpretations of the data.
I also hadtwointerviews•(protocol2-instructor) with the instructors throughout thesemester,
which means that twopapers were discussed in each interview instead ofjust one. This
happened so due to time constraints. In addition, there were final interviews with the
instructors in Spring 05 (protocol 3-instructor). Besides thetexts, othertopics were discussed
in each of the interviews as indicatedby the protocolnumber. A scheduleof the interviews
and the texts that were discussed ineach ofthem is shown inTable 3.2 in the next page.
Throughout Fall 04,1 visited both the AW class and the SLA class to conduct
observations. I tried to observe those sessions in which assignments were presented by the
instructors, but this was not always possible due tothe fact that I taught a class whose
schedule conflicted with that of the SLA class.
Due tothat schedule mismatch, I had tovideotape one SLA class, butthen I could
not videotape other classes because the students found the videotaping disturbing, so I chose
to observe the last 30 minutes of five classes instead, which was all that my schedule allowed
me. The class ofNovember 8finished early and Adrian's group stayed in the classroom to
talk about their interactionist research study, which gave me achance to observe their
interaction. Table 3.3 in page 34 presents the dates when observations were conducted.
In January 2005, after completing most of the interviews, Istarted the data analysis
which I describe in the next subsections.
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Table 3.2. Interviews with Adrian and the instructors
Interview date Participant Protocol Text discussed
09/14/04 Adri^ 1-subject AWl.SLAl
09/17/04 Adri^ No protocol SLA2
09/29/04 Adri^in 2-subject SLA2. AW2,
09/30/04 Dr. Mendes 1-instructor AWl, AW2
10/25/04 Dr. Mendes 2-instructor AW3
10/30/04 Adri^ 2-subject AW5, AW3, SLA3
11/04/04 Dr. Eglise 1- and 2-instructor SLA1,SLA2
11/19/04 Adri^ 2-instnictor SLA3, AW4, AW5
11/19/04 Dr. Eglise 2-instructor SLA2, SLA3
01/21/05 Adrian 2- and 3-subject SLA4, AW5. AW6
01/21/05 Dr. Eglise 2- and 3-instructor SLA4
01/23/05 Dr. Mendes 2- and 3-instructor AW4. AW5. AW6
01/30/05 Adrian 2- and 3-subject SLA4, all the previous papers
01/30/05 Dr. Schwartz 2- and 3-instructor AW5, AW6
3.4.1 Data analysis
A qualitative inductive analysis approachwas followed in order to interpret the data
once each set of data had been analyzed separately as explained in the subsections below.
Activity Theory (EngestrSm,Miettinen &Punamaki, 1999;Russel & Yanez, 2003) was used
to integrate the different clusters of datainto a coherent whole thatwould makeit possible to
paint a picture of the interplayof factors that constitute the enculturation process and their
relationship to changes in Adrian's writing. The unit of analysis for this study was the
thought collectives in which Adrian participated, chiefly the SLA class and the Academic
Writing class.
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Table 3.3. Class observations
SLA observations AWobservations
09/29/05 09/21/05
10/06/05 omms
10/11/05 10/26/05
10/25/05 10/28/05
11/8 - group interaction
However, because such collectives are to some extent immersed within the larger
Applied Linguistics discourse community and interact with it, the analysis had to address
such connections and interactions, albeit minimally, in order to obtain a more complete
understanding of what the encuhuration process into the discourse community consists of. In
addition, these two thought collectives are immersed into a larger community, theMA
TESiyALprogramatMWU. Although Academic Writing is not partof theMATESL/AL
curriculimi, thesyllabus and assignments draw a strong connection to theprogram and the
Applied Linguistics discourse community. Figure 3.1 in the nextpage illustrates thedifferent
activity systems involved inAdri^'s encuhuration process. Although thediagram shows a
linear, hierarchical progression, those activity systems actually overlap and interact in
complex ways whose description is beyond the scope of this study.
The unit of analysis for this study is thus the thought collectives at the lowest level of
the diagram below as well as the interactions between this level and the other two that
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constitutethe enculturation process. Notice that the participantandhis actions are akeady
part of the process, so that the participant's insertion into the activity systems is an integral
component of the enculturation process, as the participants' motives and goals influence his
understanding of the other elements at the different levels of the activity systems he is part
of. Accordingly, the constituents of the section of the activity system that is the unit of
analysis are deflned as follows:
Tools = MA/TESL curricula, syllabi of specific subjects, assignments;
Subjects = students, instructors;
Motives = the students' goals, the instructors' goals, the institution's goals;
Rules/Norms = as defined by institution and instructors, especially those related to language
(i.e. genre and register conventions).
CoEMnunity = chiefly the thought collective, i.e. the immediate community of classes, peers
and professors in program, but also the larger discourse community of the MA program and
the Applied Linguistics (AL) community, or target discourse community (TDC), as they
interact with the thought collectives;
Division of Labor = the interaction between students and instructors in courses and the
different roles and activities they perform;
Outcomes = learning outcomes as planned by the instructors and perceived by the participant,
completed writing tasks (i.e. texts).
Tools
Subjects)
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Applied Linguistics
Discourse Community
Object/Motive »Outcome
Rules/Noims \ Communi^*, '.Division ofLabor
MA TESL/AL
program
^^ject(8) Object/Motive *00100016
Rules/Nonns \ Cominiim^ Division ofLabor
T^wli \
SLA class
Academic Writing class
Sqbject(») d)qect/Motive —^Outcome
Rulet/Nornii Comniimly Diviricnof Labor
Fig. 3.1. The different activity systems in Adrian's enculturation process.
Tiie data coming from the different sources were thus analyzed within an AT framework
for what they had to reveal about the different components of the activity system in order to
find answers for the research questions. The manner in which each data source was analyzed
is described in the following subsections.
3.4.1.1. Interviews
The interviews with all the participants were transcribed to electronic format and
analyzedin searchfor emerging themes. When certain themes did emerge, the corresponding
parts of the interviews were coded and grouped together in new word processor files. The
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resulting filesweregroupedin folders according to the research question(s) that theywould
help to answer.
3.4.1.2. Class documents
The syllabi and assignment sheets from both classes were analyzed in search for the
explicit and possible implicit goals they contained. Those were then compared to the
participants' perceptions of those goals as revealed in the interviews.
3.4.1.3. Adrian's papers
Some simple preliminary analysis was carried out after each paperwas collected in order
to identify off-register elements andelicit theparticipants' reactions to them. However,
deeper analysis was conducted in Spring 05 afterthe interviews had beencarried out. The
papers were categorized as follows according to theirgenre: a) three empirical research
papers (SLAl, SLA2, AW5, AW6), b) two library research papers (SLA2, SLA4), c) three
textography reports (AW2, AW3. AW4), and d)one general essay (AWl). I decided notto
do either SFL orgenre analysis ofthe three textography reports because a) the length ofthese
texts isnot comparable tothat ofthe other papers, b) they contain long strings ofTjorrowed'
text from the articles Adri^ analyzed to write the papers, and c) the genre does not
necessarily require theuse ofsophisticated academic language forms. Therefore, I conducted
neither SFL nor genre analysis on these papers, but I did analyze and code them for instances
where either Adri^'swriting orDr. Mendes' comments revealed aspects ofthe academic
enculturation process.
SFL analysis was performed on the rest ofthe papers. Inaddition, genre analysis to
determine changes in the papers' schematic structure was performed on the three empirical
research papers. This was not done on the library research papers because not enough
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literature exists about the genre that would allow for the integration of a coherent framework
for analysis.
At first I was not sure whether to conduct SFL analysis to the AW diagnostic test due to
its length and lack of genre compatibility, but then I decided that it was important to analyze
it in order to provide at least a vague picture of Adrian's writing ability prior to the beginning
of his formal writing studies. Following previous studies as described in the review of the
literature, several parameters related to each of the three metafunctions posited by SFL were ,
chosed to be analyzed in Adda's papers. Those will be described in the next sections.
3.4.1.3.1. Parameters related to the ideational metafunction (Field)
3.4.1.3.1.1. AL technical terms
Regarding AL terms, the terms that were counted were those considered to be technical,
i.e. those that are not likely to be understoodby a lay person. The selectionof the terms that
were considered technical was based entirely on my subjective judgment. Based on this
criterion, terms such as the following were included in the count: L2, critical period
hypothesis, input, competence, syntax,morphological structure. By contrast, items such as
the followingwere not counted: \erb, adjective, past tense, pronunciation, nativespeaker.
Instancesof occurrenceof AL technical terms in each paperwerequantifiedandnormalized
to 1,000words (i.e. the numberof occurrences of a term in a text wasmultipliedby 1,000
and then divided by the total number of words in that text).
3.4.1.3.1.1. Types of processes
As indicated in the literature, the study of the types of processes, also calledTransitivity
Structure (Halliday, 1994), can yield information about the degreeof abstraction of a text.An
increase in the number of relational processes is evidence of more abstraction (Martinez,
2001). In this thesis study, the verbs "focus" and "emphasize" were classifiedas relational
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when their subjects were abstract/non-human, whereas "suggest" was classified as mental
and "show" was classified as verbal when their subjects were non-human (Halhday, 1993;
Halliday, 1994; Martinez, 2001). The verbs expressing different types of processes in each
paper were quantified, their proportions were obtained, and graphs were plotted to show the
proportions in which the different types of processes make up the Transitivity Structure.
3.4.113.2.2. Non-human subjects
The label "non-human subjects" was preferred to "abstract" or "inanimate" because in
practice it is difficult to classify how abstract a subject is and whether non-human subjects
are inanimate. It is important to clarify that for the count of non-human subjects what was
counted was not the subjects per se but the number of processes that had abstract subjects.
This was done due to the fact that in some instances two or more clauses, particularly non-
finite embedded clauses, had abstract subjects. The dummy placeholders 'it' in sentences like
"it might be difficultfor ESL students to... " was counted as non-human subject as the
embedded clause which is the semantic subject was thought to be non-human. The resulting
counts for each text were normalized to 1,000 words.
3.4.1.3.2.3. Off-register exponents for participants and processes
In addition to my own analysis, two raters marked all the papers (except the three AW
textography reports) for off-register items. The two raters were professors of the Applied
Linguistics program at MWU. They were instructed to highlight any word or phrase that they
thought was off-register in Adrian's papers. They were told to ignore grammatical mistakes.
When neither of the raters marked items that I had considered to be off-register, I used the
AL section of the ISU corpus—from now on referred to as the ISU/AL corpus— to find out
whether those items were offrregister. The ISU/AL corpus consists of research articles
published in five different AL journals and has a total of 403,944words (Daisy, 2005). The
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off-register words were analyzed qualitatively in search for meaningful patterns. No
quantitative analysis was performed on this parameter.
3.4.1.3.2. Parameters related to the interpersonal metafunction (Tenor)
3.4.1.3.2.1. Passive voice
A frequency of use of passive voice that is higher than that of informal spoken language
is a well-known trait of academic registers. For this research study, all passive constructions
in both ranking (i.e. main, paratactic, hypotactic) and embedded clauses were counted, which
means that in sentences like "the verbs takenfrom the summary written by the student" two
instances of passive voice were counted. The resulting count was divided by the total number
of clauses, both raking and embedded, in order to obtain the proportion of passive vs. active
clauses in the text.
3.4.1.3.2.2. First person
Values for this parameter indicate the degree of personalization of a text. Although this
parameter overlaps with the metaphors of modality parameter (i.e. "/ think that..." is a
metaphor of modality) and the appraisal parameter (i.e. *7considered this an important
study..." is an instance of personalized appraisal), there are other instances of use of first
person that are neither metaphors of modality nor instances of appraisal (i.e. "we decided
to... we expected that...''*). The overall count of the occurrence of first person pronouns (both
singular and plural) results in information about the degree of personalization of a text. The
counts for each text were normalized to 1,000 words.
3.4.1.3.2.3. Hedging
This was a problematic category to analyze due to the fact that hedging can be
accomplished through a variety of lexicogrammatical choices, such as impersonal mental
verbs (i.e. "This study suggests that...")»modals ("This might be due fo...") subjective
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metaphors of modality ("/ think that..objective metaphors of modality ("/f seems
that..Nevertheless, hedging was included as a separate category because it was
considered that increase in hedging implies a more cautious stance toward the ideational
content of a clause, which is usual in academic discourse. Instances of hedging as described
above were quantified and the resulting counts were normalized to 1,000 words.
In order to have a clearer idea of the quality of hedging in Adrian's text (i.e. whether it
was personal or impersonal), instances of use of modals and subjective/objective metaphors
of modality were also analyzed and quantified separately.
3.4.1.3.2.4. Modals
Since the interest of this research study regarding the interpersonal metafunction lies in
the stance Adrian took vis-^-vis the ideational content of his texts, only modals indicating
probability were analyzed and quantified. Instances of modulation (i.e. prescriptive use of
modals as in these activities must allow the student to.,.\ ability/potentiality (we can say
that...) and impossibility (J would take into account...) were not analyzed. At first, lintended
to divide this category into two subcategories: objective modals (i.e. "these results could...")
and subjective modals (i.e. "7might...")»in order to find out the proportions of objectivity
vs. subjectivity in the use of modals, but no instances of the latter occurred in Adri^'s texts,
so instances of objective modals were quantified and normalized to 1,000words.
3.4.1.3.2.5. Objective vs. subjective metaphors ofmodality
Metaphors of modality were classified as either objective (i.e. "it seems that...") or
subjective (i.e. "1 think that... we can say that... ")• Their proportions were obtained vis-a-vis
the total number of metaphors of modality in order to determine whether the proportion of
subjective metaphors diminished over time and that of objectivemetaphors increased.
Phrases like "we can say that..." were considered to be metaphors of modality because.
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despite using an ability modal, they seem to imply a probability stance toward the ideational
content of the following clause.
3.4.1.3.2.6. Appraisal
Instances of appraisal were classified as objective (i.e. '*this is an important study...")
and subjective ('7 consider this is an important study"Xas a greater proportion of objective
appraisal may indicated a more academic-like quality in the texts.
3.4.1.3.3. Parameters related to the textual metafunction (Mode)
3.4.1.3.3.1. Types of clauses
Clauses were identified as main, paratactic, hypotactic, or embedded using Halliday's
(1994) definitions of those terms, particularly as presented by Colombi (2002). The
proportions of each clause type were obtained for each paper.
3.4.1.3.3.2. Marked theme
Following the definitions of marked theme in the review of the literature, only instances
of Theme-adjunct, Theme-complement, and Theme-hypotactic clause were considered to be
marked themes. In the case of a sentenceconsisting of a main clause and a paratacticclause,
the theme of the main clause was considered to be the theme for the whole sentence, as the
meaning of the paratactic clause depends on that of the main clause. Instances of marked
theme were quantified and normalized to 1,000 words.
3.4.1.3.3.3. Lexical density
Lexical density was expressed as the proportion of content-carryingwords vs. non-
content-cairying words in the text (Colombi, 2002). FollowingEggins' (1994) definitionof
content-carryingwords, the following words were considerednon-content-carrying andwere
deleted: determiners, relativizers, complementizers, copularverbs, auxiliary verbs,dummy
placeholders, modal verbs, pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions, adverbs of manner, manner
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adverbs, degree adverbs, additive and restrictive adverbs, stance adverbs, linking adverbs,
deictic adverbs. The words that were not deleted were nouns, verbs, adverbs of place and
time, frequency adverbs, means adverbs, purpose adverbs, and adjectives. One exception to
the deletion of determiners were numerals that should have been followed by a noun which
was ehded, i.e. "Thefirst (question)..." Names of institutions (i.e. '^Centro Colombo-
Americano de Bogota") were counted as only one word because they refer to a single entity.
3.4.1.3.3.4. Grammatical intricacy
The grammatical intricacy index was obtained by dividing the sum of ranking (i.e. non-
embedded) clauses by the number of orthographic sentences in the text (Colombi, 2002, p.
72).
3.4.1.3.3.5. Nomlnalizations
For the purposes of this analysis, a nominalizationwas defined as a noun phrase which
includes a head noun morphologically related to a corresponding verb (Quirk, Greenbaum,
Leech & Svartvirk, 1985). This means that nouns related to verbs which were not head nouns
were not counted as nominalizations, i.e. education in *^level ofeducation," was not counted.
The counts of nominalizations were normalized to 1,000 words.
3.4.1.3.3.6. Conjunctive adjuncts
Conjunctive adjuncts (as classified by Halliday, 1994, p. 324-330) were analyzed at the
discourse-semantics level. That is, onlythose conjunctive adjuncts connecting orthographic
sentences and paragraphs were counted. The counts for conjunctive adjuncts were
normalized to 1,000 words.
3.4.1.3.3.7. Reference
Anaphoric and cataphoric references were analyzed qualitatively in search of patterns of
non-standard use. Those were not quantified.
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3.4.1.3.3.8. Instances of poor cohesion
Conjunctive and circumstantial adjuncts used in non-standard ways, incomplete thoughts
and any instance of language use that showed lack of cohesion to the previous sentence were
counted as instances of poor cohesion. Those counts were normalized to 1,000 words.
3.4.1.3.3.9. Instances of poor coherence
At first I attempted to classify instances of poor coherence in instances of poor generic
coherence and instances of poor situational coherence. In practice, it was not always possible
to classify certain instances as one of the other. The unit of quantification for this parameter
was the sentence. If a whole paragraph appeared to be incoherent, each sentence was counted
as a separate instance of poor coherence.
Table 3.4 in the next page summarizes the kinds of analysis that were performed for
each parameter. Qualitative analysis was performed to the following categories only in those
cases when their use appeared to be non-standard or otherwise seemed to evidence lack of
control of the register: technical terms, conjunctive adjuncts, cataphoric references, anaphoric
references, instances of poor cohesion, and instances of poor coherence.
The purpose of the qualitative analysis was therefore to find explanations for such lack
of control as well as to identify patterns in those instances that could be related to other
elements of the activity system.
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Table 3.4. Categories analyzed and type of analysis performed.
Quantitative Qualitative
Field - Experiential Metafunction
Applied Linguistics technical terms X X
Types of processes X X
Non-human subjects X
Off-register exponents for participants and processes X
Tenor - Interpersonal Metafunction
Passive voice X
First person pronouns X
Hedging X
Interpersonal vs. impersonal metaphors ofmodality X
Objective Modality X
Appraisal X
Mode - Textual Metafunction
Clause types (main, paratactic, hypotactic, embedded) X
Theme markedness X
Nominalizations X
Grammatical intricacy X
Lexical density X
Cohesion and Coherence
Conjunctive Adjuncts X X
References
Cataphoric references X
Anaphoric references X
Instances of poor cohesion X X
Instances of poor coherence X X
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The following procedures were used to analyze the texts:
1) The texts that existed in electronic format were retrieved from Adrian's laptop computer
and transferred to the researcher's computer.
2) The texts whose electronic version Adrian has lost when the computer he used to work in
in the TESL laboratory was reformatted were typed in a word processor.
3) Headings, subheadings, citations, and samples of learner language were deleted, as they
were not part of the ideational content of Adrian's texts or had not been produced by Adrian
himself, which could result in inaccurate measurements of lexical density and grammatical
intricacy.
3) The clauses in the texts were identified, separated, and labeled as being main, paratactic,
hypotactic, or embedded.
4) The grammatical intricacy index was calculated for each text by dividing the sum of
ranking clauses (main, paratactic, hypotactic) by the number of orthographic sentences.
5) Content-carrying words were identified and counted by saving the original file under a
new name and deleting all non-content-carrying words.
6) Once the number of content carrying wordshad been determined, it was dividedby the
total number of words to determine the lexical density index (Colombi, 2002).
7) The processesin all clauses, both ranking and embedded, were identifiedand quantified
by copyingeach clause and pastingit in a new file for each type of process.
8) The same procedure of copying and pasting in new files was followed for all the other
categories, which were then analyzed counted or analyzed qualitatively as shown in Table 4
above.
9) Figures for the categories analyzedquantitativelywere tallied and organized in tables.
An
In addition to the analysis of the texts according to the categories above, instances of
non-English-like use of lexis,morphology andsyntax were alsoqualitatively analyzed (but
not quantified) in search for meaningful patterns.
Theprocess of SELanalysis wasvery complex and involved multiple revisions of
already-analyzed text each time I ran into a case I had not considered before, such as the
numerals with elided subjects or the use of the verbs "/ocmj","show" and "emphasizeJ^
Those cases involved consultation with committee members ^d searches in the literature in
order to decide the appropriate way of classifying the linguistic features in question. Due to
the extenuating nature of this analysis, after analyzing the first three SLA texts I spent a week
without analyzing any other text and then went back to my analyses of those texts and
revised again (I had already revised them before). This was done in order to let my mind rest
so that it would be easier for me to identify mistakes I had made. Then, I let another week
pass before undertaking the analysis of the last SLA paper (the annotated bibliography) and
the two AW papers (the drafts and the final), in order to rest my mind and minimize the
chances ofmaking mistakes. I decided to analyze the introduction and the two longest
entries, which together resulted in a 1263-word paper, in order to make the paper comparable
to the research article report due to the facts that a) the annotated bibliography consisted of
several entries for different journal articles or books, b) each entry was a complete text on its
own, and d) the entire paper was considerably longer than the SLA research article report
(1098 words) which was the closest in genre and the one it was going to be compared to.
Once more, the resulting an^yses were revised once immediately after doing them and
then again after one week. After completing the analysis of all texts, I put the results in charts
in order to compare them. I grouped the papers in three ways: a general comparison of all the
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papers, a comparison of the empirical research papers, and a comparison of the research
article report and the annotated bibliography.
3.4.1.4. Classroom observations
The classroom observations were typed in word processor files and were analyzed and
coded for instances that revealed aspects of the enculturation process into the field as well
as Adri^'s social interaction. The same was done for the observation of group interaction.
After the analysis of each separate source of data was over, I conducted a global analysis
of all of them which consisted of establishing relationships between themes that emerged
from the differentdata sources as they related to the differentcomponentsof the activity
system. Following the principlesof inductiveanalysis, I distanced myself frommy
preliminary interpretations for a short period of time of about a week and then revisited them
to confirm themor reject them and look for new interpretations. Once I had reached some
conclusions, I had a new interview with Adri^ in orderto clarify someaspects of those
conclusions and confirm the trustworthiness of my interpretations. I also shared those
conclusions with my major professor in order to cross-check those conclusions and further
enhance trustworthiness.
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter presents and discusses the results as they pertain to a) the thought
collectives as activity systems, chiefly SLA and Academic Writing, but also Intro to
Linguistics; b) Adri^'s background at the onset of his immersion in those thought
collectives, including his goals and expectations, and c) Adrian's changing understandings of
the program, the field, the nature of academic writing, and d) the SFL linguistic analysis of
the lexicogrammatical and discursive features deemed as relevant in the previous chapters.
The results pertaining to (a) and (b) are presented first and then those pertaining to (c) and (d)
are presented as they developed chronologically throughout Fall 04. Following the separate
presentation of these heuristic dimensions, the interactions between them are explored and
discussed in order characterize the writing-enculturation relationship and processes in a
holistic manner.
4.1. The thought collectives
The exploration of the thought collectives focused on their goals as revealed by the
analysis of their tools—i.e. the documents that constitute their genre systems—, by the class
observations, and by the interviews with the instructors. Particular attention was paid to the
role assigned to academic language development and academic language conventions in
these thought collectives. However, the Intro to Linguistics class was only marginally
exploreddue to the fact that originallyit was not part of the designof this study and only
became one after Adrian chose to use the Intro to Linguistics final paper as the Academic
Writing final paper. This resulted in an absence of classroom observations and documents for
the Intro to Linguistics class. Therefore, the interview with the instructor, Dr. Schwarz, was
the only data source from which inferences were drawn about that thought collective.
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The MA TESL/AL program
Because the SLA, Intro to Linguistics, and—to the extent to which it interacted with
Intro to Linguistics—the Academic Writing thought collectives are part of the MA TESL/AL
program, it is necessary to explore the institutional goals of the latter in order to understand
the activity systems of the thought collectives. The program's statement of goals will be used
for that purpose. The statement of goals of the MA TESL/AL program establishes the
following objectives:
To prepare graduate students 1)for careers conducting applied language research on
the relationship between language and specific social, scientific, technical and
vocational contexts and teaching English as a second language in Iowa, nationally, and
internationally; 2) to pursue doctoral studies in applied linguistics, general linguistics,
foreign languages, English as a second language, and education, and 3) to teach English
in a variety of domestic and international contexts, including K-12, tertiary, and
commercial institutions. {Emphasis added)
The program therefore has both research-oriented objectives and practical pedagogy-
oriented objectives. However, the inclusion of two research-oriented objectives versus only
one pedagogy-oriented objective and their being mentioned first seems to place greater
emphasis on the research component. The statement of learning outcomes also seems to
foreground the research component by a) mentioning research-oriented objectives first, and
b) qualifying the pedagogical learning outcomes as 'basic,' which is not done to the research
component (i.e. there is no mention of conducting 'basic' research):
Graduates of the program will be able to 1) use technology in the service of applied
linguistic research and the teaching of English as a second language, 2) conduct
research on second language learning, teaching, and use in academic, professional, and
vocational contexts; 3) understandthebasicprinciples andmethods of teachingEnglish
as a second language; and 4) understand the basic principles of language structure and
use. {Emphasis added)
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Some of the program's courses seem to be research-oriented (i.e. SLA, Discourse
Analysis), whereas others are more pedagogy-oriented (i.e. TESL Methods and Materials).
However, even pedagogy-oriented courses have a research component, usually in the form of
a final empirical research paper or empirical research proposal.
4.1.2. The SLA class
In the case of SLA, an analysis of the syllabus (a copy of which can be found in
Appendix 7) reveals that it is a research-oriented course:
Overview
This course introduces students to the objectives, methods, andfindings ofresearch
investigating how people leam a second language. It will help to orient students toward
the perspectives of those who investigate questions about second language acquisition
(SLA) and help students to examine the published research on topics such as the role of
linguistic input for acquisition of vocabulary, the value of conversation for language
development, and the connection between identity and SLA. The course will include
topics such as SLA research questions and methods, linguistic data analysis^ and
research on interaction. Three perspectives to SLA will be introduced— cognitive,
interactionist, and sociocultural—andthe role of technology in shaping current issues
will be discussed. Students will be asked to read several books and research articles as
well as to present to the class three times. Three papers and an annotated bibliography
will provide opportunities for applicationof the concepts and practices by requiring
students to analyze language learner data^ appraise research articles, conduct and
report on a small-scale SLA study, and explore an area of interest. {Emphasis added)
Furthermore, five of the six course's objectives are research-related:
1) Identify important research questions and findings about SLA.
2) Evaluate how theoretical frameworks, research par^igms, data analysis
techniques, andmethodsofmeasurement help to addressquestions about SLA.
3) Analyze learner language
4) Find and analyze articles reporting theory and research on SLA.
5) Investigate L2 learning tasks used in classroom SLA.
6) Work collaboratively to talk and leam about SLA. {Emphasis added)
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Dr. Egliseconfirmedthe significant role that SLAplays in the developmentof students'
research skills:
I: to what extent do you think SLA the subject serves thepurpose ofhelping ss developa
research identity or become researchers to some extent?
Dr. Eglise: since we don't have a research methods class it plays an important role in
that... it's probably one ofthe main classes where students get their ideas about
research... how research is done in this field (interview, November 4, 2004).
SLA uses a genre system consisting of four tasks realized in an equal number of
assignment sheets to accomplish these goals. A closer analysis of those assignment sheets
along with Dr. Eglise's comments about the course's learning objectives provides further
about the nature of the course's goals.
All of the assignment sheets provide an outline of the organization that the resulting
paper should follow, along with detailed instructions of what each section should include.
The following excerpt from assignment sheet one illustrates this:
Your paper should contain the following four parts.
Introduction (20 points)
You should explain the reasons that SLA researchers and language teachers are
interested in examining learner language. Describe the specific feature of the language
that you are interested in (e.g., plurals) and why this interests you. You can look at any
aspect of the language (e.g., morphology, pragmatics) as described in Chapter 2.
In several cases, the orientation for students as to the content that each section should
include is given in the form of questions to be answered in that section, as in this example
from assignment sheet 3:
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a.Task
In this section you should describe the task.
•What aspects of the target language do you expect learners to acquire through this task?
This will take off from the more general discussion in the introduction.
'How would you describe the type of task? You can make up a name for it or use one
of the types that are described in the readings.
»Whatwill the focal topic(s) of the task be? (e.g., a movie, a decision about a vacation?)
'Where will the participants be located as they work on the task?
•What will the duration of the task be?
'Will the learners be able to make any choices about how the task will work? How
narrowly are you specifying the topics that the learners will work with? How strict are
the time and location specifications you are providing the learner?
The careful guidance given to the students in the assignment sheets indicates that there is
a strongemphasis in scaffolding the students' cognitive processes toward the development of
a research-oriented epistemological stance thatcan be reflected in the students' writing. Dr.
Eglise confirmed this:
Dr. Eglise:yougot questions there to be answered so.., untilyouget to theframe of
mind that these questionswill guideyourwriting (interview, November 19, 2004).
Theseassignments are seenby theinstructor as preparation for writing theMaster's
thesis:
Dr. Eglise: I see all these assignments as stepping out to themaster's thesis... many of
thestudents usework that they've done in thisclass as kind ofa pilotprojectfor their
thesis so I would say that's an importantaspect of the class (interview, November 4,
2004).
It seems that, by indicating to thestudents what thetextual realization of theassignment
should include, the assignment sheets seek to develop in the students a cognitive framework
to guidefuture research, primarily theMAthesis. Furthermore, the syllabus andclass
observations reveal that several sessions were spentin student-led presentation and
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discussion of empirical research papers found in the textbooks. Such presentations were
analytical in nature andoftenincluded criticism of the studies. Dr. Egliseoftentried to orient
this criticism so that students would see its implications for their own research as shown in
the following excerpt from my observation notes:
Discussion broke about applicability of findings in different contexts - Student 1: what
about in an EFL large class situation?
Dr. Eglise: importance of working with your data... whatever data you get... not fixing
the data (observation notes, October 25,2004)
The emph^is of the class is thus on the developmentof literate behaviors and
conceptual activities. Such development is reinforced through considerable scaffolding in the
assignment sheets and in the class via plentiful opportunities for cooperative construction of
knowledge in class presentations and discussion.
Nevertheless, there seems to be some ambiguity regarding the extent to which students
are expected to meet academic language conventions. In the first interview. Dr. Eglise
mentioned that students are expected to meet those:
I: to what degree are ss expected to meet academic language standards in the class?
Dr. Eglise: they do need to meet those standards in... because the class consists ofthe...
gradesfor the class are uh based on... constant evaluation ofcourse papers... and those
papers are specified in terms of the ... academic genres that... ss are supposed to
write... the research report... the research summary... the eh... I guess variations ofthe
research report... data analysis report... research design and uh reports requiring the
description ofresearch design and uh rationale (interview, November 4,2004).
By contrast, in further interviews Dr. Eglise indicated that she does not necessarily pay
close attention to specific language-related problems. In this excerpt, she commented on
Adrian's use of the verb ^consider' in SLAl, which I thought was non-standard:
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Dr. Eglise: I don't really mark it because... most ofthe students don't really know how to
put themselves into that position ofanalyzing interlanguage (interview, November 19,
2004).
Furthermore, when commenting about a specific sentence that seemed verbose and also
contained a grammatical mistake, she said the following:
Dr. Eglise: I hadn't done such a careful analysis ofit... but uh... yeah expressions like...
Mm... 'after reading the article I consider that one ofthe motivations ofthe researchers
carrying out this study was that there had been several studies in which supported the
idea that unfamiliar accents'... ok so that's not really very comprehensible (interview,
November 19,2004).
The comments above along with the emphasis on schematic structure found in the
assignment sheets suggest that the focus of the SLAclass regardingcompliancewith
academic language conventions lies more on theschematic structure that signal thepapers'
genrethan on the lexicogrammatical characteristics of thepapers. However, the SLA class
observations reveal that attention is paid to the development of field-specific lexis, as shown
by the following exceipt from my observation notes on the SLA class:
Student 1: asked about use of word "collaboration"
Dr. Eglise: people don'tuse language consistently, so telecollaboration might notbe
totally sociocultural, what youreadout there is not always neat becauseresearchers are
interested more in practical app without caring which theory it wasgrounded on
Student 2: can you explain the ^D?
Dr. Eglise: idea that learner knows, has thecapacity todo certain things butit'snot
fixed/measurable. Vygotskyans would say that capacity depends oncontext, space
beyond... where growth is possible. Not only product butalso process
Student 3: is the ZPD what interactionists would call I+l?
T: IHrefers to theactual language that's coming in,supposed to affect what you know
possibly, Vygotskyans would say that ZPD isnot IH, sociocultural people don't wanna
talkabout what's in themind, growing through assistance instead (observation notes,
October 6,2004).
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These exchangesillustrate similarinstances in which the class focused on the conceptual
clarification of theories and terminology so that the students would come to understand the
theories as different systems of metaphors for describing and understanding SLA
phenomena. These results suggest that the focus of the SLA class regarding academic
language is oh the development of a basic understanding of the field's genre's schematic
structure as well as the collective reconstruction of the discipline's semantic configuration
regarding field (i.e. the propositional content of the different theories in the course's
syllabus) and tenor (i.e. the development of critical positions toward the findings of previous
studies as well as an awareness of where the different theories and authors stand in
relationship to each other). Careful attention is paid to mode at the discourse-semantics level
(the schematic structure of the genre), but it seems that the textual metafunction itself is not a
matter of great concern, possibly because the students' immediate textual output (the
assigned papers) and projected textual output (the MA thesis) are meant for 'internal'
consumption and not for sharing with the larger discourse community.
The rese^ch component of this class seems to focus on the development of conceptual
skills and literate behaviors for the consumption and production of basic research. Such skills
as well as knowledge of the field are devdoped through tasks involving interaction with class
documents, with peers, and with the instructor. Remarkably, the assignment sheets seem to
be the organizational foci of this thought collective's activities and are instrumental in the
development of SLA knowledge, genre awareness, conceptual skills, and literate behaviors.
4.1.3. The Intro to Linguistics class
The only element of the Intro to Linguistics class that is available for analysis is the
assignment sheet for the final paper, a modified version of which became Adri^'s final
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Academic Writing paper. This assignment sheet provided the students with a detailed outline
of the sections the paperneededto be organized into as well as the contents of eachsection.
However, the sections and the internal organization of their content did not exactly match
those of published research article, as it required the paper to have the following separate
sections and moves:
Introduction
• Give a general introduction to the paper's topic
• State why the topic is of interest to you
Purpose of the study
• Be sure that you have a specific purpose and that it is clearly stated
Background information
• Give overview of topic
• Summarize previous studies done on topic
• Indicate why they study might be "important" to linguistics
The organization above does not follow that of research articles as outlined by genre
analysis studies (Swales, 1990; Samraj, 2002,2004), which is the one that is taught in
Academic Writing. This seems to indicate that following the genre conventions of the
discourse conmiunity strictly is riot a concem in this class. Furthermore, the interview with
Dr. Schwartz reveals that there is not much emphasis on academic-like lexicogrammar either:
Dr. Schwarz: if they do a thorough job with the analysis and it's clear and concise and
uhyou know 1 think there's insight in it... that part... whether you use passive or not...
whether it's personalized or not... I'm not... and especiallyfor a class paper... andfor
many this is the first time to do anything like this.., that's sort ofat the bottom ofmy list
as far as things to quibble about... so that part doesn't bother me... I'm not askingfor
that type ofwriting... I'm a little bit moreflexible... especially in this class I get a lot of
people that comefrom literature or whatever who aren't so tough on this... so this is a
little bit ofa compromise... as I said I'm mostly interesting in the content (interview,
January 30, 2005)
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Specifically, Dr. Schwarz's assertion that classpapers in particular are not expectedto
followed academic language conventions strictlymay indicate that the class is not focused on
preparing students for participation in the AL discourse community, which is plausible given
the introductory nature of the course. The class appears to focus more on the consumptionof
research. However, the fact that the final paperis an empiricalone speaks of an interestin the
development of research skills, which is coherentwith the MA program's philosophy. Such
focus on research, however, is only minimal in this class and therefore little attention is paid
to the AL discourse community's genre and register conventions.
4.1.4. The Academic Writing class.
In contrast to the other classes discussed above, Academic Writing focuses on mastering
the genre conventions of the target discourse community to a greater degree:
The main objective of this course is to help you shape up your written communication
skills in order to become successful writers in your respective academic
communities...TMscourse has been designed to help students becomeacquaintedwiththe
organizaddn and the language conventions used in the academic writing of university
disciplines (excerpt from the AcademicWritingsyllabus) {Emphasis added).
Furthermore, the research article is focus of the class, and the course's final outcome is a
research paper that meets the standards of that genre. The excerpt below illustrates these
points and links them to their corresponding literate behaviors:
The ultimate objective of the course is to help you write a research article of
puhlishahle quality. The course turns around the waypublished authors in the
disciplines write, tiie way in which they inform their audiences of their research
methodologies and results, the way in which they organize the information they want to
convey, and the language they use to convey that information (excerpt from the
Academic Writing syllabus) {Emphasis added).
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The course's methodology is based on the deductive presentation of the schematic
structure of the genre, which is followed by the students' exploring corpora of published
research papers in their specific fields in order to discover the particularities that such
structure adopts in that discipline:
Each part of the research paper (abstract, introduction, method, results, discussion, and
conclusion) will be investigated and analyzed, using excerpts from readings that have
been extracted from research articles that report different conventions and tendencies in
the writing of academic disciplines. Then, students will investigate the corpus of
academic articles in their own disciplines to see if those conventions and linguistics
tendencies also appear in the language used in their disciplinary communities and/or to
find different conventions or tendencies which might have passed unnoticed to
researchers analyzing academic genres (excerpt from the Academic Writing syllabus).
Furthermore, the class focuses not only on the linguistic conventions of academic writing, but
also on the writing process:
The organizational patterns and the language conventions wiUbe studied and exercised, and
students will be able to write their own research papers,different drafts ofeach
section, which will allow them to work on new versions of the sections in order to improve them
(excerpt from the AcademicWriting syllabus){Emphasis added).
These goals are realized through five textography report tasks (one for each section of
the research article) in which the students are required to analyze several papers in the
corpora in order to describe the rhetorical patterns of their discipline and how their findings
are similar or different from the organization presented in the class. The following is an
excerpt from the assignment sheet of the reports on introductions:
The purpose of this paper is to draw conclusions about the way published authors in
your discipline write introductions. After reviewing the five sections of writing the
introduction, you are expected to write a 2/3-page response paper, in which you are
going to describe the patterns that you discovered in the writing of introductions in your
discipline... compare your findings (what you discovered in the corpus) to the examples
presented in class (excerpt fromthe AcademicWriting syllabus).
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The other three papers are all very similar in the way they are worded and have the same
goals. In addition, the assignment sheet for the results section report emphasizes the
relationship between language forms and functions:
As you know, this section can show a strong relationship between the communicative
categories and moves that can be identified in it and the different linguistic conventions
(use of a specific tense, modals, comparative adjectives) that are frequently used by
authors writing this section.
My observations of the class show that the form-function relationship is also emphasized
in several exercises given to the students through the semester. DrMendes' comments also
served that purpose. The following excerpt from my notes illustrates this:
T shows slides with sentences in active & passive voice, contrasted both, explored
reasons for using one or the other (observation notes, September 28,2004).
This emphasis on the rationale behind the selective use of different structures according
to an author's purpose also served to shift from rigid prescriptions of language use toward an
understanding of the reasons driving lexicogrammatical choices, so that the prescriptions
from the literature would not come across as a cooking recipe. The corpus exploration and
discovery activities also served that purpose. Furthermore, Dr. Mendes often made additional
comments that also illustrated the flexibility of language use depending on a writer's
purpose:
Dr. Mendes: always keep your audience in mind, dependingon how specific and learned
your audience is, you will be able to give more or less details in the methodology, put
into practice tendencies in disciplines that you notice (observation notes, September 21,
2004)
Dr Mendes: if you have a results sec and a conc sec, the conc sec is most likely to repeat
all or some of the moves of the result sec. Maybe you have a section called discussion
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and conclusion, and then you'll have most or all moves, (observation notes, October 28,
2004)
T showed example from Posteguilllo where move 2 altemates with move 7 as authors
present results and draw conclusions. •
Dr Mendes; move 1, 3,4 are absent, all you find is move 2 and 7, and in fact, this goes
on, in the file that you have, you have the complete conc section and you'll see it has
like 5 moves 2 followed by 5 moves 7. (observation notes, October 28, 2004)
Dr. Mendes; I told some of the students... especially those coming from more
conservative research tradition fields... to avoid personalization... how many papers like
this one could you find in the TESOL Quarterly with 'I consider' or *1... (interview,
October 25,2004)
This emphasison schematic structureand formal language was supplementedby several
language-focus exercises that highlight the relationship of target structures and vocabulary
items to rhetorical functions.
Dr.Mendes also highlighted themistakes thestudents made in theirpapers, but in
general did not think that the useof colloquialisms in those wasa problem:
Dr.Mendes:well all I can do is make themnotice that... this is not a grammarclass... so
I just make them realize that they've made a mistake and that's all... and I underline it...
sometimes they uh they go back to more colloquial language... I've seen that in other
students too so I don't think it's a problem at this time of the course (interview,
September 30,2004).
In short, underlying the syllabus ofAcademic Writing is an assumption that thestudents
will eventuallybecome full participants of their discourse communities (i.e. the course's final
product is a publishable paper), which perhaps stems from the fact that the class is intended
for Master's and doctoral students alike. Consequently, the class prepares them accordingly
by focusing strongly on understanding andcontrolling discourse conventions. The class
emphasizes the schematic structure of the genre butsome attention is also paid to
lexicogranmiatical (register) issues. Knowledge isconstructed not by interaction with peers
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(which wouldn't be effective due to the fact that students belong to very different
disciplines), but by exploration of the corpora, comparison of findings with those of the
literature, and reports of the findings, which in itself is a research process.
4.1.5. Summary of thought collectives
The three classes discussed above assume different positions toward research and the AL
discourse community. These can be thought of as a continuum in which AW has the most
direct relationship with the community regarding genre conventions, SLA has the most direct
relationship regarding content and a somewhat less direct one—an apprenticeship one
perhaps—^regarding conventions, and Intro to Linguistics has the most indirect type of
relationship regarding both content and genre conventions. The following section describes
Adrian's background and motivation to study the MA TESL/AL in order to characterize,
albeit superficially, his academic identity and writing-related experiences prior to the
beginning of his MA studies.
4.2. Adrian's motivation and background
Adri^ receivedhis BA in English in his native country. He graduatedin 2001 and, after
three years of working as an EFL teacher in elementary schools, high schools and
universities in his country, he decided to apply for a Fulbrightscholarship to studyfor anMA
degree in TESL in the United States:
I: what's your motivation to come to study this Master's degree?
A: I W£2s working very hard in my country,., and I said well 7 want to continue
learning... I don't wanna do this all my life'... 1mean... working this hard... but... I need
to leant more aboutEnglishand about teaching because / know that when peoplefinish
their major at the university... we know how to speakEnglish at least I meantheway we
leam over there, but we don't know how to teach... so I thought well it would be very
interesting ifI could get a scholarship to study this... ESL... and then I could train these
people withdifferentstrategies and techniques... becausepeople are complaining all the
time that students don't leam and that theydon't know whichstrategies to usefor... I
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mean in order to make students understand it better or acquire better (interview,
September 14, 2004)
Thus, it seems that his motivation to pursue the MA TESL/AL degree is both
instrumental in thatobtaining this degreemayresult in his not having to workso hardto earn
a decent salary, andintrinsicin thathe has a strong desire to furtherhis knowledge ofESL
pedagogy andwants to share such knowledge with his colleagues oncehe goes back tohis
country.
Havinghad very little instructionin English in K-12 education, he learnedEnglishas
partof his BA studies. This means that his learning of English beganat age 18.His
Bachelor's degree studies were focusedon leaming the language and studyingliterature, with
some minimal attention paid to linguistics:
A: well I took intro to linguistic analysis.,, I guess that was the name... I took contrastive
analysis... phonetics... English literature andAmerican literature... what else?... I don't
remember... well uh... grammar... then I had to take like different levels ofEnglish... I
guess I didn't leam a lot about applied linguistics, about how second languages are
leamt I mean... and I was not even preparedfor teaching when I finished mystudies, so
I had to leam that (interview, September 14, 2004)... alia el proposito es que
aprendamos el idioma... pero no en si pedagogia... muy poco... didactica casi nada [the
purpose there wasfor us to leam the language... but not pedagogy... very little.., almost
no didactics] (interview, January 30,2005).
I: y lingufstica nada o casi nada? [and nothing or almost nothing regarding Linguistics?]
A: lo que lleve fue una introduccion a la lingmstica que... ya estando aca verdad... me da
risa cuando me pongo a acordarme de lo que era la introduccion a la lingiiistica que
tuvimos alia [what I had was an introduction to linguistics that... being here the
contents of that class seem laughable] (interview, January 30,2005)
Furthermore, the academic culture in his university was characterized by hostility
between the faculty and the students. As Adrian puts it, the faculty were very protective of
their knowledge and position and they tried to get rid of as many students as they could:
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A: he sabido de casos en los que les han ofrecido becas para venirse aca unos tres meses
para sacar algiin curso.. para alumnos pero ellos se las han quedado... o hay algunas
personas que saben demasiado pero no saben compartirlo [I've known ofsome occasions
in which they (the faculty) have been offered scholarshipsfor students to come herefor
three months to take a seminar or something... but they have used them themselves
instead... or there are some people who know but they don't want to/know how to share
lY] (interview, January 30,2005)
A: hay treinta alumnos en la clase para estar aprendiendo ingles y lo que es el idioma es
mucho... entonces lo que ellos van tratando es eliminar a cuantos puedan... y a veces de
una forma que no es para nada pedagogica segun mi punto de vista [there are thirty
students in a class, which is too many for teaming English... then what they try to do is
to eliminate as many as they can... and I think sometimes they do it in a manner that is
not pedagogically adequate] (interview, January 30,2005)
The way in which the faculty tried to diminish the size of classes was through extremely
difticult tests:
A: por ejemplo gramatica... nos daba unos ex^enes en el que cada error the bajaba
varios puntos... en mi pais diez es la mayor nota pero en la Universidad Nacional nadie
tiene notas de nueve [grammarfor instance... she would give us tests in which each
mistake subtracted several pointsfrom your grade... in my country the highest grade is
ten but in the National Universityno one has grades ofnine] (interview, January 30,
2005).
Thus, learning seems to havebeen assessed through tests rather than tasks. Perhaps as a
result of this test-oriented culture, the writing tasks that were required from Adri^ were
usually short texts. Thus, althoughmost of the academicwritingAdrian had done prior to his
entry to the MA TESL/AL programhad been in English, it is safe to say that such writing
tended to be unsophisticated:
A: I have never written in Spanish... I mean anything important... yeah because most of
myclasses were in English in mycountry so I had to write somepapers.... not very long
papers just like... a page in English (Emphasis added) (interview, September 14, 2004).
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The most important paper that Adrian wrote during his BA studies was a report of a non-
experimental, observation-oriented research study about teaching techniques in a French-
language class that he did with two other students. The purpose of this project seems to have
been for the students to develop conceptual skills and to some extent genre skills to the
conduction of research. This paper was written in English:
A: I had to take a class it was like... well... guided research was the name... because I
had to leam how to write a thesis, and I had to write a research paper... we were
analyzing a class, the French class. Weactually had a hypothesis that the methodology
the teacher was using was not appropriatefor the students to leam... so we made some
interviews and we gave the students a test in order to get data... yeah and then we had to
write hypotheses you know... all the procedures wefollowed... methodology... we had
to...
I: you had to write all that in English right?
A: yeah (interview, September 14, 2004).
He characterized this experience as a difficult and discouraging due to the instructor's
*sinkor swim' approach:
A: yeah it was hard because the teacher just... she used to come to the class and give us
photocopies... read the copies... and that's it... the same that was in the paper she was
reading and she didn't explain anything I mean... and it's like when you say to somebody
'ifyou want to swim you just moveyour hands'... it was hard... then you know the
process was really difficult (interview, January 21,2005)
Adri^ and his teammates had to rely on dictionaries and on an ESL teaching magazine,
Forum^ which is not a research journal, to fmd their theoretical background and the language
they needed to write the paper:
I: andwhen you were writing this paper, howdid yougo aboutfinding the words and
phrases that you wanted to use?
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A: well... I just thought about it... they told us not to repeat the words sofrequently so...
we had a dictionary with antonyms and,synonyms... that was the only resource we
used... and we used this magazine Forum. It was really helpfulfor us... we applied what
we read in the magazine because it wasfor English teachers... to French (interview,
January 21, 2005)
The fact that they used Forum is significant because Adrian mentioned using language
from books and magazines as models for his own texts:
A:... or if I have any likea magazine like thismagazineForum or any other book... I go
to the bookand read and analyzewhat it says and if it is related to thepaper I'm writing
I try to you know 7 can write this way... I can use these words' (interview, September 29,
2004).
As pointedout above.Forum is not a research journal; its target audienceis ESL/EFL
teachers ratherthan AL researchers, and therefore its content consists primarily of advice on
teaching techniques andsome basic theoretical exploration of teaching approaches. Although
thelanguage used inForum does not seem to becolloquial, it canbe hypothesized thatit
differs somewhat from that found in scholarly journals; the articles in it are certainly not
scholarly empirical research and donot follow the conventions of such genre. Therefore,
exposure to thegenre andregister of Forum may have hadan impact onAdri^'s writing.
Another important element in Adrian's background as an ELL and writer is the advanced
ESL course hetook at the University ofOregon inSummer 04, immediately before his entry
to theMA TESL/AL program. He was sent there bytheFulbright Exchange Program. Being
aFulbright scholar myself, I know that such programs are offered to those Fulbright grantees
whose TOEFL scores indicate that they need to improve their English skills, particularly as
related to academic tasks, in order to be successful in their studies in the United States. As
part ofhisESL program inOregon, Adrian took oral skills, grammar, and writing classes.
Hiswriting class, however, focused onwriting summaries of non-academic material, and he
did not receive feedback on his writing:
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A: I just read a book.,, oh I was reading a novel... "Life according to Garb" ok so we
had to read a book and every Thursday we had to write a summary ofwhat we had
read... so we gave the summary to the teacher but she didn't give us feedback (interview,
September 29, 2004)
All these aspects of Adrian's background as an ELL and ESL writer paint a picture of an
advanced L2 writer that has good command of English grammar arid vocabulary which can
be improved nevertheless. What we know of his BA studies indicates that he had most likely
been exposed to written registers which are not strongly academic but perhaps more
literature-oriented. Furthermore, his exposure and training in academic genre was minimal.
Also, he had never been required to write long academic assignments in English before his
entry to the MA program. As a result, his written English was probably free of rampant
colloquialisms and grammar/vocabulary mistakes, but may have lacked the discursive rigor
and lexicogrammatical sophistication of university-level academic written English.
This characterization was reflected in his performance in AWl, the AW diagnostic test.
As shown in Table 4,1 in the next page, nine of the parameters that are considered as
indicators of sophisticated academic writing have values that are higher than the average
values from the other papers. However, these high values may be partially due to the fact that
the diagnostic test prompt included instances of very academic-like language that Adridn
probably copied when writing AWL
Table 4.2 shows that four of the values for the parameters that have a negative relation to
academic registers are lower than the average for the other papers, except for the poor
cohesion and poor coherence values, which appear to be considerably higher.
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Even though these results are to be takenwitha large grain of salt due to the fact that the
lengthand genre of AWl are not comparable to those of the otherpapers, theynonetheless
indicate that Adrian has a fairly good command of formal written English.
Table 4.1. AWl values vs. average values (direct relation with academic register)
Parameter Average AWl
AL technical terms* 14.42 0
Relational processes 30.83 42.3
Non-human subjects 32.51 46.15
Passive voice 8.88 19.2
Hedging * 9.06 10.92
Objective metaphors of modality 73.01 100
Objective modality 2.44 5.46
Objective appraisal 71.66 0
Embedded clauses 27.74 33.33
Theme markedness* 17.88 21.85
Nominalizations* 14.68 5.46
Lexical density 45.11 48.08
Conjunctive adjuncts* 8.41 0
Table 4.2. SLAl values vs. average values (inverse relation)
Average SLAl
Grammatical intricacy 1.59 1.36
First person pronouns* 7.35 5.46
Subjective metaphors of modality 43.65 0
Subjective appraisal 28.33 0
Poor cohesion* 3.8 10.92
Poor situational coherence* 1.28 5.46
However, the paper also shows non-academic characteristics such as starting with a
question, poor cohesion/paragraph development in the first paragraph, and an absence of
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conjunctive adjuncts. Besides, he uses the noun "research" in plural {^^researches"\ which
is most likely transference from Spanish. These areaswerepinpointedbyDr. Mendesas
illustrated by her comment on the paper:
Dr. Mendes: Adridn starts his writing with a thesis statement that's a question that's the
first thing that I'm gonna be writing... there are veryfew instances when direct questions
appear in academic writingfor instance research questions... he has a very good
handling ofgrammar and mechanics usingpoor connectors drives me nuts... and
that's something I make a point of... like using the word 'research' in theplural... (he
used) but and and at the beginning ofa sentence which really drive me crazy... it's not
well stated... poorly developed... poor use ofconnectors... the cohesion and coherence of
the text is very weak.;, um... even the paragraph making is like a bit weird (interview,
September 30, 2004)
Furthermore, AWl also contains words that were considered non-academic by one of the
raters, such as "big" Cit seems that developed countries are investing big amounts ofmoney
in scientific research "), and "huge " ("wA/c/i could be the causes ofsuch a huge
difference?"). Both raters marked the phrase "we can notice" (^'as we can notice in the
secondfigure...") and indicated that it was too personal and a passive structure would have
been more appropriate for the register. In short, this paper seems to indicate that at the
beginning of Fall 04, Adri^ had good command of the textual metafunction at the clause
level but not at the discourse-semantics level (i.e. cohesion was poor), and did not control the
ideational metafunction (poor word choice) to a level that was fully appropriate for academic
registers.
4.3. The Enculturation Process
Following the above description of Adrian's background as a university student and L2
writer, this section presents the chronological development of the different themes that were
identified in the data, namely adaptation to the academic work culture, feelings of insecurity,
socialization, understanding of the field of SLA, writing views, sense of audience, papers,
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hedging, transfer of AW knowledge to SLA tasks, NNS factors, and identity development.
For organizational purposes, these themes were grouped under the labels of early semester,
mid semester, and late semester. This organization reflects the distribution of the papers
along the Fall 04 term as shown in Table 5. The dates of the excerpts from interviews do not
necessarily correspond to this chronology because information from later interviews often
refers to earlier papers and phenomena.
Table 4.3. Chronological organization of papers and results
Paper
Early semester AW2, SLAl, SLA2
Mid semester AW3, AW4, SLAB
Late semester AW5, SLA4. AW6
4.3.1. Early-Semester
This section presents the phenomena and themes as related to the writing of AW2, SLAl
and SLA2.
4.3.1.1. Socialization
At the beginning of the semester, Adrian had a hard time connecting with hisMA
TESL/AL fellow students apparently because he found them somewhat unfriendly:
A: I think it was difficultfor me but... I thought theywere different than what they really
are (interview, Jan 21)
Instead, he socialized most with a group of undergraduate students that he met in the
MidWestem City airport when he first arrived in MidWestem State. His sociable nature led
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him to integrate well with this group and soon he found himself going dancing and partying
with them, which suited his goal of having fun during his stay in the United States:
A: yeah they invite they have barbecues or small meetings at theirplace and it's very
nice... they invited me to go first to the statefair and then the same week they took me to
Des Moines to a salsa place so we went to salsa dancing
I: so who do you socialize most with?
A: nowadays? Maybe with them... because ofthese girls I have met a lot ofpeople
here... especially native people... yeah (interview, September 29,2004).
The fact that he did not have much of a relationship with the rest of the MA cohort
seems to have had an impact on his writing in SLA2, as will be discussed in the
corresponding subsection.
4.3.1.2. Adaptation to the MA Program's Work culture
Regarding his adaptation to the MA work culture, Adrian was very motivated to learn at
the beginning and this seemed to help him cope with the unexpectedly heavy work load:
A: well it's good... I could do thisforever... I mean studyforever... I like studying
because I know I'm learning a lot... and sometimes Ifeel very tired but I think it's
normal... sometimes I feel homesick I miss myfamily myfriends my country... but I'm
going to learn a lot... I thought it was going to be easier... but I'm learning more than I
was expecting... I mean because I'm required to read a lot (interview, September 14.
2004).
This rather happy state of affairs changed as the semester progressed toward a situation
of stress and, quite literally, unhappiness, as will be discussed in the Mid Semester section.
4.3.1.3. Understanding of the Field of SLA
Early in the semester, Adrian expected that his MA programwould provide him with a
theoreticalbackgroundto understand L2 learningas well as practical teaching training:
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1: what are your goals regarding this master's program? Whatdo you think you're going
to leamfrom it? What do you want to get out of it?
A: well I want to have a better idea ofhow languages are learned or acquired... as I told
you I want to team how this process oflearning a new language works... and I also want
to leam some techniques some strategies so I can share them with my colleagues back in
my country (interview, September 14,2004)
The last statement illustrates a major theme in Adri^'s goals regarding his studies,
which is his desire to acquire practical tools that will help him become a better teacher and
potentially a teacher-trainer as well. This goal seems to have had influenced his early
understanding of the SLA course:
I: ifyou could summarize the objectives ofthe course, what would they be?
A: well I think the only objective is that... we have to leam how to analyze data... and as
teachers we have to leam how to analyze our students' errors so we can lookfor better
strategies or suitable strategies to make them acquire the language better (interview,
September 14, 2004j
The statement above was made at a time when Adriin had just written SLAl, the
interlanguage analysis paper. Similar statements made in later interviews suggest that his
understanding of the course's goals and of SLA as a discipline were strongly connected to
the course's thematic progression.
4.3.1.4. Perceptions ofWriting
Regarding the process of writing, on September 14 Adri^ characterized it as something
difficult that makes himnervous. Hementioned that the strategies he uses areusing simple
language, starting and ending his paper with a question, andmodelinghis writingafter
relevant printed sources. Furthermore, he does not like revising what he writes.
A: it's reallydifficult... first I get really nervous... and thenI start thinking abouthow I
can startfor example the introductionfor a paper... the exact words I have to use or I
can usefor writing an introduction... it's like 'shouldI start this way? Should I start with
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these other words?' yeah... just thinking about what I have read before.,, what I know
about writing... that's the way I start... I just think about what I have read... about...
maybe I've read something related to the paper I'm writing. ..I try to use common
words... and I know that one way to start with a question... you can start with a question
andyou canfinish with a question... I don't like to read what J write (Emphasis added)
(interview, September 14,2004).
Adri^'s wanting to use 'common words' or 'simple language' was a constant
throughout all of the interviews. When I asked him why this was so, Adrian responded that it
was because his projected audience was always his colleagues in his country, and he did not
think that they would understand his writing if he was to use sophisticated language:
A: mds que todo yo me enfoco siempre a mi pais o sea los profesores... siempre pienso
que si un colega de alia quiere leer esto... lo va a entender? Va a entender de lo que estoy
hablando? [mostly I focus on my country that is the teachers... I always wonder 'ifa
colleague back there wants to read this is he going to understand it? Is he going to
understand what I'm talking about?] (interview, January 30, 2005).
AdriM mentioned that this projected audience (his colleagues in his country) and his
concern about their ability to understand remained the same through Fall 04 and had an
impact on all of his writing during this term. Although this aspect seems to have remained
unchanged, his understanding of discourse conventions did not, as the following section will
begin to explain.
4.3.1.5. Adaptation to Genre Conventions
A: ya hacia mucho que no escribfa nada desde que hice mi trabajo de graduacidn...
entonces adaptarmeotra vez a eso fue bastantecomplicado al principio... pues porqueya
ni me acordabacomo es el hacer una introducci6n y todos los procesosque lleva [it had
been a long timesince I'd writtenanything... the last thing I wrotewas myBA degree
paper... then adapting to that was really complicated at the beginning becauseI didn't
remember how to write an introduction and all the processes it includes] (interview,
January 21, 2005).
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The excerpt above illustrates the difficulties Adrian faced in getting used to writing
academic papers in English, in particular as related to the AW class. Furthermore, at the
beginning he failed to see the purpose of learning the research article genre conventions:
A: al principio no le hallaba el sentido porque decia bueno quien quiere.... a quien le
importa c6mo escribas la introduccion? [At the beginning I didn't see the point because I
thought 'well who wants to... who cares about how you write the introduction?]
(interview, January 30, 2005)
AW2 seems to reflect this early perception. In this paper, Adrian had to report on the
moves found in AL published papers and describe any patterns that he'd discovered.
Although he got a good grade in his report, he did not do a thorough exploration of the
corpus (i.e. he only looked at four papers), which led to insufficient data to identify patterns.
This lack of thorough analysis probably resulted from his failure to see the significance of
understanding and following genre conventions.
As a result of his not very thorough research, in AW2 he claimed that "applied linguistic
(sic) writers do not follow a specific patter (sic) in their introductions." This led to the
following comment from Dr. Mendes:
I think that it might be too risky to say that applied linguistics do not follow a tendency,
as you only read a small number of articles from the corpus. You could only get to such
a conclusion by doing a thorough investigation and computing statistical frequencies,
which is not the objective of this course.
Furthermore, Dr.Mendes' commenthighlights the fact that the claim is not softenedby
any hedging device.
Dr. Mendes: so umeven thoughhe completed the assignment becauseofthe examples
that he gives I'm sure that hedidn't opena lot offiles and he didn't lookat too many... he
generalizes at saying that this is the way thatpeople write in our disciplines... and that's
not the way he should handle this... he should say...from thepapers that I read this is
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what I could see... you can't generalize saying in linguistics this is the waypeople write
(interview, September 30, 2004)
The following section discusses whether Adri^ was able to transfer knowledge gained
in AW to SLA work.
4.3.1.6. Transfer of AW Knowledge to SLA papers
I: so would you say that you haven't been able to transfer the knowledge that you've
gainedfrom the AW class to the other classes... is that what you're saying?
A: yeah right now we haven't written anything like... because what I did with this
paper... SLA it's just like answering questions... (interview, September 29, 2004)
The quote above indicates that, after writing SLAl and SLA2, Adri^ was not able to
transfer the knowledge he'd gained so far in AW to his SLA tasks. It seems that he fails to
see those papers as academic genre. Instead, he sees his writing of those as a matter of
following a recipe. This was also apparent when I recorded what he said as he wrote SLA2:
A:... she doesn't want us to write an introduction... she just wants us to answer the
questions... what was the author's motivation... [he's readingfrom the assignment sheet
here] (observation, September 17,2004)
This inability to see the SLA assignment sheet questions as constituents of genre is
particularly surprising in the case of SLAl, which is an empirical researchpaper, that is, the
samegenre being studied in AW.The following section describes Adri^'s understandings of
the SLAl and SLA2 tasks, his goals relatedto those, and the results of the analysis of those
texts.
4.3.1.7. Papers
This section presents the results of the analysis of SLAl andSLA2.
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4.3.1.7.1. SLAl
Adrian reported that he understood this task as an exercise in data analysis that would
give him the skills he would need to analyze his own students' interlanguage later on. He
indicated that his goal for SLAl was *t6 see how the paper turned out' in terms of quality
and, perhaps, grade:
A: bueno lo que queria ver era comorealmente iba a salir el trabajo despues de ser el
primero que tenia que escribir... era el primerfsimo trabajoque escribia despuesde tanto
tiempo y querfa ver como iba a salir... creo que m^s que todo esa era mi preocupacion o
sea.... que resultados iba a tener a la hora de escribir [wellwhat I wanted to see was how
thepaper was going to turn out after being thefirst one I had to write... it was the very
first paper I wrote after so long and I wanted to know how it turned out... I think that
was my main concern... what results I was going to get when writing] (interview,
January 21,2004).
It turns out that the results in terms of grade were excellent, as he got an A. Commenting
on the paper, Dr. Eglise said the following:
Dr. Eglise: ok so this first one was really very strong and... uh... it didftdfill the
assignment and even was uh... was well done... uh... in terms offtilly addressing each of
the areas (interview, November 4,2004).
Regarding my analysis of the text, Table 4.4 in the next page shows the values for the
different parameters being measured as having a positive relation with academic registers.
Although the values for several of these parameters were below average in SLAl, the values
related to impersonality in the textual metafunction (objective modality, objective metaphors
of modality, objective appraisal) were all higher than average. In fact, all instances of
appraisal and all metaphors of modality were objective. This gave the paper a very
impersonal and authoritative tone. The proportion of embedded clauses is also higher than
average, which suggests more sophistication in writing. Conjunctive adjuncts also tended to
occur more frequently than the average, which may indicate better cohesion than in other
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papers. In fact, as shown in Figure 5 in Appendix A, only in AW5 and AW6 do conjunctive
adjuncts occur more frequently than in SLAl.
Table 4.4. SLAl values vs. average values (direct relation with academic register)
Parameter Average SLAl
AL technical terms* 14.42 11.75
Relational processes 30.83 26.11
Non-human subjects 32.51 28.35
Passive voice 8.88 7.46
Hedging * 9.06 7.34
Objective metaphors of modality 73.01 100
Objective modality 2.44 2.9
Objective appraisal 71.66 100
Embedded clauses 27.74 33.6
Theme markedness* 17.88 17.64
Nominalizations* 14.68 8.81
Lexical density 45.11 42.61
Conjunctive adjuncts* 8.41 9.55
Table 4.5 shows the values for the parameters that have a negative relation to academic
registers. SLAl has lower-than-average values for four of these, and its grammatical
intricacy is exactly average. These results and those abovespeak of a paper that has several
characteristics of academic registers.
Table 4.5. SLAl values vs. average values (Inverse relation)
Average SLAl
Grammatical intricacy 1.59 1.59
First person pronouns* 7.35 2.2
Subjective metaphors of modality 43.65 0
Subjective appraisal 28.33 0
Poor cohesion* 3.8 2.93
Poor situational coherence* 1.28 1.46
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However, a qualitative analysis of instances of language use that struck me and/or the
raters as odd reveals some difficulties in the control of the three metafunctions at both the
clause level and the discourse-semantics level. Thephrasebelowis an example of theformer.
(1) In the appendix, I have includedsomedata gatheredfrom anotherstudent in the
same class whoalso seems to have thesame problem using irregular verbs (appendix 2).
(2)As a result, it would be interesting to knowmore about this student NL in order to
know how the past tense is used
These twosentences arenotcoherent with therest because the datatheyreferto are not
relevant for the study. Thestudy was about theinterlanguage of a Finnish student. Adri^
claims that exploring this other student's interlanguage would yield interesting results
regarding theuseof thepasttense, but thisbegs thequestion of whose useof thepasttense
he is referring to. The claimwouldbe logical if the other studentwere Finnish,but he does
not indicate his/her nationality. Furthermore, offering further data for interpretation isnot a
move that has been identified as typical ofresearch article conclusions, which suggests that
there is lack of generic coherence in this particular instance.
In addition to those problems, sentence (2) also shows poorcohesion in that the
conjunctive adjunct "as a result" isused to express anon-causal relationship. The sentence
belowillustrates a similar problemwith the textual metafunction at the discourse-semantics
level:
The following is a list of the verbs taken from the summary written by the student. (3)
The next step was tomake a (4) work-chart to (5) make a list ofthe interlanguage forms
that the speaker used in instances inwhich anative speaker would use past tense.
Inthe second sentence, the use ofthe conjunctive adjunct "the next step" suggest an
attempt to describe processes inachronological fashion, which seems to be inappropriate
because that description format has not been followed and no other previous steps have been
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mentioned. Furthermore, the raters considered "work-chart" and "make a list" to be off-
register. A possible explanation for the latter fact is that the relationship between the chart
and the hst could be better expressed as "a chart listing...," which would be more logical
than expressing this meaning as an impersonal intention (i.e. infinitive clause).
Furthermore, the sentence below, which was the only one that Dr. Eglise underlined and
commented on in this paper, seems to evidence that there is some misunderstanding of the
construct of interlanguage, although, as suggested by Dr. Eglise (interview, November 19,
2004), its misuse could simply be a mistake:
(6) Theoretically, this analysis suggests that the student's interlanguage is interfering in
the acquisition of the past tense form of irregular verbs. (Dr. Eglise's comment: "This
doesn't really make sense")
There seems to be no connection between the phrase and the adverb "theoretically."
Adri^ included this word because the assignment sheet for this paper contained it as part of
the instructions for the conclusions section:
Theoretically, what does the analysis suggest about the development of interlanguage
knowledge? (Assignment sheet 1, Appendix 7)
However, there is no true discussion of the theoretical aspect or implications of his
analysis of the learner's interlanguage. Furthermore, the sentences following the one above
are redundant and suggest that there is a true misunderstanding of the construct of
interlanguage:
(7) This does not mean that the learner does not know the correct morphological
structure for the use of past tense of irregular verbs, but he has to go through a series
of stages to acquire the native speaker rule. The acquisition of any grammatical
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structure, therefore, must be taken as a process in which the learner is acquiring the
TL structure
The following phrase also exemplifies lack of control of the experiential
metafunction:
(8) I cannot identify how his NL is affecting in the acquisition of the TL
An exploration of the ISU/AL corpus and the corpus-based Collins Cobuild
Dictionary indicates that the verb "identify" is followed by nouns which existed previously
(and were known or suspected to exist) in an undifferentiated state with other entities (i.e.
nothing distinguished it from other entities in the same context and/or no observer had
characterized them as different from the other entities). The complement clause following
"identify" in the sentenceabove does not appear to fit that semanticcategory. Furthermore,
the verb "identify" is never followed by a complement clause in the ISU/ALcorpus.A
differentwordingsuch as "the LI factors affecting this learner's interlanguage could not be
identified," would have better reflected the semantics of this verb.
Adrian also seemedto have trouble regarding the collocations of abstract subjects, i.e.
the kinds of processes that abstract subjects can perform. In the sentence below, theTable is
performing a material process:
(9) Table 1.2 gives more explanation (sic)...
The verbs which collocate with theword "Table" in the ISU/AL corpus are "show"
and "present." The word "Table", however, does not co-occur with "explain" or "give" in
thatcorpus. Raters identified other experiential elements (i.e. nouns andverbs) that, although
semantically correct, are not used in academic registers. Theiruse indicates that Adri^ needs
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to complexifyhis understanding of Field, i.e. expand his vocabularyto include academic
lexis whose use would give his texts the appropriate institutional focus within the field of
AL:
(10) Learning a second language is a complex process that many SLA researchers are
interested in knowing about
(11) Many theories have come up trvine to explain SLA
(12) AnoAer possible explanation is that the student considers these verbs say and try as
regular ones.
The following phrase offers further examples of Adrian's difficulties with the
experiential and textual metafunctions:
(13) One of the problems or limitations found in the analysis of these data is that I do
not know the learner's native language, so I can not identify how his NL is affecting
him in the acquisition of the TL. Another important aspect that could help to make a
better analvsis is the gathering of more data from different learners.
The first sentence in the paragraph explains one of the limitations of the study. The
second idea is also a limitation in that it suggests that data were insufficient for the analysis
in the present study to be significant, but the wording of the sentence is more that of a
suggestion for further research, which could have been more properly dealt with in a
different paragraph. In order to link the two sentences (i.e. to perform the textual
metaflinction), Adrian used the noun "aspect," but what his proposition is an aspect of is not
clear, particularly in relationship to the previous sentence. In other words, it is up to the
reader to infer that this suggestion for further research is actually another aspect of the
limitations. Adri^ said that he tends to use the word "aspect" whenever he lacks a better
noun to describea part of a whole (interview, January30,2004), which is probablywhyhe
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used it in this sentence. Moreover, this failure to make connections clear to the reader is
probably linked to his difficulty in explaining things in detail (interview, October30, 2004)
Furthermore, as the two examples below illustrate, Adri^ uses restrictive relative
clauses to express relationships between different experiential elements that would be better
expressed otherwise:
(14) It is also important for ESL teachers to know more about the SLA process in
order to develop better teaching-learning strategies in which their L2 students can
succeed in learning the target language.
(15) For the leamer to acquire this structure, he needs to be exposed to different
communication activities in which he can practice the language, but rather to focus on
form, he can focus on function.
The use of "in which" suggests that the success of the students and the practice of the
L2 will occur inside the techniques and activities, which seems to attribute spatial
ch^acteristics on these nouns that they probably do not possess.
Adrian also seems to misunderstand the referential implications inherent in the
determiner "this":
(16) Many theories have come up trying to explain SLA, focusing on how the human
mind works, and the different stages it undergoes during this acquisition process
In this phrase, "this" suggests that a) the acquisition process has been mentioned
before, or b) there are several kinds of acquisition processes and a particular one is being
referred to here. Neither is true. Although this could be dismissed as a mere slip, similar
occurrences in other texts that will be discussed later lend credence to my presumption that
this phenomenon is a reflection of Adrian's interlanguagerather than a simple mistake.
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4.3.1.7.2. SLA2
This task consisted of an analysis of a research article. Its purpose was to evaluate the
methodology in a critical manner. Adrian saw this task as an opportunity to develop his own
research skills:
A: if I'm going to analyze the article... I think I'm going to have a better idea of how to
do my own research... how to carry it out (interview,September 17,2004)
However, he was ill-preparedto carry out the task, as he had never read empirical
research papers before and was not aware of the existence of scholarlyjournals in the field of
TESL/AL:
A: el segundo trabajo deNicole... y notema idea... yo lo unico quesabia de lo queera
la... articulos publicados erala revista Forum... pero no tema idea del TESOL Quarterly
o el Studies onSecond Language Acquisition [the second assignmentfor Nicole's
class... the onlythingI knew about was the... articlespublished in the Forum
magazine... butI had no idea that the TESOL Quarterly or Studies inSecondLanguage
Acquisition existed\ (interview, January 30,2005).
Furthermore, he wascompletely unfamiliar withthe genre and felt did not know how to
write the paper:
A: bueno ac^ exactamente... no sabia que hacer... tenia el articulo pero nosabia como
revisarlo... [well here... you're right... 1 didn't know what to do... I had the article but I
didn't know how to analyze it"]
I: porque nuncahabias hecho uno asi? [was it because you'd neverdoneone like this
before?]
A: no nunca. [nonever] (interview, January 30,2005).
As mentioned in thesocialization section above, at this point in the semester hehad little
contact with hisSLA classmates, which prevented him from seeking their assistance:
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A: quizds era demasiado tempranoen el ciclo que no le pregunte a nadie c6mo se hace
esto me podes ayudar con esto... porque tambi^n crei que no me iban adecir o no se...
pero no le pregunte a ninguno de los companheros {perhaps it was too early in the
semester so I didn't ask anyone 'how should this be done? Can you help me with this?'
because1also thought that they wouldn 't tellmeor I don't know.., butI didn 't ask any
ofmy classmates] (interview, January 30,2004).
This ledAdrian to relyentirely on theassignment sheet in ordertowrite hispaper. He
thought that the safest thing to dowas to answer thequestions therein one by one. Despite
this, he still felt veryinsecure when writing thepaper:
A: entonces lo que decidi esque ibaa responder pregunta porpregunta ypues asi como
estaba... s61o ir buscando la informacidn en el articulo sin necesidad de irle cambiando
tantas cosas... pero... despu^s dije yo buenosi lo estoyhaciendomal si la estoy regando
si lo que quiere ellaes que nosotros pongamos con nuestras propias palabras loque esta
aca... y asi tuve un mont6n de dudas a la hora de hacerlo ... [then I decided that I was
going to answer each question one at a time andso itwas... just lookingfor information
inthe article without having tochange somany things... butthen I thought 'what ifI'm
doing this the wrongway? What ifwhat she wants isfor us to writewhat's here in our
own words?' andso Ifelt very insecure when writing this] (interview, January 30, 2004)
Despite hisaccurate understanding of thetask's purpose and thecareful guidance
provided by theassignment sheet, Adri^s lack of familiarity with the genre resulted in a
paper whose values for most ofthe parameters speak ofpoor control ofacademic language.
Furthermore, the qualitative analysis ofthe text reveals several instances offragmentary
thinking and poor cohesion. Tables 4.6 and 4.7 compare the values for this text with the
average values ofthe parameters that have adirect relation with academic-like language
characteristics.
As seen in Table4.6 below, all of theparameters but two (nominalizations andlexical
density) have lower-than-average values. Not surprisingly, Table 4.7 below shows that all of
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the values for the parameters that have an inverse relation to academic registers are higher
than average.
Table 4.6. SLA 2 values vs. average values (direct relation)
Parameter Average SLA2
AL technical terms* 14.42 1.84
Relational processes 30.83 24.79
Non-human subjects 32.51 27.27
Passive voice 8.88 4.95
Hedging * 9.06 7.39
Objective metaphors ofmodality 73.01 0
Objective modality 2.44 0
Objective appraisal 71.66 50
Embedded clauses 27.74 16.66
Theme markedness* 17.88 16.63
Nominalizations* 14.68 14.78
Lexical density 45.11 43.43
Conjunctive adjuncts* 8.41 8.31
rable 4.7. SLA 2 values vs. average values (inverse relation)
Average SLA2
Grammatical intricacy 1.59 1.84
First person pronouns* 7.35 10.16
Subjectivemetaphors of modality 43.65 100
Subjective appraisal 28.33 50
Poor cohesion* 3.8 13.86
Poor situational coherence* 1.28 1.84
When these values are compared with those ofSLAl (Table 4.8 in the next page), it
becomes apparent that all ofthem decreased, except nominalizations, lexical density and
hedging. However, the parameters measuring objective hedging (objective modality and
objective metaphors ofmodality) go down to zero.
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Table 4.8. Comparison of values - SLA2 vs. SLAl (direct relation)
Parameter SLAl SLA2 Variation
AL technical terms* 11.75 1.84 •
Relational processes 26.11 24.79 T
Non-human subjects 28.35 27.27 •
Passive voice 7.46 4.95 T
Hedging * 7.34 7.39 •
Objective metaphors of modality 100 0 T
Objective modality 2.9 0 T
Objective appraisal 100 50 T
Embedded clauses 33.6 16.66 T
Theme markedness* 17.64 16.63 T
Nominalizations* 8.81 14.78 •
Lexical density 42.61 43.43 •
Conjunctive adjuncts* 9.55 8.31 •
Furthemiore, as shown in Table 4.9 below, the values for all the parameters with a
negative relation to academic register increased. All of the hedging in this paper is realized in
subjective metaphors of modality, e.g. 50% of all instances of appraisal are subjective in
SLA2, whereas they were all objective in SLAl. In particular, instances of poor cohesion
were much more numerous in SLA2 than in any other paper (Fig. A.12, Appendix A).
Instances of poor coherence were the second most numerous (Fig. A.12, Appendix A).
Table 4.9. Comparison of values - SLA2 vs. SLAl (inverse relation)
Parameter SLAl SLA2 Variation
Grammatical intricacy 1.59 1.84 A
First person pronouns* 2.2 10.16 •
Subiective metaphors of modality 0 100 A
Subjective appraisal 0 50 A
Poor cohesion* 2.93 13.86 A
Poor situational coherence* 1.46 1.84 A
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Adrian's approach of simply answering the questions in the assignment sheet was
particularly evident in the Background and research questions section and the Description of
setting sections of SLA2. The former is a collection of unrelated sentences and the latter is
just a bulleted list,which is not what Dr.Egliseintended by providing detailedquestions:
Dr. Eglise: because these are paragraphs at the beginning there,., there were little...
kindoflike language youfind on the web... theyare pieces of thingsyou know in terms
of the way theylookanyway... so it's not... it's notformatted as a paragraph here... and
then that totally carried through in thedescription of researchmethods part where it's
just a bulleted list... uh so I saw those thingsare notfitting what I had intendedto start
with (interview, November 19, 2004).
AdriM's write up does not always match thequestions in the assignment sheet.
Specifically, the justification of research methods section contains a reference to the answer
of oneof the research questions, which wasnot a question for that section. In addition, when
asked toevaluate the justification of the research methods, Adrian just repeated the authors'
motivation to conduct thestudy. Besides showing that hedidnotalways follow the guideline,
this alsoresults in lackof coherence. AsDr.Eglise said
Dr. Eglise: he's got this kindof uhsummary of kindof redundancy that indicates that he
doesn't really know... he'snothe'snotarticulatingformulating an argument about what
he's saying... but kindof lookingfor words tofill thepage (interview, November 19,
2004).
The following paragraph from the results section illustrates most ofthe interesting
phenomena occurringin this paper.
The answerto this question was not yes or not (17), rathersometimes because for the
Spanish-speaking listeners, listening to alecture delivered by anative speaker oftheir
language was an advantage, but for the Chinese-speaking listeners, it was not.
It was difficult for the researchers to give an explanation to this Question (18), but they
consider some aspects that could have influenced the listeners (19).
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I consider that (20) the analysis is clear becausethe researchers includeddifferent
languages in the study (21), and the way thev analyzed the data was also clear (22).
According to the results of the test (23), they divided each group of nonnative speakers
into three subgroups according to (24) their scoreson the institutionalTOEFL.
Phrase (18) shows poor understanding of thenature of the participants andprocesses in
the phrase, since research questions are not explained but answered. It also shows poor
cohesion because the previous sentence does not refer to the research question but to its
answer. Phrase (19) is an incomplete thought, as the aspects are never mentioned. Phrase (15)
is an example of a phenomenon that was very prevalent throughout most of Adri^s papers:
the non-native-like overuse of the verb "consider." Although neither Dr. Eglise (interview,
November 4, 2004) nor the raters thought that phrases like (19) and (20) were non-standard,
the Collins Cobuild Dictionary indicates that the verb "consider" is not followed by
complement clauses but by a noun (usually a gerund), noun + adjective, noun + as +
adjective, or noun + infinitive clause. The ISU/AL corpus does not contain a single instance
of "consider" + that-complement clause. In other words, "consider" does not mean "to think
something" but "to think something about something" or "think about something". Although
these two verbs are paradigmatically close, they are not identical, which is reflected in their
different syntagmatic associations. Adri^*s use of "consider" as a synonym of "think" is
most likely due to interference from Spanish, as "considerar" in that language means the
same as "think" in English when "think" is used to give opinions (i.e. "1 think that...").
Furthermore, "considerar" is often preferred over "pensaf (think) in formal oral and written
registers in Spanish, which might have led Adrian to think that using it in his writing would
make his texts sound more academic-like.
Phrase (21) shows poor logic because the fact that different languages were included in
the study does not relate to the cl^ty of the analysis. Phrase (22) is an incomplete thought
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because there is no explanation of why the data analysis was clear. Phrases (23) and (24)
illustrate the overuse of the preposition "according to^" which occurs four more times in
SLA2 for a total of six occurrences.
Phrase (23) shows non-standard use of this preposition. Following the Collins Cobuild
Dictionary, "according to" can be used to a) signal a data source, b) signify that something is
done according to a set of principles emanating from the object of the preposition, and c)
indicate that something varies in accordance with a changing factor that is the object of the
preposition. An exploration of the AL corpus shows that "according to" occurs as a
circumstantial adjunct in theme position only when it conveys meanings a) and b).
Furthermore, for meaning b) it seems that the only entities that can be objects of this
preposition are those that constitute systems of principles or rules that can generate results of
some kind, which is not the case in (23), as "the results ofthe test" are not a set of generative
principles but a mere collection of data.
Conversely, phrase (25) below illustrates the opposite phenomenon in which "according
to" is a circumstantial adjunct used to refer to a data source (i.e. it's the condensation of a
verbalprocess).The corpus shows that this circumstantial adjunct occursonly in the initial or
final position in the theme structure (i.e. before the main verb). In this case, Adri^ fails to
see that themain verb is "taking" and, therefore, if the circumstantial adjunct is notplacedat
the beginning of the phrase, it needs to be placed before the verb.
The nonnative people (24) chosento deliver the readings, according to the researchers
(25),were chosen taking into account different aspects.
In addition to this non-standard use, the noun phrase "non-native people" is off-register
as it is too colloquial. Beloware otherwords that are off-register in this paper:
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Besides (26), there was not enoughinformation to prove the hypothesis that one's own
accent was the easiest to understand, (marked by one of the raters)
(27)There was not enough information to prove the hypothesis. (Dr.Eglise underlined
this word and wrote "support" as a more appropriate alternative)
4.3.1.8. Perceptions of English proficiency
A: it was interestingbecausewhen I cameI already spoke English but uh I mean this
way thatpeople speak to each otherwas interesting... when I wentto a supermarketfor
thefirst time it was really hard to understand thewaypeople spoke there... the cashier...
because they talk reallyfast... I didn't know what she was saying... for me it was really
fast... and sometimes theyshout... but after a while I got used to it (interview, September
29,2004).
This quote illustrates the fact that Adri^ perceived that he needed to improve his
oral/aural skills, which was a recurrent theme in later interviews as well. At this point in the
semester he did not seem to be aware that, as shown in the previous section, some of his
syntax and vocabulary were non-native-like and could be improved.
4.3.1.9. Identity
The results presented above paint a picture of a graduate student that is primarily
concerned with the practical aspects of his field but nevertheless has an interest in research
inasmuch as it can improve his professional practice (interview, September 14,2004).
However, Adri^'s awareness of the discourse community he was entering was minimal as
revealed by his initial rejection of the importance of learning discourse conventions and his
total lack of familiarity with the community's research journals. Furthermore, he did not
seem to be particularly reflective regarding his writing and his leaming gains from the
assignments.
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I: and how do you feel about this paper? (SLAl}
A: / think it sucks... I don't wanna read it... I don't like to read what I write
I: why?
A: because I always have doubts... you know 7 should have changed this... I should have
said that...' I don't like to read what I write... I mean I always like to change... that's why
I don't want to hear what I say (interview, September 29,2004)
At this point in the semester, handing the assignment in seemed to have been the final
step of the writing process. He did not appear to be interested in reading the instructor's
comments—and most likely didn't—or attempting to discover areas that could be improved.
This lack of reflection on learning gains is further illustrated by the following comment he
made regarding what he had learned from SLA2:
A: it clarified some doubts I had relating with the teaching-learning process... yeah
sometimes you have some certain questions... that is about maybe this is happening...
learners are having problems but sometimesyou don't know how to prove what you
think... so this is going to help me to analyze it better... to understand it better
(interview, September 29,2004).
This is a very imprecise comment whose content is at best partially related to the
assignment and the article analyzed in it. The article did not deal with the teaching-learning
process but with oral comprehension difficulties. Nonetheless, Adrian seems to have gained
someunderstanding that phenomenaaffecting learning may have causes that are not apparent
at first sight and need to be researched in order to be understood. This seems to signal the
beginning of the development of a research identity. The following section explores the
development of this and the other themes in the middle stage of the Fall 04 term.
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4.3.2. Mid Semester
4.3.2.1. Socialization
ByOctober 30, Adrian hadstarted tomake friends among theMAcohort. Although he
kept seeing his undergraduate friends, he reported that the person he interacted the most with
at this time of the semester was Robert, a fellow SLA student:
I: tell me about yourfriends
A: oh this groupofundergrad guys... theguysfrom church... wewent horseback
riding... wewent to a restaurant the other day, last Sunday
I: so who do you interact with the most socially?
A: right nowwithRobert becausewe're taking twoclasses together... (interview,
October 30,2004)
This interaction with Robert was beneficial to Adrian because Robert helped him with
various aspects of the class:
A: that (interaction with Robert)'s really helping me with understanding SLA, he's
givingme really good ideas and now that I'm with him in the group 1have like to keep
up... he's givenme ideas about how topresent if we have to present (Oct 30)
I: cuando estuviste trabajando en el equipo, i,te ayudaron para escribir? i,Hubo
momentos en que solicitaste ayuda para escribir o te ofrecieron ayuda? \whenyou were
working in the teamdid they helpyou to write? Where there timeswhen youaskedfor
help with writing or you were offered help?]
A: hubo momentos en que pedia opinion... por ejemplo a Robert '^tu que pens^?
^Puedo incluir esto? ^.Crees que esto no esta bien si lo menciono? Tengo que incluir una
tabla aca?'... cuestiones asi [there were times when I askedfor opinions... for example to
Robert: 'what do you think? can I include this here? do you think it isn't right if I
mention this? should I put a table here?'... that kind of thing] (interview, October 30,
2004).
The following section describes how his adaptation to the new work culture progressed.
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4.3.2.2. Adaptation to MA program's work culture.
A: when I was in Oregon I was taking this class... this teaching a second language
class... it was three hours every day andpapers and you know... and I said 'well I'm not
getting credit so I don't have to worry about writingpapers, about reading thisfor
tomorrow,' but I was reading the books and I thinkI was enjoyingwhat I was doing and
I wasn't like 'oh myGod I have to read this because tomorrow I have toyou know?I
hadplenty oftime... I used to read it and think 'interesting... very nice' 1was enjoying it
but when you have to read andwrite not onlyfor one class butfor three different
classes... you don't enjoy what you're doing (interview, September 29,2004)
Adrian could not help but compare his experience in the MA program to his previous
experience in Oregon. It is apparent that at this point in the semester he began to experience
some frustration at not being able to enjoy his studies due to the sheer amount of work his
courses entailed. In a later interview, he expressed that this time in the semester was
particularly difficult:
A: hubo un tiempo en que me senti con mucha presipn... a mediados del ciclo del
semestre pasado si efectivamente pense que no me iba a dar tiempo para terminar todo
lo que tenia que hacer... pero despues me di cuenta de que la presion o sea se siente esa
presion pero si se puede salir con todo el trabajo si tenes una disciplina... una
organizacion con lo que queres hacer... [there was a time when Ifelt a lot ofpressure...
by the middle ofthe last semester I did think that I wasn 't going to have time tofinish
everything I had to do... but then I realized that the pressure is there but you can do all
the work on time ifyou are disciplined... ifyou are organized about what you want to
do^ (interview, January 21, 2004).
This quote, however, also shows that Adrian began to adapt to his new circumstances
and develop the organization skills that would allow him to meet the time demands of the
program. The next section describes the state of his understanding of SLA by mid Fall 04.
4.3.2.3 Understanding of the Held of SLA
Adri^'s understanding of SLA progressed as the semester went by to include concepts
related to interactionist theory:
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I: oh., in this paper that you're writing, which are the key concepts ofSLA that you're
using in the paper?
A: negotiation ofmeaning, askingfor clarification, askingfor repetition... we have more
but I don't remember... we are using different... what?... different words related to
negotiation
I: so your study is fully interactionist?
A: yes (interview, October 30, 2004)
At the same time, his understanding of the course's goals remains somewhat unchanged
in that he expresses the same view he had before (interview, September 29, 2004) that the
class was about learning how to analyze data:
A: well she wanted to see ifwe had learned about how to do research but also how to
analyze data... mostly because I mean that was the class about (sic)... it was not about
writing projects... the class is about the SLA process and how it works... so then the
purpose 1 guess was to see ifyou could analyze something (interview, November 19,
2004)
This quote, however, shows some conflicting understandings. On the one hand, he seems
to think that the course's objective is to teach students how to analyze data. On the other
hand, he says that the focus of the class is the SLA process and the papers are ancillary to the
purpose of teaching the students about that process. Perhaps this suggests a more complex
understanding that sees the research assignment as scaffolding tools leading to deeper
comprehension of the SLA process. The next section explores the changes in his views about
writing.
4.3.2.4. Perceptions ofWriting
I: do you think it was hard to put your ideas down to paper? Why? how was it hard?
Why or how?
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A: it's because... there's so much to say... but how can you give like the... how can you
say that without giving a different idea ofwhat you want to say... or without being so
complicated in your writing?... because ifsomebody wants to read this and that person
doesn't understand what I'm saying... the teacher will understand it but... anybody else...
and I like 'am I writing this ok? Am I saying this ok? Does this make sensefor
somebody else?',..! knew Carol would understand this but I now she'd make some
comments ifsomebody else wouldn't understand... so I thought 7 need to go deeply into
this' or 7 don't have to mention that' (interview, November 19, about SLA3)
The quote above illustrates two recurrent themes in Adri^'s views of writing: his
concern with his projected audience (his colleagues back in his country), and his desire to
keep his writing simple. What he means by "simple" is further illustrated in the following
excerpt:
A: I'm so like... it's the same whenI'm talking... I don't like to give too manydetails... I
like to go straightforward... evenwhen I'm speakingI can sound like rude or impolite...
and uh that's myproblem inwriting too... that's myproblem... giving toomanydetails is
so stressfulfor me... it's like... it's boring... why can't I just say thisjust in a very simple
way? That's myproblem (interview, November 19,2004)
In addition to his difficiilty to fully developan idea (which was apparent in the analysis
ofSLA2), he also reported having trouble to keep his ideas connected to thetopic heis
developing at any given time:
A: suddenly I'm about talking about somethingelse
I: do you tend to digress?
A: yeah I meanbut it's because of the same [thefact that hefinds it boringtogive
details and wants to keep things 'simple'] (interview, November 19, 2004)
However, as shown in the following section, he gradually began to understand the
necessity to fully develop and support his points.
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4.3.2.5. Adaptation to Genre Conventions
By this time in the semester, Adrianhad complexified his understanding of academic
genre so that he now understood some of the reasons behind the detailed explanation of
procedures in empirical research papers:
A: I think that happens to most international students... we think that we don't have to
include much information because it's going to be boring or irrelevant... and I have
realized that we have to give as many details
I: why is it importantfor the reader to know the procedure?
A: ifthey want to to do a what do you call this... you give your hypothesis you give your
data andyou write your report... and there is anotherperson who wants to do that...
when they want to make a replication (interview, November 19,2004).
AW3 and AW4 seem to offer further evidence of Adrian's deeper understanding of
genre conventions. Both papers show that Adrian performed a deeper analysis of what he
found in the corpus regarding the methods and results sections:
I could notice that authors use different names in the methods section; it will usually
depend on the study they are carrying out. I could also notice that the order suggested
for the sub-headings may vary. (AW3)
Most writers in Applied Linguistics use the three different categories, metatextual,
presentation category, and comments, in order to emphasize their findings. (AW4)
Adrian reported that he was able to transfer the newly gained knowledge about these
sections to SLAB, as shown in the next section.
4.3.2.6. Transfer of AW knowledge to SLA
On October 30, Adrim reported that what he learned in AW was helping him to write
SLA3, but primed the SLA assignment sheet as the main source of guidance for his writing:
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I: sientesque lo que estas aprendiendo enAWte est^ ayudando? [doyou thinkwhat
you 're teaming in AW is helping you?]
A: SI pero tambi6n cdmo tengo que tener cuidado con lo que esta pidiendo en la
metodologia en la guia tengo que basaraie tambien en esa guia para ver que informaci6n
me esta pidiendo, que tengo que incluir [yes but J also have to be careful about what
she's asking in her guidelines regarding the methods sections, I also have tofollow the
guideline to see which information she's asking for, what I have to include] (interview,
October 30,2004).
However, by November 30 he reported that he was relying rather heavily on AW
knowledge to write SLA3:
I; do you see the AW class as helping you in any way with this paper?
A: yeah... again I mean... when I was writing the introduction I was thinking about this
class AW... how ami going to include these previous studies? This literature review?
How can I finish the introduction? I was thinking about that but I also had this guideline
that I had tofollow... I was like comparing ok here I need to write about this... is it ok
according to AW?... she was asking us ok you had to write this and this... and when I
was writing it I was thinking about the same... for example when it says about the
methods... the participants... where do they go? Do they go at the beginning ofthe
methodology or do they go at the end? So I was thinking about that
I: ok do you think this [AWknowledge] is going to help you during the semester?
A: yeah it is because right now I have to write a methods sectionfor the SLA project and
uh yeah I understand it better now (interview, November 19,2004)
The fact that he compared the guidelines in the assignment sheet with the move structure
learned in AW speaksof increasedsophistication in his understanding of genreconventions
and how such conventions could help him to guide his writing.
4.3.2.7. Mid Semester Papers
4.3.2.7.1. SLA3
SLA3 was a qualitative, discourse analysis study thatrequired the students to plan and
implement a language learning task involving interaction and then reporton its effectiveness
as related to the language generated by the participants:
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The purpose of this paper is to give you an opportunity to work through the process of
planning, implementing, and reporting on one type of SLA research.
The research method will be somewhat of a qualitative case study drawing on modified
conversation/discourse analysis based on the concepts from the analysis of interaction in
the studies that we will examine in class. (Assignment sheet 3)
Dr. Eglise indicated that her learning goals for the paper were for students to reflect and
further process the interactionist and sociocultural theories they had been reading about and
also to acquire research and research-writing skills.
Dr. Eglise: the two books really take different theoretical perspectives but they have
similar kinds oftasks and language and analyze-the-language type ofstudies andfor
their... what they were writing the students could drawfrom either of the theoretical
perspectives of the two books... or even both of them... in order to design a study and
write about it... probably central ones [learning goals] are uh writing up a study
I: ok... so it was centered on both the theory and let's say academic research skills?
Dr. Eglise: yeah (interview, November 19, 2004)
As it was typical of this class, plenty of scaffolding on the theory and methodology that
students could use was provided in the textbooks and in class presentations and discussions.
Despite that fact, Adri^ still had problems to correctly conceptualize what the task was
about:
I: cual es la importancia que tu le ves a esta investigaci6n? [what do you think is the
significance ofthis research project?]
A: ok lo que estamos tratando de ver nosotros es vocabulary acquisition... estamos
trat^do de ver si se adquiere mas facil el vocabulario por medio de la foto con el label,
el vocabulario, y al dar esa explicacion de lo que es una zebra, el que esta escuchando tal
vez puede captar eso [okwhat we're trying to study is vocabulary acquisition... we're
trying tofind out ifvocabulary can be more easily acquired by using annotatedpictures
and thenwhenexplainingwhat a zebra is maybe theperson who is listeningcan
understand that] (interview, October 30, 2004)
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Adri^ failed to see that such a study would require a pre-test and a post-test and did not
fit at all the purpose stated in the assignment sheet.This lackof understanding—or interestin
a different aspect of the same task—probably stems from the fact that he did not seem to fmd
the interactionist and sociocultural theoretical and research perspectives particularly
significant for his own teaching situation:
A; it's interesting, but when you see the studies that researchers have done, yeah I mean
they give a lot ofinformation, but the thing is like am I going to be able to put this into
practice ifI go back to my country and I'm going to teach like and I'm gonna teach like
there are going to be thirty-five orforty students in a class? For example this chapter
that we're going to present on Monday is about small children... four orfive small
children and a teacher in a circle... when am I going to do that in my country? Who is
going to take care ofmy otherforty students? (interview, October 30, 2004).
Furthermore, his personal goal for the project was not connected in any way to the
theory or to the task per se:
I: but was there anything that you wanted tofind? Anything that you wanted to prove?
What was your interest beyond the grade?
A: I wanted to see something about these Chinese speakers... it's difficultfor me to
understand them sometimes... there are some sounds that they don't have... and I thought
that was interesting because 1was going to transcribe what they said and I wanted to
see how difficult it was for me to understand
I: was that your main interest in doing this paper?
A: yeah yeah (interview, November 19, 2004)
Nevertheless, he and his teammates worked collaboratively to draw from the books the
theoretical foundation that they needed:
A: wellwewere like thefour ofus uh reading the conversations and talkingabout...
'what do you think? Is this a requestfor information or is this like repetitionor what?' so
weall were like 'let's see what the booksays... alright so it's this' (interview, November
19, 2004)
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Furthermore, he realized that the theory was valuable to orient their work
I: so you were referring to the theory as you went
A: yeah... and it helped us a lot because in thefirst presentation we talked about
negotiation ofmeaning and I said 'yeah but we have a list of these negotiations in this
chapter' andwe talked about that and then we had some idea ofwhat we had to do
(interview, November 19,2004)
Adri^ explained that the writing of this paper had been problematic, particularly the
results and conclusions, sections:
A: because I told you... there was (a lot of) information and I said like 'ok how do I
present this' I had to give examples but 'how do I explain these examples? How do 1
explain why I am including these examples here ?' because there was so much to say
about the data... andfor me it was like I'm saying the same here... I'm saying the same
as in the other paragraph... I already said this in the other section... at the beginning I
wanted to start talking about the table... and then it was like yeah but we have two
different questions... how do I start this section? That was really difficult (interview,
November 19,2004)
The results of the SFL analysis of SLA3 described below seem to offer some evidence
that his difficulties with invention and organization were reflected in his Writing, particularly
in coherence.
Table 4.10 below shows that the values for AL terms, passive voice, objective modality,
nominalizations, and lexical density were higher than average for SLA3. All of these values,
except objective modality, were the highest of all empirical research papers (Figs.B.l, B.4,
B.9, and B.9, AppendixB). In particular, passive voicewas the highestof all papers (Figure
A.4, Appendix A).
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Table 4.10. SLA 3 values vs. average values (direct relation)
Parameter Average SLA3
AL technical terms* 14.42 19.13
Relational processes 30.83 22.91
Non-human subjects 32.51 17.18
Passive voice 8.88 11.97
Hedging * 9.06 5.88
Objective metaphors of modality 73.01 71.42
Objective modality 2.44 2.45
Objective appraisal 71.66 55
Embedded clauses 27.74 10.16
Theme markedness* 17.88 16.19
Nominalizations* 14.68 37.78
Lexical density 45.11 46.71
Conjunctive adjuncts* 8.41 5,88
However, the values for the other nineparameters werevery low.The proportionof
relational processes is the lowest of all papers (Figure A.2, AppendixA) as was the
proportion of non-human subjects (Figure A.3, Appendix A), the proportion of embedded
clauses (Figure A.8, Appendix A). The frequencyof occurrence of marked themes (Figure
B.9 , AppendixB) and conjunctive adjuncts (Figure B.ll, AppendixB) are the lowest of all
research papers. In the case of the low proportions of non-human subjects and relational
processes, this is probably explained by the fact that the methods and results section
necessitated the inclusion of the research participants as actors as the assignment required
that Adri^ focused heavily onthedescription ofsubjects and theirinteraction aspart ofthe
research task. However, there is no clear explanation for the low valuesof the other
parameters mentioned above.
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Table 4.11 below shows that the values for grammatical intricacy, first person pronouns,
subjective appraisal, and instances of poor coherence were higher than average. The value for
grammatical intricacy is the highest of all empirical research papers (Figure B.12, Appendix
B).
Table 4.11. SLA 3 values vs. average values (inverse relation)
Average SLA3
Grammatical intricacy 1.59 1.75
First person pronouns* 7.35 9.81
Subjective metaphors of modality 43.65 28.58
Subjective appraisal 28.33 45
Poor cohesion* 3.8 2.45
Poor coherence* 1.28 1.47
The language of this paper therefore seems to draw heavily from both academic and
non-academic registers. Its high use of technical terms, content-carrying words,
nominalizations and passive Voice suggests an academic, impersonal tone, which is
contradicted by its very high grammatical complexity, high frequency of first person
pronouns, high proportion of subjective appraisal, and low proportion of relational processes.
In particular, first person pronouns are often used for purpose other than hedging and
appraising, such as description of procedures:
(28) we decided to elaborate a task...
(29) we expected the participants to...
Therefore, the toneof the paper is not as impersonal as its highuse of passive voice and
objective modals suggest.
Tables 4.12 and4.13 compare thevariation in the different parameters regarding the
previous paper. Seven ofthe thirteen positive parameters increased, while all of the negative
parameters decreased, which indicates that SLA3 is more academic-like than SLA2.
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Table 4.12. SLA 3 values vs. SLA2 values (direct relation)
Parameter SLA2 SLA3 Variation
AL technical terms* 1.84 19.13 •
Relational processes 24.79 22.91 T
Non-human subjects 27.27 17.18 •
Passive voice 4.95 11.97 •
Hedging * 7.39 5.88 T
Objective metaphors of modality 0 71.42 •
Objective modality 0 2.45 •
Objective appraisal 50 55 •
Embedded clauses 16.66 10.16 T
Theme markedness* 16.63 16.19 T
Nominalizations* 14.78 37.78 •
Lexical density 43.43 46.71 •
Conjunctive adjuncts* 8.31 5.88 •
Table 4.13. SLA 3 values vs. SLA2 values (inverse relation)
Parameter SLA2 SLA3 Variation
Granmiatical intricacy 1.84 1.75 T
First person pronouns* 10.16 9.81 •
Subjective metaphors of modality 100 28.58 T
Subjective appraisal 50 45 T
Poor cohesion* 13.86 2.45 T
Poor coherence* 1.84 1.47 •
Tables 4.14 and 4.15 in the next page compare the variation in the different parameters
regarding the previous empirical research paper, SLAl. Only four of the thirteenpositive
parameters increased, which were those for which SLA3 has the highest values: technical
terms, passive voice, lexical density, and nominalization. The values for the rest of the
parameters decreased. Furthermore, four of the six negative parameters increased (first
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person pronouns, subjective metaphors ofmodality, subjective appraisal, andpoor
coherence), which could indicate that SLA3 is overall less academic-like than SLAl.
Table 4.14. SLA 3 values vs. SLAl values (direct relation)
Parameter SLAl SLA3 Variation
AL technical terms* 11.75 19.13 •
Relational processes 26.11 22.91 T
Non-human subjects 28.35 17.18 T
Passive voice 7.46 11.97 •
Hedging * 7,34 5.88 T
Objective metaphors of modality 100 71.42 T
Objective modality 2.9 2.45 T
Objective appraisal 100 55 T
Embedded clauses 33.6 10.16 T
Theme markedness* 17.64 16.19 T
Nominalizations* 8.81 37.78 •
Lexical density 42.61 46.71 •
Conjunctive adjuncts* 9.55 5.88 T
Table 4.15. SLA 3 values vs. SLAl values (inverse relation)
Parameter SLAl SLA3 Variation
Grammatical intricacy 1.59 1.75 T
First person pronouns* 2.2 9.81 A
Subjective metaphors of modality 0 28.58 •
Subjective appraisal 0 45 •
Poor cohesion* 2.93 2.45 T
Poor coherence* 1.46 1.47 •
Although the value for instances of poor coherence is low and only slightly higher than
that of SLAl, it is nonetheless higher than the average. The three instances of poor coherence
in this paper appear to have affected the quality of the writing somewhat seriously. As Dr.
Eglise put it:
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Dr. Eglise: the... format ofwhat hewrote is really goodbutnotalways effective inkind
of... genre-related expectations I have with this (interview, November 19,2004).
These instances of poor coherence were 1) the fact thatAdrian described his data
analysis procedure in the results section, 2)his failure to comment upon a table, and 3)his
mentioning the learner's attitude as themost relevant factor in the success of the activity. Dr.
Eglise wrote comments about these three inAdrian's paper, and she also talkedabout them
in her interviews:
I: youhad comments about themethods section... something that shouldgo in the
methods section
Dr. Eglise: oh the description of the analysisyeah shouldgo in themethodssection...
ok., and thenagain the uh he coulduse more introduction of and discussion of the table
I mean the data are just you turn thepage and there they are (laughs) so... that could
have been done a little better... (interview, November 19,2004).
Of these three, Dr. Eglise considered the last one to be the most significant one, perhaps
because it reveals a lack of understanding of what the assignment required and of the results:
Dr. Eglise: I (think that's kind ofbig) because he didn't really assess the attitude in any
way and it was something that was never discussed in terms ofthe results... and so um...
• that... for this study any way it wouldn't really be appropriate to put it in the
conclusion... unless it's framed in such a way that it's by the way I also noticed" but
here it's implying that the way it's written here that's really what we gotfrom the results
which is not the case so... yeah which is kind ofa big deal (interview, November 19,
2004).
Adri^, however, did not understand the reason behind Dr. Eglise's comment regarding
the lack of coherence shown in his final remark about the student's attitude toward the task
being the most important factors in the success of the activity. The reason why this
proposition was inappropriate was that he did not make it clear how the students' attitude
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was related to the success of the task in generatingnegotiation. Attitude was not mentioned
in the introduction or in themethodology as a task factor, nor did the research questions refer
to it in any manner. Nonetheless, he failed to see this and considered the nature of the
problemto be a matter of hedging in order to soften his claim regardingthe role of attitude in
the success of the task:
A: oh because I'm talking about why the task had been successful... and I say that well I
used like... I was like... sure about that
I: so you were sure we can say that...
A: yeah maybe because ofthe verb... I should have used a different verb like 'might' to
make it like a smooth
I: a softer claim?
A: yeah (interview, November 19,2004).
A serious problem in the paper whose classificationeluded me was the fact that there
was no clear difference between the two research questions:
Will this task lead to the negotiation of meaning for specific vocabulary items? Will
annotations encourage learners to negotiate meaning for specific vocabulary items?
(Excerpt from SLA3)
It seems that the true question underlying these two was whether the use of the pictures
with annotations would lead to more negotiation than the use of the pictures without
annotations. The research design and the way the data were presented in SLA3's Table 1
points in that direction. If this was the case, then the researchquestions were constructed
rather poorly. This probably had some influence in Adrian's mention of attitude as a factor in
the success of the task, as hemayhave lacked the conceptual framework to thinkof success
factors in terms of theresearch design and the data since his understanding ofthe purpose of
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the research was perhaps unclear. The excerpts from the interview presented above (i.e. his
understanding of this research study as research on vocabulary acquisition and the fact that
his main motivation was to practice understanding Chinese accents) seem to point in that
direction. The poor construction of the research questions may be a cause or a consequence
of that.
Furthennore, some of the problem areas identified in the analysis of SLAl and SLA 2
are found in SLA3 as well, such as the non-standard use of "consider," "according to" and
"this":
(30) We consider that the task worked very well with our group of participants.
(31) We consider that this explanation was helpful for the participants.
(32) According to this task, we decided to base this study on two research questions.
(33) This hypothesis is concerned particularly with negotiation of meaning (Ellis, 1999).
This negotiation of meaning helps the learners to avoid...
(34)When this happens, they get involved in what is called negotiation of meaning. In
this (35) negotiation...
One of the raters marked the word "get" in the last phrase above as being off-register.
Other instances of words marked by the raters as being off-register are below.
(36)The answer to that questionis yes becausewe found that the participants got
involved in a lot of (37) negotiations
(38)It couldalso be adapted for students at loweror higherlevels by choosing the
adequate vocabulary words
(39)... this studv does not intend to imply that
(40) The third study was done to find out
(41)The second groupfollowed the sameprocedure to perform the task
(42)... the speaker asks a comprehension check
(43)... we decided to elaborate a task...
(44)We found that indeedannotations encouraged the learners to...
Example (43) in particular seems tobe a transfer from Spanish, since inSpanish one can
'elaboraruna actividad," i.e. "design a task." In addition to these problems with lexis.
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Adri^ also had grammatical problems primarily related to the conceptualization of the
relative temporality and modality of propositions and the manipulation of conditional
structures:
(45) We expected that vocabulary words annotated in the pictures would be recognizable
to the subject in their written form, but were not part of the student's productive
vocabulary.
(46) Our first research question was if this task will lead to the negotiation...
(47) A possible explanation for her to give up might have been that...
(48) Our second research question was if the annotations will encourage leamers to...
In contrast, the verb "consider" is used in a standard form in this paper for the first time
in Fall 04:
(49) The participants were considered to be high intermediate
(50) We considered it important to include this type of negotiation because it appeared
inmost of the conversations.
This change in Adri^'s interlanguagemay be due to the fact that at this point in the
semester he had been exposed to enough register-specificwritten input as to notice and
process the standard syntagmatic associations of "consider." Althought he couldn't explain
why exactly he began to use "consider" in a standard way, he reported that the amount of
reading he had done by this time of the semester may have had an influence (interview,
January 30,2005).
4.3.2.8. Perceptions of English Proficiency
Despite theproblems withgrammar and vocabulary that were evident in hiswriting,
Adrian seems to havebeen paying more attention to colloquial language at thispointin the
term.
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A: with these undergradsyeah... it's helping memost with the language, because I don't
hear this academic language I hear in the university... they use language differently...
when theyshorten the words... theydon't say vocabulary, theysay 'vocab', theydon't say
'air conditioner,' they say 'air con' (interview, October 30,2004)
Adri^ did not mention being concerned aboutor interestedin grammaror academic
vocabulary, nor did he mention having learned something new in those areas of language.
43.2.9. Identity Development
If early in the semester Adridn seemed to have been beginning to develop a research-
oriented identity, it seems that by October 30 he was rather disillusioned with the contents of
the sociocultural and interactionist research he had been reading. This disillusionment
seemed to stem from what he saw as lack of applicability of these theoretical approaches in
his teaching situation back in his country:
A: it's interesting, but when you see the studies that researchers have done, yeah I mean
they give a lot ofinformation, but the thing is like am I going to be able to put this into
practice ifI go back to my country and I'm going to teach like thirty-five orforty
students in a class?... maybe it's Latin America maybe it's my country, but are we going
to be able to do this? I don't know because in my case they all speak Spanish so ifthere
are many students and... they are going to start speaking Spanish (interview, October
30, 2004).
However, he recognized the theory as valuable to inform his understanding of his
learner's problems and he even accepts the possibility of conducting some kind of research in
the future:
/.• but doyou think the concepts that you have learneddoyou think they'regoing to help
you sometimes?
A:yeahat least they teachyou to understand language problems and now I know that if
I had a small group I could do that but if I don't havea small group I can't
I: do you see yourself doing someof thesestudies in thefuture?
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A: no not in my country... well at least what I'm going to do is that... ifI work in this
university where we have this English extension program, I'm just going to, maybe,
yeah, make a small researchfor this specific program, the language needs the students
have, but not as uh, real research (interview, October 30, 2004)
The fact that he characterized the research he may do in the future as "not real
research'* probably suggests that he is no interested in entering the world of "real research,"
i.e. it may not be in his plans to become a full participant in the AL discourse community, but
he would nonetheless like to carry out action research in order to solve specific problem in
his teaching context. Furthermore, he does not see himself as a researcher:
I: so you probably want to teach rather than...
A: yeah I'm not a research type ofperson, I mean, because ofthis, it's really difficult
when you have too many students to be successful in this process. Some ofthem are
going to be ofcourse, but they have like different language skills I don't know
(interview, October 30,2004)
The last commentsuggests that Adri^ wasprobablymore interested in the cognitive
aspects of SLA than he was in the interactionist and sociocultural aspects of it because the
former may lead him to understand why some lemers in EFL contexts like his own are
successful despite difficultteaching-learning conditions. Perhaps he thoughtthat this
understanding could inform his teaching in order to help those learners whoarenot so gifted.
Ifis choice of theCritical PeriodHypothesis as the topic forSLA4 mayhavebeeninfluenced
bythese perceptions. SLA4 and theother papers will bediscussed in thefollowing section
about late semester phenomena.
4.3.3. Late Semester
Thissection presents the findings related to thelastthree papers: AW5, SLA4 andAW6.
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4.3.3.1. Socialization
Towards the end of Fall 04, Adrian felt fully integrated to the MA cohort; reportedthat
he interacted primarily with his SLA classmates:
A:my SLA classmates are the ones I interact with themost (interview, November 19,
2004)
Such interactionwas instrumental to helpAdri^ cope with the feelings of insecurityhe
experienced when he had to present in class:
A: mis companeros me ayudaron bastante... cuando yo les comentaba sobre la
inseguridad pues ellos siempreme decfanno que no te preocupes todo va a salir bien asi
nos hemos sentido tambien nosotros... y eso te ayuda bastante... cuando tenia que
exponer me hacian preguntas sobre el tema a exponer... para ayudarme a superar esa
inseguridad [myclassmates helpedme a lot... when I told them about my insecurity they
would always tell me 'don't worry everything is going to turn out alright we*ve also felt
like that* and that really helps you... when I had to present they would ask me questions
about the topic... to help me overcome my insecurity) (interview, January 30, 2004).
4.3.3.2 Adaptation to MA program's work culture
Furthermore, Adrian began to acquire discipline and organization skills which helped
him to overcome his feelings of insecurity regarding his ability to succeed in the program:
A: se puede salir con todo el trabajo si tenes una disciplina... una organizacidn con lo
que queres hacer... y si ahora ya estoy un poco mas seguro en cuanto al aspecto
academico... si es bastante trabajo pero si es posible salir... [you can do all the work if
you *redisciplined... ifyou 're organized regarding what you want to do... and now Ifeel
more self-assured about academics... it is a lot ofwork but it's possible to do it]
(interview, January 30,2005).
However, in the last two months of Fall 04 Adrian had to face a new challenge, that of
giving in-class oral presentations, whichwas somethinghe had never done before.Despite
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his teaching experience, he felt very nervous at doing this. He mentioned feeling insecure
about his understanding of SLA technical terms as one of the reasons behind his nervousness:
A: well themost importantwas that I had to talk infront ofthe class... I'm talkingabout
SLA... that was the most difficult... that was really thefirst time that I had to do a
presentation...
I: so did the terminologypose a problem to you in the SLA class?
A:yeah becauseI thought that well if I don't explain thisproperly they are not going to
understandwhatI'm going to say... 2remember it was something related to negotiation
ofmeaning... I wasn't sure about the conceptsor about myEnglish or... (interview,
November 19,2004).
This lack of control of technical terms also emergedas a salient theme in his
understanding of the field of SLA as it will be discussed in the next section.
4.3.3.3. Understanding of the Held of SLA
Thelast partof theSLA class focused on sociocultural theory andonGass* integrated
model of second language acquisition (Gass &Selinker, 2001, p.401). Adrian's inability to
define sociocultural theory andtalk about theconcepts handled in the lastpartof the
semester suggests thathis understanding of these theoretical perspectives was rather poor:
I: do you remember something aboutenhanced output?
A: no
I: what can you tellmeaboutsociocultural theory?
A: I don't remember(interview, November30, 2004)
I: hablando de los conceptos engeneral en laultima parte del semestre deSLA... cu^es
fueron los conceptos que estuviste manejando? [what were some ofthe concepts you
were handling in the lastpart of the semester in theSLA class?]
A: asi como conceptos no me acuerdo [when it comes to concepts I don't remember]
(interview, January 21,2005)
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Our November interview made me suspect that he had a major misunderstanding of
sociocultural theory, as he kept conceptualizing it as a learning styles theory.
1: how is sociocultural theory helpfulfor studying SLA?
A: it's about different learning styles (interview, November 19,2004)
Adri^ insistently mentioned learning styles as one of the main theoretical perspectives
being studied in the SLA class.
I: uh... what about the theory... what's your understanding ofthe theory? How has the
theory changed your views ofSLA?
A: like I said before... we all have different learning styles... (interview, November 19,
2004)
From having taken the SLA class before with the same instructor and from my
observations of Adri^'s SLAclass, I knew thatwashot the case, which mademe suspect
that he was in fact referring to something else. Some of his classmates also confirmed that
leaming styles hadnot been one of themain theories in the SLA class. On January 30,1
explained this to Adrim and this was his reaction:
A: pues yono lo veo asi porque... los articulos que vimos que estte publicados en los
libros te hablan de ciertos problemas quepuedes encontrar a la horade aplicar
determinada metodologia a determinado grupode alumnos [that's not how/see it... the
articleswe read that are published in the books talkabout certain problems you canfind
when applying a cetainmethodology to a group ofstudents] (interview, January 30,
2005).
When I asked himwhich books hewas referring to,he responded that theywere Ellis
(1999) and Hall & Verplaetse (2001), which were the SLA course's textbooks. Neither book
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deals with what is understood in the field as learning styles. When I explained this to him,
this was his reply:
I: ok entonces tu concibes esos contenidos como relacionados a los estilos de
aprendizaje [ok then you thinkofthose contents as related to learning styles]
A: si... yo asf lo veo \yes... that*s howl see it\
I: porque la teoria de los estilosde aprendizaje es que hay gente que aprendeconel tacto
y hay gente que aprende con la vista... [because the theory of learning stylesis that
there are people that leam by touching andpeople that leam byseeing...1
A: ajd SI lo entiendo pero este... tal vezel termino que yohabiausado... peroesmasque
todo el cerebro c6mo funciona a la hora de aprender un idioma... tal vez no era la
palabrapero... [uhu yeah I understand it but uh... maybe the term 1 used,., butit's
mostly about how the brain workswhen learning a language... maybe it wasn't the word
but...] (interview, January 30,2005).
Regarding his understanding ofGass's integrated model of second language acquisition,
I questioned him aboutit by showing himthediagram of themodel in page401 of thebook
SecondLanguageAcquisition:AnIntroductory Course (Gass &Selinker, 2001). His answer
shows an inabilityto understand andhandle the terminology that is likely to have a
detrimental impact onhis overall comprehension of SLA theory:
A: hay algunas cosas que no las manejo... otras que no recuerdo... [there aresome things
I don't know... others that I don't remember]
I: puedes comentar? [can you elaborate?]
A; este dice ah... ok comprehended input... universal yprior linguistic knowledge...
cuando se refiere a universal... nomeacuerdo... aja si acaestecuando estd esta
explicaci6n acd de universal... L2 knowledge.,. LI ahi me pierdo [this says uh.,. ok
comprehended input... universal andprior linguistic knowledge... when it talks about
universal... I can't remember... uhu.,, yeah here uh when there is this explanation of
universal... L2 knowledge... LI 2get lost there]
I: ytoda esta cuestion de hypothesis formation and testing? [what about hypothesis
formation and testing?]
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A: eso si... al ver el diagramay al ver el... la palabrael termino... si verdad tengo la idea
de lo que es... pero te digoqueyo lo vayaamemorizar no [thatyeah,,. when I see the
diagram and the... theword the term. ..Ido havesome ideaofwhat it is... but I won *t
memorize r>] (interview, January 30,2005).
This lack of control of SLA terms probably stems from the fact that he did not see
interactionist and sociocultural theory as relevant for his future teaching:
I: pero de todo lo que vieron sobre interaccion o sobre teorfasociocultural... como ves
eso tu? O sea no te interesa mucho eso o sientes que no es tan util o como? [but
everything that you studied about interaction or sociocultural theory... what's your
opinion about that? I mean are you not very interested in it or do you think it's not as
useful or what?]
A: tal vez si... creo que si... porque leyendo y y estas enfocado en eso verdad de que si
pero... de que me sirve que me digan esto? Que los resultados fueron excelentes... que
los resultados fueron que el noventa por ciento de los alumnos... pero el noventa por
ciento de cudntos alumnos? O sea... yo siempre pienso eso [jnaybeyes... I think so...
because when you are reading andfocusing on that you really do but... what's the use of
being told this? That the results were excellent... the result were that ninety percent of
the student... but ninety percent ofhow many students ? I mean... that's what I always
think about] (interview, January 30, 2004).
The last comment reveals that Adrian was concerned that the findings and heuristics of
interactionist and sociocultural theory would not provide solutions to the problems he faces
in his teaching situation due to the fact that the research he read was often conducted with
small groups of learners. This is in sharp contrast with the average size of typical EFL classes
in Adri^'s country (and many Latin American countries), which is about forty students if
one is lucky. The realization that this contrastexisted led Adrian to think of the theory as a
collection of fancy but unrealistic ideas:
A: si eh... si es util pero tambi^n dependede de de... como te digo?... del sistema en el
que vos estds ensenhando... ten6s treinta cuarenta alumnos o sea... pormds quequer^
vos tener grupos que interactuen... si todos hablan un mismo idioma... si es bonita la
idea... pero si yo voyy voya ensenhar a treinta alumnos adolescentes... quienme va a
cuidara los demas cuando yo estoy poni^ndole atencidn a ungrupo... cuestiones asi que
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uno dice bueno si pero ... a d6nde hicieron este estudio? Cuantos alumnos habia en la
clase?... [uh yeah it's useful but it also depends on uh how should I put it?... ofthe
system in which you teach... you have thirty orforty students I mean... despite your best
wishes to have groups that interact... ifall ofthemshare the same language... the idea
isfancy... but ifVm going to be teaching thirty teenage students... who is going to take
care of the others when I'm monitoring one group? That kind ofthing that makes you
say 'yes but... where did they conduct this study? How many students were there in the
class?] (interview, January 30,2004).
Despite tliis apparent lack of interest in sociocultural and interactionistSLA theory,
Adri^ remained interested in other,more cognitive, aspects of SLA theory such as
contrastive analysis and the critical periodhypothesis. Hewas able to relate these topics to
other courses he took during Fall 04:
I: howdoyousee the theory that you're learning in SLA relate to other coursesand to
your teaching?
A: well... for example... theproblemswith the different accents... and yousee that in
linguistics too
I: did you talk about that in SLA?
A:yeah thecriticalperiod hypothesis... andwith methods... yeah it's language...
teaching language., you have to know how to... what strategies youcan use () students
(Nov 19)
I: how?
A: I think I'mgoing tobe able toapply some ofthis knowledge [SLA knowledge] to this
other linguistics paper because if I have thisgroupofNNSs maybe I'll be able to
understandwhy they'rehaving problems with adjective order... I had an interview with a
native speaker ofKorea... it's the same with this like transfer... when they trytoapply
the same rule to the L2 (interview, November 19, 2004)
The connections of these perceptions to the development ofAdrian's identity as an
applied linguist will bediscussed later in the identity section. The following section describes
the changes in his views regarding writing.
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4.3.3.4. Perceptions ofWriting
Perhaps in connection with his increased organization skills, Adri^ found the papers in
the late part of Fall 04 to be easier than the previous ones:
I: que dificultades has tenido con la escritura de los ultimos trabajos? [what difficulties
have you experienced when writing the last papers?]
C: los ultimos trabajos han sido mas faciles que los primeros [the last papers were
easier than thefirst ones] (interview, January 21,2005)
4.3.3.5. Adaptation to Genre Conventions
The above was probably a result of his self-reported increased understanding of genre
conventions:
A: creo que ha mejorado bastante... tal vez tengo una nocion un poco mejor de lo que es
el orden... comoarreglar la informacion... o por ejemploen el caso aca de la
introduccion... si voy a la seccion de los metodos o de los resultados... se lo que estoy
buscando plasmar en el papel... tal vez no lo logre plasmar al cien por ciento pero se lo
que necesito ahi [/ think I've improveda lot... perhaps I have a better sense oforder...
how to organize the information... orfor examplehere in the case ofthe introduction...
ifI go to the methods section or the results section... I know what I want to write...
maybe I don't manage to say it exactly the way I want but I knowwhat I need to write
there] (interview, January 21, 2005)
4.3.3.6.Transfer of AW knowledge to SLA papers
Adrian reported that theAW class played an important factor in furthering his awareness
of genre conventions:
I: ok... qu6 es loque tehaayudado a adquirir ese conocimiento [what hashelpedyou to
gain that knowledge?]
A: las clases y el hecho deescribir los papers... la clase dewriting [the classes and
writing thepapers... thewriting class] (interview, January 21, 2005).
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Furthennore, he indicated that he transferred phraseology from the ISU/AL corpus to his
own writing:
I: el poder ver los ejemplos en el corpus sientes que te ayudd tambien a adquirir algo de
lenguaje? Frases? [do you think that being able to see examples in the corpus also
helped you to acquire some language? Phrases?]
A: si... el estilo tal vez \yeah... maybe the stylel
I: recuerdas haber incorporado de alguna manera en los papers cosas como frases
especificas? \do you remember somehow incorporating in the papers things such as
specific phrases?]
A: si correcto that's correct] (interview, January 30,2005).
The following section analyzes the papers Adri^ wrote toward the end of Fall 04: AW5,
SLA 4, and AW6.
4.3.3.7, Late-Semester Papers
As explained before, AW6 was intended to be the final paper for Adri^*s Intro to
Linguistics class and AW5 was the draft of the introduction and methods sections of that
paper that Adrian submitted to Dr. Mendes as part of the AW class. Given these facts, the
AW assignments did not seem to have a content-related purpose. Instead, their goal was
form-oriented, i.e. the paper should follow the genre conventions that were the focus of the
class in a manner thatwould make the papers publishable. In contrast, the goals of the Intro
toLinguistics paper thatoriginated AW5 and AW6 were oriented toward thedevelopment of
research skills and a further understandingof linguistics:
The purposes of the assigned empirical research project are:
(1) to create a greater interest in a particular area of linguistics,
(2) to show the relevance of linguistics,
(3) to have practice doing linguistic research... it should involve you gathering and
analyzing data that are of interest to you (excerpt from AW5/AW6 assignment sheet,
Appendix )
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Unlike what had occurred with previous tasks, Adri^ seems to have been intrinsically
motivated to conduct the research for these two papers and found the research topics
interesting. This is what he reported regarding SLA4:
A:... creo que fue el mejor trabajo que hicimos durante el semestre en cuanto a lo que
aprendi... ehh pues aprendi bastante sobre el tema... critical period hypothesis... [/ think
it was the best paper we wrote in the semester in terms of what I learned... because I
learned a lot about the topic... critical period hypothesisi (interview, January 21,2004).
He also found the topic for AW5/AW6—adjective placement-—interesting in its own
right due to its connection to his previous learning experiences:
A: Ifound this one interesting because I had to study grammar in my country and you
have to write these very long sentences which included likesix different adjectives and
you have tofind the right orderfor each ofthem and I said well... this was kind of
difficultfor me when I was studying grammar... so I wanted to see how native speakers
recognized this pattern or they used I mean the the... the adjectives any way they want...
and I'm going to compare it with nonnative speakers to see how it's similar or different
(Oct 30)
The following sections describe the results of the SFL analysis of the three papers.
4.3.3.7.1. AW5
Table 4.16 in the next page presents a comparison of the values in AW5 to the average
values for all papers. Five of the thirteen parameters show higher-than-average values. Those
are relational processes, non-human subjects, objective modals, embedded clauses, marked
theme, and conjunctive adjuncts. In particular, the values of AW5 for objective modals,
embedded clauses and conjunctive adjuncts are the highest of all papers (Figs. A.5, A.8, and
A.ll, Appendix A). The latter two as well as the absence of instances of poor cohesion (see
Table 4.17 below) indicate that this paper is quite sophisticated in the realization of mode.
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However, this paper also has the lowest values of all papers for hedging, objective metaphors
of modality, objective appraisal, and lexical density (Figures A.5, A,6, A.7, and A.IO,
Appendix A)
Table4.17 shows that AW5 has higher-than-average values for three of the parameters
that havean inverse relation to academic registers: first personpronouns, subjective
metaphors of modality, and subjective appraisal. In fact, AW5 has the highest values of all
papers for these three parameters (Figs. A.13, A.6 andA.7, AppendixA). This suggests a
paper with a very personal, non-academic tone.
Table 4.16. AW5 values vs. average values (direct relation)
Parameter Average AW5
AL technical terms* 14.42 6.9
Relational processes 30.83 31.78
Non-human subjects 32.51 38.41
Passive voice 8.88 7.94
Hedging * 9.06 5.18
Objectivemetaphors of modality 73.01 0
Objective modality 2.44 5.18
Objective appraisal 71.66 25
Embedded clauses 27.74 36.69
Theme markedness* 17.88 20.72
Nominalizations* 14.68 12.08
Lexical density 45.11 42.57
Conjunctive adjuncts* 8.41 12.08
The interpretation above was confirmed byDr. Mendes' comments onAW5, which
appear in italics below, next to the instances ofAdrian's writing that were commented upon.
(51) I consider this an important study—this self-praising is not very academic
(52) This also helped me understand—This also supplied information on
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Table 4.17. AW5 values vs. average values (inverse relation)
Average AW5
Grammatical intricacy 1.59 1.49
First person pronouns* 7.35 12.08
Subjective metaphors of modality 43.65 100
Subjective appraisal 28.33 75
Poor cohesion* 3.8 0
Poor coherence* 1.28 .86
Furthermore, her global comment on the methods section was
The whole methods section is very personal. If you remember from class, Methods
sections are the least personal sections of the paper.
While Adrian understood the rationale behindDr. Mendes* comments, he explained that
he had adopted a personal stance towards his text because he understood that the Intro to
Linguistics assignment sheet required him to do so:
A: cuando decia aca que esta parte estaba muy personal... lo hice conscientemente
porque decia el guideline... lo que tu has aprendido... lo que td consideras por qu6tu
consideras que lo que estas haciendo es importante [when she said here that thispart
was too personal... I did it onpurpose because the guideline said... what you have
learned... what you thinkwhy you think whatyou're doing is important] (interview,
January 30,2005).
However, the assignment sheet for one of Adri^'s most impersonal papers, SLAl, was
also worded in personal terms (i.e. "jom should explain the reasons... explain how you found
yourdata...^*), yet he didnotwrite SLAl in a personal tone. When I asked himwhy hehad
decided to take a personal stance in AW5 as opposed to SLAl, he replied that the models
shownbyDr. Schwarz werewritten in a personalized manner.
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Regarding coherence, the one instance of lack of coherence in this paper is related to
Adri^'s tendency to include information that is not related to the topic of a given paragraph
and is not relevant to the paper as a whole:
(53) Besides, it only took them around three to five minutes to order the adjective
phrases in the task.
The assignment sheet did not require Adrian to discuss how long it had taken for
participants to complete the research task.
An important issue in AW5 is that, as shown in Appendix 4, its schematic structuredoes
not correspond to that of the research article report as presented in AW. Dr. Mendes
emphasized this in hercomments {"where are thefour moves?"). When I asked Adrian why
he had not followed themove structure, heexplained that theIntro toLinguistics Assignment
sheet outlined a different structure and hehad chosen to follow that organization;
A: entonces Dr. Schwarz pues habia dado una guideline de como queria ella que
apareciera la informacion y que us^amos subtitulos para cada parte... lo tem'a que
cambiar porque si incluia la informacion que necesitaba pero no en el orden que
correspondia segiin lo que estdbamos estudiando en AW... pero lo que me llamo la
atenci6n a mi es que yo dije 'bueno ahi ellas se estdn como contradiciendo' [then Dr.
Schwarz gave us a guideline ofhow she wanted the information to be organized andwe
should use subtitles for each part... I had to change it because it did include the
information I needed but not in the order that we'd studied in AW... but what caught my
eye was that I thought 'they're contradicting each other here'] (interview, January 30,
2005).
As this quote reveals, Adrian sawa contradiction between whathe learned in AWand
the requirements ofIntro to Linguistics. This speaks ofan underlying tension between the
approaches taken by each ofthese classes regarding the students' relationship to the AL
discoui^e community, which confused Adrian due to his lack of maturity to fully understand
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those and make his own decisions about following genre conventions in his writing. This
issue will be further explored in the conclusion of this thesis study.
Tables 4.18 and 4.19 below compare the values of AW5 to those of SLA3, the previous
paper, which was also an empirical research paper. Six of the parameters that have a direct
relation to academic registers are higher than they are SLA 3 and seven are lower. The
significant increases in the proportion of embedded clauses and the occurrence of conjunctive
adjuncts seem to suggest more sophistication in the textual metafunction.
Table 4.18. AW5 values vs. SLA3 values (direct relation)
Parameter SLA3 AW5 Variation
AL technical terms* 19.13 6.9 •
Relational processes 22.91 31.78 T
Non-human subjects 17.18 38.41 •
Passive voice 11.97 7.94 •
Hedging * 5.88 5.18 T
Objective metaphors of modality 71.42 0 T
Objective modality 2.45 5.18 A
Objective appraisal 55 25 T
Embedded clauses 10.16 36.69 •
Theme markedness* 16.19 20.72 •
Nominalizations* 37.78 12.08 •
Lexical density 46.71 42.57 T
Conjunctive adjuncts* 5.88 12.08 •
Of the sixparameters that havean inverse relation with academic-like language, three
show higher values in AW5 than theydo in SLA3. Thosearethe sameparameters whose
values are higherin SLA3 than in the rest of the papers. The substantial increasesin the
values forfirst person pronouns, subjective appraisal and subjective metaphors ofmodality,
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along with the decrease in passive voice in Table 20 reveal a much more personal stance
towards this paper than that in SLA3.
Table 4.19. AW5 values vs. SLA3 values (inverse relation)
Parameter SLA3 AW5 Variation
Grammatical intricacy 1.75 1.49 •
First person pronouns* 9.81 12.08 •
Subjective metaphors of modality 28.58 100 •
Subjective appraisal 45 75 •
Poor cohesion* 2.45 0 T
Poor coherence* 1.47 .86 T
Adrian's writing in AW5 shows non-standard use of the lemma "elaborate" as in SLAB
(ex. 55 below). New problems in the expression of processes and participants emerged as
well:
(54) This study was done between two groups of ten people each
(55) The process for gathering the data started with the elaboration of a two-part task
sheet.
(56)... which ones (of the adjective categories) seemed to give more problems to the
native speakers
(57) I decided to research this group...
However, all four occurrences of the verb "consider" in AW5 were standard as
illustrated by the example below:
(58) I consider this is an important study
The two occurrences of "according to*' are also standard, although (55) is somewhat
illogical:
(59) ... but4 and 5 aremisplace (sic) according to theclassification presented in table 1.
(60) A number from one to five was assigned to each adjective according to the order
they had to follow...
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Perhaps these changes were also due to Robert's revision of the paper, or perhaps by this
point in Fall 04 Adri^ had had enough exposure to the register of Applied Linguistics as to
formulate new hypotheses for the use of these two items. The following section analyzes
SLA4.
4,3.3.7.2. SLA 4
As shown in table 4.20 below, nine of the thirteen parameters present higher-than-
average values. In particular, AL technical terms, hedging, objective metaphors of modality
and lexical density have the highest values of all papers (Figs. A.l, A.5, A.6, and A.9,
Appendix A).
Table 4.20. SLA4 values vs. average values (direct relation)
Parameter Average SLA4
AL technical terms* 14.42 41.99
Relational processes 30.83 39.58
Non-human subjects 32.51 34,7
Passive voice 8.88 9.7
Hedging * 9.06 11.09
Objective metaphors of modality 73.01 100
Objective modality 2.44 0
Objective appraisal 71.66 100
Embedded clauses 27.74 36.29
Theme markedness* 17.88 14.26
Nominalizations* 14.68 4.75
Lexical density
45.11 50.71
Conjunctive adjuncts* 8.41 4.88
SLA4 has no occurrences of objective modals (Fig. A.5, Appendix A); all of its
modality is realized through objective metaphors of modality, as shown in Figure A.6
(Appendix A). Furthermore, Figures A.9 and A.11 (Appendix A) show that SLA4 has the
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lowest values for marked themes, nominalizations, and conjunctive adjuncts. The low use of
conjunctive adjuncts and marked themes can be explained by the fact that SLA4 is an
annotated bibliography; each short text in it is a unit of its own. Their being short and
separate probably implies that they do not necessitate the use of as many conjunctive
adjuncts to keep cohesion. Since conjunctive adjuncts are a type of marked theme, their low
numbers may also contribute to explain the low occurrence of marked themes.
As Table 4.21 shows, SLA4has lower-than-average grammatical intricacy,which in fact
is the lowest of all papers (Fig. A.12, Appendix A). This paper has no occurrences of first
person pronouns, subjective metaphors of modality, subjective appraisal, or poor coherence.
Table 4.21. SLA 4 values vs. average values (inverse relation)
Average SLA4
Grammatical intricacy 1.59 1.42
First person pronouns* 7.35 0
Subjective metaphors of modality 43.65 0
Subjective appraisal 28.33 0
Poor cohesion* 3.8 3.16
Poor coherence* 1.28 0
Thenumbers shown inTables 4.20 and 4.21 point in the direction ofa very academic
likepaper. However, theyalso indicate thatit has cohesion problems. In theinstance below,
a cohesion problem results from the non-standard use ofthe conjunctive adjunct "due to."
(61) Due to this early view oflanguage learning, in 1997, Lenneberg explored the
connection between age and acquisition.
It the text, there was no causal relationship between the two paragraphs being linked by
"due to."Whether its use indicates a true misunderstanding ofthe conjunctive function of
this prepositional phrase ornotis unclear. Itmay also bethat hecould not find a better word
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to convey thefunction hehad inmind and decided that this conjunctive adjunct was the word
that best reflected that function. .
Table 4.22 below showsthat sevenof thirteenparameters present higher values in SLA4
than they do in AW5. In particular, the increasein the use of technical termswas
considerable, asAdrian usedseveral psycholinguistics-related terms in SLA4. That fact
could have also contributed to the significant increase in lexical density and relational
processes.
Table 4.22. SLA4 values vs. AW5 values (direct relation)
Parameter AW5 SLA4 Variation
AL technical terms* 6.9 41.99 •
Relational processes 31.78 39.58 •
Non-human subjects 38.41 34.7 T
Passive voice 7.94 9.7 A
Hedging * 5.18 11.09 •
Objective metaphors of modality 0 100 •
Objective modality 5.18 0 T
Objective appraisal 25 100 •
Embedded clauses 36.69 36.29 T
Theme markedness* 20.72 14.26 T
Nominalizations* 12.08 4.75 T
Lexical density 42.57 50.71 •
Conjunctive adjuncts* 12.08 4.88 T
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As the values in Table 4.23 below suggest, SLA4 is much more impersonal than AW5.
Table 4.23. SLA4 values vs. AW5 values (inverse relation).
Parameter AW5 SLA4 Variation
Grammatical intricacy 1.49 1.42 •
First person pronouns* 12.08 0 •
Subjective metaphors of modality 100 0 T
Subjective appraisal 75 0 •
Poor cohesion* 0 3.16 •
Poor coherence* .86 0 T
Furthermore, as in AW5, Adrian also uses the verb "do" in SLA4 to describe the process
of conducting a study:
(62) The third study was done to find out...
He also chooses off-register words to characterize participants:
(63)Penfield was the first person to link"theearlierthe better" view of the foreign
languagelearning to the plasticityof the child's developing brain
Finally, he seems to have trouble with the ideational metafunction when it comes to the
roles thatparticipants can takeand the processes theycanperform:
(64) Several studies have been conducted in order to find more information on whether
ornotCPH affects the acquisition of pronunciation of the target language.
Since it is a theoretical construct, CPH cannot affect the acquisition ofpronunciation.
What Adrian probably meant was "whether or not age oflearning affects..." The following
sentence also suggests amisunderstanding ofthefield, but it may also beamere slip:
(65) Second language acquisition is based on thehypothesis that in orderto achieve
native-like competence, acquisition must occur within amaturationally defined time
frame.
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Tables 4.24 and 4.25 below compare the values of SLA4 to those of SLA2, the paper
whose genre is closest to that of SLA4. It is evident that SLA4 is much more academic-like
than SLA2, asmost valuespoint in that direction, except three those that have a positive
relation to academic-like mode, i.e.marked themes, nominalizations, andconjunctive
adjuncts. Nonetheless, thisis compensated bythemuch higher value for lexical density, and
themuch lower values for grammatical intricacy, poor cohesion,and poor coherence.
Furthermore, "consider" and "according to'\ whichwere prevalent and used in non-
native-like ways in SLA2, do not occur at all in SLA4. AW6 is described in the next section.
Table 4.24. SLA4 values vs. SLA2 values (direct relation)
Parameter SLA2 SLA4 Variation
AL technical terms* 1.84 41.99 A
Relational processes 24.79 39.58 •
Non-human subjects 27.27 34.7 •
Passive voice 4.95 9.7 •
Hedging * 7.39 11.09 A
Objective metaphors of modality 0 100 A
Objective modality 0 0 A
Objective appraisal 50 100 A
Embedded clauses 16.66 36.29 A
Theme markedness*
16.63 14.26 •
Nominalizations* 14.78 4.75 T
Lexical density 43.43 50.71 A
Conjunctive adjuncts* 8.31 4.88 •
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Table 4.25. SLA4 values vs. SLA2 values (inverse relation)
Parameter SLA2 SLA4 Variation
Grammatical intricacy 1.84 1.42 T
First person pronouns* 10.16 0 T
Subjective metaphors ofmodality 100 0 T
Subjective appraisal 50 0 T
Poor cohesion* 13.86 3.16 T
Poor coherence* 1.84 0 •
4.3.3.7.3. AW6
As presented in Table 4.26 in the next page, AW6 has higher-than-average values for
eight of the thirteen parameters that relate directly to academic registers. The fact that it has
the highest values for relational processes and non-human subjects of all papers (Figs. A.l
and A.3, Appendix A) indicates a very abstract paper. It also has the highest value for
marked themes (Fig. A.9, Appendix A), and the highest value of all empirical research papers
for objective appraisal (Fig. B.7, Appendix B). This speaks of increased sophistication in the
textual and interpersonal metafunctions.
However, as Table 4.27 below shows, AW6 is not entirely impersonal, as first person
pronouns and subjective metaphors of modality are used in it, albeit with lower-than-average
frequency/proportion. Its granunatical intricacy value is the second lowest of all papers (Fig.
A.12, Appendix A) and the lowest in all empirical research papers (Fig. B.12, Appendix B).
These figures indicate a more academic-like realization of mode. Nevertheless, the value for
instances of poor coherence is higher than average, and is actually the highest of all empirical
research papers (Fig. B.13, Appendix B)
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Table 4.26. AW6 values vs. average values (direct relation)
Parameter Average AW6
AL technical terms* 14.42 4.95
Relational processes 30.83 39.86
Non-human subjects 32.51 49.17
Passive voice 8.88 11.29
Hedging * 9.06 6.6
Objective metaphors of modality 73.01 66.66
Objective modality 2.44 4.12
Objective appraisal 71.66 100
Embedded clauses 27.74 33.06
Theme markedness* 17.88 21.86
Nominalizations* 14.68 9.9
Lexical density 45.11 44.63
Conjunctive adjuncts* 8.41 9.9
Table 4.27. AW6 values vs. average values (inverse relation)
Average AW6
Grammatical intricacy 1.59 1.46
First person pronouns* 7.35 4.12
Subjective metaphors of modality 43.65 33.33
Subjective appraisal 28.33 0
Poor cohesion* 3.8 .41
Poor coherence* 1.28 2.06
The figures in Tables 4.28 and 4.29 in the next page suggest that AW6 is less academic-
like than SLA4 in some ways, particularly because SLA4 was fully impersonal whereas
AW6 did include personal pronouns and subjective metaphors of modality. Although AW6
seems to have better cohesion overall, it is also less coherent than SLA4.
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Table 4.28. AW6 values vs. SLA4 values (direct relation)
Parameter SLA4 AW6 Variation
AL technical terms* 41.99 4.95 T
Relational processes 39.58 39.86 A
Non-human subjects 34.7 49.17 A
Passive voice 9.7 11.29 A
Hedging * 11.09 6.6 T
Objective metaphors of modality 100 66.66 T
Objective modality 0 4.12 A
Objective appraisal 100 100
Embedded clauses 36.29 33.06 T
Theme markedness* 14.26 21.86 A
Nominalizations* 4.75 9.9 A
Lexical density 50.71 44.63 •
Conjunctive adjuncts* 4.88 9.9 A
Table 4.29. AW6 values vs. SLA4 values (inverse relation)
SLA4 AW6
Grammatical intricacy 1.42 1.46 A
First person pronouns* 0 4.12 A
Subjective metaphors of modality 0 33.33 A
Subiective appraisal 0 0
Poor cohesion* 3.16 .41 T
Poor coherence* 0 2.06 A
When compared to AW5, AW6 has a much more objective tone as shown by increased
values for objective metaphors of modality and objective appraisal (Table 4.30) and
decreased values for their subjective metaphors of modality, subjective appraisal, and first
person pronouns (Table 4.31). However, AW6 is less coherent and less cohesive than AW5
as shown by the decrease in conjunctive adjuncts (Table 4.30) and the increase in instances
of poor cohesion and coherence (Table 4.31).
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Table 4.30. AW6 values vs. AW5 values (direct relation)
Parameter AW5 AW6 Variation
AL technical terms* 6.9 4.95 •
Relational processes 31.78 39.86 •
Non-human subjects 38.41 49.17 •
Passive voice 7.94 11.29 T
Hedging * 5.18 6.6 •
Objective metaphors of modality 0 66.66 •
Objective modality 5.18 4.12 •
Objective appraisal 25 100 •
Embedded clauses 36.69 33.06 T
Theme markedness* 20.72 21.86 A
Nominalizations* 12.08 9.9 T
Lexical density 42.57 44.63 •
Conjunctive adjuncts* 12.08 9.9 •
Table 4.31. AW6 values vs. AW5 values (inverse relation)
Parameter AW5 AW6 Variation
Grammatical intricacy 1.49 1.46 •
First person pronouns* 12.08 4.12 T
Subjective metaphors of modality 100 33.33 T
Subjective appraisal 75 0 T
Poor cohesion* 0 .41 •
Poor coherence* .86 2.06
The higheroccurrenceof poor coherence in AW6 is due to the fact that paragraph two of
the discussion and conclusions section describes the procedure Adri^ followed to learn
about adjective order in Korean, which probably belongs in the methods section, or even in
the introduction.
Although AW6 is less personal than AW5, it still has an instance of non-academic
positionality in that Adrian again judged the significance of his own study in a very direct
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way, although he was careful to depersonalize such judgment following Dr. Mendes'
comments on AW5. This is the statement he wrote in which he judged the importance of his
study:
(66) This is an important study because it might provide useful information...
Dr. Mendes crossed out the phrase above and advised Adrian to avoid judging his own
work.
A positive change in the academic quality of this paper as related to the previous ones is
the manner in which the answers to the research questions are stated. Adrian no longer used
phrases such as "the answer to this question was 'yes' because..." Instead, he used full
clauses:
(67) The answer to this question is that in most of the cases they do follow the same
pattem (see table 3).
However, like previous papers, AW6 presents several instances of non-native-like use of
exponents to express participants and processes, which is most likely due to transference
from Spanish:
(68) Time was not a pressure for these students (both raters)
(69) Only two of them did it handwritten (one rater)
(70)Anotheraspect I would take into consideration is to interview all the participants to
know their opinion about... (one rater)
(71)1 think it would be important to knowhow long they have studiedEnglish andwhat
they took into account to answer the task sheet (both raters)
(72) so I decided to ask some of my native speaker friends to ^ the task (one rater)
There are also instances in which non-standard use is due to the inclusion of off-register
items that are too colloquial:
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(ly^ Taking into account (corpus mini-study) Crowell's classification, (74) there are
(both raters) two research questions for this research project.
(75) The answer to this question was that in fact (one rater) there are differences
between the two groups of study
(76) It would be interesting for somebody (one rater) who wants to do a similar study
There also seems to be some confusion in the roles of participants and processes, which
is probably due to Adrian's difficulty to explain things carefully and in a detailed manner:
(77) One possible explanation for the nonnative speakers is that... (Dr. Mendes)
This paper also contains grammatical mistakes:
(78) However, in most of the cases, their answers were not completely different to (one
rater) the categorization suggested by Crowell.
(79) These categories showed (one rater and Dr. Mendes) to be the most difficult for this
group of native speakers to place in the suggested order. (Dr Mendes crossed out
"showed" and wrote "proved" instead)
Regarding the last instance, Adrian was unable to see the grammatical and collocational
reasons that made the verb "show" inappropriate in this case. Instead, he thought that using
"prove" would imply taking too strong of a position regarding his proposition and that using
"show" would actually be an appropriate manner to hedge:
A: realmenteno se... porque 'show'... 'prove' yo lo halloque parami es muy fiierte no?...
o sea que si yo... o sea no se... y queria usar algo mas suave... [I don't really know...
because 'show\.. Ifind 'prove' too strong right?... I mean ifI... I mean I don't know... 1
wanted to use something softer] (interview, January 21,2005).
4.3.3.8. Perceptions of English Proficiency
Despite the grammatical problems showed above, Adrian's interest in improving his
English remained focused on oral skills:
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I: so what about your learning ofEnglish as such? Whatare your goals about that now?
A: I don't know I need to improve mypronunciation... and grammar... I'm more
concerned about pronunciation... I need to work on pronunciation
I: why do you think so?
A: I don't know... the other day during the methods andmaterials presentation I was
talking about "that" and they didn't understand what I was saying (interview,
November 19,2004).
4.3.3.9. Identity Development
By the end of Fall 04, Adrian's identity vis-a-vis the AL community seemed to be finnly
established in the realm of teaching:
1: now... this is the world ofapplied linguistics and this is you... where do you see
yourself in this world? What do you see yourselfdoing in this world?
A: teaching... maybe I can do training (interview, November 19,2004).
When I asked them how he saw himself in relationship to published authors and
researchers (i.e. full members of the AL discourse community), he replied
A: I'm glad that theyhave time to do research because I wouldn'thave time... and... yeah
well... as I said it's good to knowthis informationtheygive us... but sometimes it's like...
the world is not an idealplace... and... theytry to tellyousometimes... they try to give
you some suggestions about what to do withyour students... but it's not going to change
your mind... it's like that wouldbe the ideal thing ifI couldput intopractice what these
people are saying... but it's not always possible (interview,November 19, 2004).
This answer reveals thathis identification with the discourse community is mediated by
hisprevious experiences as a teacher in anEFLsituation where theteaching conditions are
quitedifferent from those encountered by researchers (i.e. classes are larger, students are
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often unmotivated teenagers). His position toward the theory and the community was also
determined by his future goals as a teacher trainer as shown by the following comment:
A: well... sometimes... it's good to know... but what I'm trying to say is that... I cannot
share this withother people... this is going to helpme in myteaching... but how can I
help other teachers to understand thisprocess ofSLA? Yeah I mean the theory is good
for me... for myteaching andperhaps if I have to do any other study, but I'mfocusing on
these practical things... how can I share this with other teachers? (interview, November
19, 2004).
Adri^ beheves that the theory cannot inform the teaching of English in his country in a
larger scale. It is contradictory, however, that he thinks the theory can inform his own
teaching buthe also thinks thathecannot share such theory withhis colleagues. The
following quote seems to indicate that by the end of Fall 04 Adrian had an internalconflict
regarding how he would apply what he had learned to his future work situation.
A: yeahwellI understand this.., I cango there yeahI can go and teach... but they are
expecting me togo backtomy country andsolve all theproblems... andmaybe these
teachers will understand that this isa very complexprocess and they can't expect that
all thestudents willreact the same way to thedifferent teaching styles... and are the
students theoneswho have to adapt themselves to the teaching style or the teachers
have to adapt to thestudents? That's what I'm trying todo... Imean theanswer I'm
trying tofind (interview, November 19,2004).
This quote provides further indications that Adri^'s understanding ofthe theory
remains centered on the concept ofindividual leaner differences, which was also apparent in
his choosing thecritical period hypothesis as histopic for SLA4 andinhischaracterization
ofsociocultural and interactionist theory as being about learning styles (interviews,
November 19, 2004; January 21, 2005). This suggests that his remaining focused on
pedagogical issues as aresult ofhis background and future expectations may actually prevent
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himfrom furthering his understanding of interactionist andsociocultural SLAtheories and
finding applications of those to his teaching situation.
4.4. Summary and Discussion of Results
This section summarizes and discusses the results presented above in order to a) uncover
andhighlight patterns in the variation of thedifferent SFLparameters measured in Adrian's
texts, and b) draw connections between such variation and the chronological development of
the other thematic patterns that are posited to be part of the enculturation process.
4.4.1. Socialization
This aspectof Adri^'s enculturation process was characterized by a gradual integration
with the MA cohort, particularly his SLA classmates, as he went from having no
socialization with his SLA classmates and interacting mostly with individuals outside the
program and the field (his undergraduate friends) to conductingmost of his social life with
this group. His interaction with professors, however, remainedmininial and mostly restricted
to the classroom. Despite his realizing that the academic culture in the United States and in
the MA TESL/AL program at MWU was characterized by open and cooperative
relationships between the faculty and the students, Adrian reported that assumptions based on
his previous academic culture (i.e. hostility between faculty and students) prevented him
from seeking the professors' help in some instances (interview, January 30, 2005).
4.4.2. Adaptation to MA program's work culture
Adrian's initial excitement about his studies was followed by feelings of uncertainty
about his ability to cope with the intense pace of the program and its heavy workload in
terms of reading and tasks. Specifically, task-based evaluation was not part of his previous
academic culture and this was probably one of the reasons why it was difficult for him to
conceptualize some tasks in an appropriate manner.
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4.4.3. Understanding of the field of SLA
Adri^'s comprehension of SLA theory seemed to be very selective, and such selection
was heavily influenced by his previous experiences as an EFL instructor, his expectations for
the subject and the program and his future professional goals. In particular, he did not expect
the SLA class and the MA program to be as research-oriented as they were:
A: he hecho comentarios a veces con mis companeros... y lo mismo pues ellos pensaban
que iban a venir y les iban a ensenar a dar clases y eso es todo... no pensaron que iban a
verse envueltos en cuestiones psicologicas m^s complejas de lo que es el idioma...
pensaron lo mismo que yo... que ibamos a venir y nos iban a ensenar a dar clases y...
como se maneja un salon de clases o sea... [I've talked about this with my classmate...
and the same as I did they thought that theywould be taught how to teach only... they
didn't think they'd be involved in more complexpsychological matters about the
language... they thought the same as I did... that we'd be taught how to teach and how
to manage a classroom] (interview, January 21,2004)
Adri^'s understanding of SLA seems to have remained focused on the field's cognitive
theories and on the course's data analysis objectives. The interviews show that he had some
major misunderstandings regarding the nature of sociocultural theory. He also had a deficient
commandof the discipline's technical lexis thatwas not restricted to terms pertaining to
sociocultural theory but extended to interactionist and cognitive terminology as well.
4.4.4. Writing views
Adrian shifted from viewingwritingas a difficult and stressful activity (early-andmid-
semester interviews) to viewing it as a somewhat easieractivity in relation to thewriting of
thelast three papers—^AW5, SLA4, AW6. In thecase ofSLA4, thisperception of increased
facility was probably due to thefact that what the assignment required ofhim was essentially
to summarize published research, which probably resulted in a lesser invention effort as he
did nothave to think about thecontent ofthe paper and could also borrow language from the
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sources. In the case of AW5 andAW6, suchperception was perhapsdue to the fact that the
way the AW5-AW6 assignments were constructed offeredmore guidance from the instructor
and to some extent forced him to revise his writing and incorporate the changes suggested by
the instructor. He also reported that increased awareness of genre conventionsmade writing
easier by offering a cognitiveframework to organize ideas. In addition, throughout the study
period he showed a dialogical concernregarding his projected audience—his colleagues back
in his country—, which may have influenced his language use given his desire to avoid those
terms which he thought that his audience would not understand.
4.4.5. Adaptation to genre conventions
Early in the semester, Adrian did not understand the importance of genre conventions.
These views, however, changed, and as reported above, he came to view genre conventions
as a useful tool to guide his writing. Nonetheless, the extent to which he gained command of
those conventions or the degree to which that command resulted in better generic and
lexicogrammatical expression at the end of the study period is unclear.
4.4.6. Transfer ofAW knowledge to writing tasks
Adri^'s understanding of SLA assignment sheets changed from viewing them as
cooking recipes that were unrelated to genre conventions to perceiving the similarities
existing between the organizational patterns posited by the assignment sheets and those
presented in the AW class. By mid-semester, he reported applying the newly gained
knowledge of genre conventions to SLA writing, particularly SLA3. However, evidence for
such perceived knowledge transfer is ambiguous, as there were somewhat serious instances
of lack of generic coherence in the results and methods sections of SLA3, which were
precisely the sections that Adrian had studiedprior to writingSLA3.Furthermore, the
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differences in the relationships posited toward the target discourse community by the Intro to
Linguisticsclass and the AW class prevented him from transferring AW knowledge to AW5.
4.4.7. Papers
There was a movement from a more accurate understanding of the assignments'
objectives (SLAl and SLA2) to a less accurate understanding and poorer conceptualization
of the task that was characterized by content-unrelated goals for the paper (SLA3) to again an
accurate understanding and better conceptualization (AW5-AW6, SLA4).
Tables 4.32 and 4.33 below show how the academic-like quality of the parameters in
Adri^'s texts varied chronologically. The arrows indicate whether a given value is higher or
lower than the corresponding one in the immediately preceding paper. As can be seen in
Table 4.32, none of the parameters shows a uniform incremental progression. SLA3, SLA4
and AW6 have increased values for seven parameters, AW5 shows increase in six
parameters, and SLA2 shows increase in only three parameters.
Table 4.32. General chronological comparison to the previous paper.
Parameters SLAl SLA2 SLA3 AW5 SLA4 AW6
AL technical terms 11.75 1.84V 19.13A 6.9 V 41.99 A 4.95 V
Relational Processes 26.11 24.79 V 22.91 V 31.78A 39.58 A 39.86 A
Non-human subjects 28.35 27.27 V 17.18V 38.41 A 34.7 V 49.17 A
Passive voice 7.46 4.95 V 11.97A 7.94V 9.7 A 11.29A
Hedging 7.34 7.39 A 5.88 V 5.18V 11.09A 6.6V
Objective metaphors ofmodali^ 100 oV 71.42 • oV lOoA 66.66 V
Objective modality 2.9 oV 2.45 • 5.18A oV 4.12 A
Objective appraisal 100 50V 55 A 25 V 100 A 100
Embedded clauses 33.6 16.66 V 10.16V 36.69 A 36.29 V 33.06 V
Marked theme 17.64 16.63 V 16.19V 20.72 A 14.26 V 21.86A
Nominalizations 8.81 14.78• 37.78A 12.08 V 4.75 V 9.9 A
Lexical density 42.61 43.43 • 46.71 A 42.57 V 50.71 A 44.63 V
Conjunctive adjuncts 9.55 8.31 V 5.88 V 12.08 A 4.88 V 9.9 A
In Table 4.33, none of the parameters showa uniform decrease as it wouldbe expected.
SLA3 is the only paper to show a uniformdecrease in these valueswhen comparedto the
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previouspaper. SLA4 showsdecreased values for almost all parametersexceptpoor
cohesion.
Table 4.33. General chronological comparison (inverse relation)
Parameters SLAl SLA2 SLA3 AW5 SLA4 AW6
Grammatical intricacy 1.59 1.84A 1.75T 1.49V 1.42T 1.46A
First person pronouns 2.2 10.16A 9.81T 12.08 • oT 4.I2A
Subjective metaphors of modality 0 100• 28.58 T lOOA oT 33.33A
Subjective qjpraisal 0 50 • 45 T 75 A oT 0
Poor cohesion 2.93 13.86A 2.45 T oT 3.16A .41 •
Poor coherence 1.46 1.84A 1.47T .86V oV 2.06 A
Tables 4.34 and 4.35 in the next page shovi' the variation in the empirical research
papers. Although once more none of the parameters varies uniformly, there is a clearer
movement toward a more academic register in these papers. Four parameters show increased
values in SLA3, while six do in AW5 and eight parameters do in AW6. In particular,
relational processes and non-human subjects both show higher values in AW5 and AW6,
which suggests a movement to a more abstract representation of experience toward the end of
Fall 04. Marked theme also has higher values for the last two papers, which suggests more
abstraction in the textual metafunction. The values for technical terms and nominalizations,
however, decreased in the last two papers, which is probably due to the definitions that were
adopted for those parameters.
Table 4.35 also shows lack of uniformity in the variation of the parameters. However, a
general decrease regarding the values for SLAl can be observed in grammatical intricacy and
poorcohesion. Also, thevalues for subjective appraisal, first person pronouns, subjective
metaphorsof modality and those for objective appraisal in Table 37 show that SLA3and
AW5 werewrittenwith a muchmorepersonal stance than SLAl and AW6.
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Table 4.34. Chronological comparison of empirical research papers (direct relation)
Parameters SLAl SLA3 AW5 AW6
AL technical terms 11.75 19.13A 6.9 V 4.95 V
Relational Processes 26.11 22.91 T 31.78 A 39.86 A
Non-human subjects 28.35 n.isT 38.41 A 49.17 A
Passive voice 7.46 11.97A 7.94 V 11.29A
Hedging 7.34 5.88T 5.18V 6.6A
Objective metaphors of modality 100 71.42V oV 66.66 A
Objective modality 2.9 2.45 V 5.18A 4.12 V
Objective appraisal 100 55 V 25 V 100 A
Embedded clauses 33.6 10.16V 36.69 A 33.06V
Marked theme 17.64 16.19V 20.72 A 21.86A
Nominalizations 8.81 37.78 A 12.08 V 9.9 V
Lexical density 42.61 46.71 • 42.57 V 44.63 A
Conjunctive adjuncts 9.55 5.88 V 12.08 A 9.9 V
Table 4.35. Chronological comparison of empirical research papers (inverse relation)
Parameters SLAI SLA3 AW5 AW6
Grammatical intricacy 1.59 1.75A 1.49V 1.46V
First person pronouns 2.2 9.81A 12.08A 4.12 V
Subjective metaphors of modality 0 28.58 A 100A 33.33 V
Subjective appraisal 0 45 A 75 A oV
Poor cohesion 2.93 2.45 V oV .41 A
Poor coherence 1.46 1.47 A .86V 2.06 A
Table 4.36 in tlie next page presents a comparison of the values for each paper to the
average values for all parameters. Later papers present higher-than-average values more
often than do earlier papers. In particular, there are more uniform increases in the abstraction
of the experiential metafunction (i.e. valuesincreasemore uniformly for relational processes
and abstract subjects). One of the parameters measuring increasedsophistication of the
textual metafunction, embedded clauses, also varied in a more uniform manner in the last
threepapers. It is alsoclearthat Adrian tookamuch more personal position toward his texts
in SLA2, SLA3 and AW5 than he did in both SLA4 and AW6.
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Table 4.36. Comparison to average values (direct relation)
Parameters Average SLAl SLA2 SLA3 AW5 SLA4 AW6
AL technical ter^ 14.42 11.75 1.84 19.13 A 6.9 41.99 A 4.95
Relational Processes 30.83 26.11 24.79 22.91 31.78A 39.58 A 39.86 A
Non'human subjects 32.51 28.35 27.27 17.18 38.41 A 34.7 A 49.17A
Passive voice 8.88 7.46 4.95 n.97A 7.94 9.7 A 11.29 A
Hedging 9.06 7.34 7.39 5.88 5.18 11.09A 6.6
Objective metaphors of modality 73.01 lOOA 0 71.42 0 lOOA 66.66
Objective modality 2.44 2.9 A 0 2.45 A 5.18A 0 4.12A
Objective appraisal 71.66 lOOA 50 55 25 100A 100A
Embedded clauses 27.74 33.6 • 16.66 10.16 36.69 A 36.29 A 33.06A
Marked theme 17.88 17.^ 16.63 16.19 20.72 A 14.26 21.86A
Nominalizations 14.68 8.81 14.78A 37.78 A 12.08 4.75 9.9
Lexical density 45.11 42.61 43.43 46.71 A 42.57 50.71 A 44.63
Conjunctive adjuncts 8.41 9.55A 8.31 5.88 12.08 A 4.88 9.9 A
Table 4.37 below shows grammatical intricacy tended to decrease in AW5, SLA4 and
AW6, which, combined with the increased in the proportion of embedded clauses in these
three papers observed above, suggests a more academic-like realization of the textual
metafunction in these papers. Furthermore, higher-than-average values for conjunctive
adjunctsAW5 and AW6 in Table 39 above also point in that direction.
Table4.37 also shows that SLA4 andAW6 tendedto present fewer non-academic
characteristics regarding the interpersonal metafunction (first person pronouns, subjective
metaphors ofmodality, subjective appraisal). These results and thosein Table 4.36 above
show that SLA4 and AW6 draw from academic registers more than the other papers, which
indicates increased sophistication inAdri^'s writing.
Table4.37. Comparison to average values (inverse relation)
Parameters Average SLAl SLA2 SLA3 AW5 SLA4 AW6
Grammatical intricacy 1.59 1.59 1.84A 1.75A 1.49 1.42 1.46
First person pronouns 7.35 2.2 10.16A 9.81 A 12.08 A 0 4.12
Subjective metaphors of modality 43.65 0 100A 28.58 looA 0 33.33
Subjectiveappraisal 28.33 0 50 A 45 A ^ 75 A 0 0
Poor cohesion
3.8 2.93 13.86A 2.45 0 3.16 .41
Poor coherence
1.28 1.46A 1.84A 1.47 A .86 0 2.06 A
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In addition to the results of the quantitative analysis of the parameters above, my
qualitative analysis and that of the raters show that Adrian's texts present problems in several
areas:
a) Off-register (i.e. too colloquial) experiential items (examples 4, 5, 9,10,12,17, 24,
26, 27, 28, 29, 34, 36, 38, 39,40,41, etc.).
b) Problems regarding the syntagmatic associations and logical functions of
circumstantial adjuncts (particularly "according to" as in examples 23, 25, 32)
c) Problems in the textual metafunction at the discourse semantics level, i.e. misuse of
cata:phoric and anaphoric references (examples 3,13,16, 35), and conjunctive
adjuncts (ex. 2,61).
d) Problems with logic (ex. 6, 7,18, 21, 64,77) that sometimes overlap with problems
with conjunctive adjuncts (ex, 2, 61).
e) Problemswith experiential items that veryprobably reflect non-native-like
interlanguagehypotheses and/orLI interference (ex. 8,43, 55, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72),
and, in particular, the verb "consider" (ex. 19,20, 30, 31).
f) Problems withgrammar (ex. 14,15,45,46,47,48,78, 79).
In general, Adrian*s writing tended tomove to amore academic-like register, but such
movementwas not uniform.Aspects of interpersonal positionality, cohesion, and coherence
showed the least uniform variation. Inclusion ofsemantically correct but too colloquial tenns
also remained aconstant problem, as did instances ofLI interference and logic problems
which probably reflect invention difficulties.
4.4.8. Perceptions ofEnglishproficiency
Adrian did not seem to be aware of the lexicogrammatical and discursive problem areas
listed above. His self-perceived needs to improve his English proficiency remained focused
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on pronunciation and colloquialvocabulary. Only towardthe end of the semester did he
express that he neededto improvehis grammar, but even then he emphasizedthe need to
improve his pronunciation. Tliis was probably due to the fact that instances of non-standard
pronunciation resulted in embarrassment when giving in-class presentations in some courses.
4.4.9. Identity development
Adri^'s identity seems to have remained that of a practitioner rather than a researcher.
Although at the beginning of Fall 04 Adrian seemed to be motivated to conduct his own
research, this interest diminished as the theoretical foundations of the research he was
required to do were of little interest to him given his background and future expectations
regarding teaching. Nonetheless, he seems to have experienced a renewed interest in theory
and research towards the end of the semester, as the topics matched his interests more closely
(cognitive aspects of SLA, grammatical aspects of English linguistics with obvious teaching
applications). Although at the end of the study period Adrian saw himself as a practitioner in
a peripheral position regarding the AL discourse community, he also acknowledged the
relevance of SLA theory and research to understanding classroom phenomena, and even
spoke of the possibility of conducting some form of action research in the future.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION
This thesis studyhas used an interdiscursive methodology (Candlin, 2002) to explorethe
external (i.e. thoughtcollectives), and internal (i.e. participant's background, expectations,
perceptions, andgoals) factors affecting the process of enculturation of the participant into
theAmerican academic culture. Russell andYanez's (2003) diagram of activitysystems was
theheuristic tool used to position the different components of theactivity systems in the
thought collectives in which theenculturation process occurred and explore theirfunctions
andrelationships. A Systemic-Functional Linguistics approach was usedto analyze the
participant's texts in search for patterns of variation thatmay reflect thedevelopment of the
enculturation process as instantiated in the participant-external and participant-internal
phenomena referred to above. In doing so, this thesis study has addressed Gumming, Busch
and Zhou's (2002) call for research that addresses the interactions between the social context
ofwriting, theprocess ofwriting, and itsproduct. The use of these approaches ledto
uncovering patterns of variation in the different themes that were identified as relevant to the
\
enculturation process, namely socialization, adaptation toMA program's work culture,
understanding ofSLA, perceptions ofwriting, adaptation togenre conventions, self-reported
transfer ofAW knowledge toSLA papers, linguistic variation inpapers, perceptions of
English proficiency, and identitydevelopment.
. Variation was also found in the different parameters measured in theparticipant's texts
as being indicators ofmovement toward the increased academic-like quality in the register
andgenre structure of the texts. These findings will be discussed below in connection to the
research questions they address
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5.1. Discussion of research questions
1. How does the enculturation process of the participant develop throughout the first
semester?
Adrian's enculturation process as explored in this thesis study was largely mediated by
class activities and genre systems. Each class assumed that the students had a different types
of relationship toward the discourse community, which may be described in terms of distance
and directness. AW assumed that the students a very close and direct relationship to the AL
discourse community in that Adri^ was taught to the genre and register conventions of that
community and was expected to follow them in the hope that this would prepare them to
participate in that community. SLA also assumed a very close relationship but also a more
indirect one in that students were expected to follow genre conventions only to some extent
and were guided in that direction, but were not expected to follow lexicogrammatical
conventions. The papers they wrote for SLA were not expected to be of publishable quality.
Intro to linguistics assumed that the students would have the most distant and indirect
relationship to the AL community. This is plausible in an introductory course in which many
of the students are undergraduates and/or come from fields different from Applied
Linguistics. As a result, the students in this class were not expected to follow genre and
register conventions, nor were they guided in that direction, but they certainly could have
used them if they so wished. These differing assumptions were instantiated in each course's
genre systems, particularly the assignment sheets. Because of the different relationships
toward the target discourse community, the assignment sheets sought to developdifferent
aspectsof Adrian's academic identity, i.e. SLA focused on developing a research-oriented
cognitiveframeworkof which genreconventions wereonly an aspect, whereasAWfocused
totally on genre conventions as a mechanism of participation in and validation within the
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discourse community, and Intro to Linguistics focused on raising the student's awareness of
basic issues in Linguistics and developing basic research skills. Thus, these different TCs led
Adrian to assume somewhat different discursive identities and stances toward the tasks and
texts.
The relative TDC-student relationships that the three classes being studied posited
seemed to create discursive tensions which had a confounding effect on Adrian's
understanding of the discipline's register and genre, which was reflected in his writing. It
seems that Adri^ was for the most part unable to sort out the nature of those relationships,
which resulted in variable understanding and application of genre conventions. Nevertheless,
Adrian moved from having little understanding of or interest in genre conventions to viewing
them as useful tools to guide his thought processes and to prevent him from digressing.
Further tensions arose from the conflicts between Adrian's pedagogy-oriented goals and
the program's research-oriented goals. In particular,Adrian had to negotiate his program-
relatedgoals and expectations and future professional goalswith the inmiediaterequirements
of the SLA course's tasks. Such negotiations resultedin deficient understandings of key
aspects of SLA theory as he tended to prime his own goals over the course's goals. He was
thus very selective regarding the contents that he chose to learn.Despite his continued
questioning of the usefulness of the interactionist and sociocultural aspects of SLAtheory,
anddespite the fact that his identity remained firmly grounded in the area of practical
teaching, he came to acknowledge the value of published researchand theory in that they can
shed light on classroom and learner phenomenawhich could otherwise be misunderstood.
Nonetheless, his desire to remain in theperiphery of theALdiscourse community is apparent
in his characterization of the action researchhemayconductin the future as "not real
research" (interview, Oct 30).
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Adrian's interaction with other fellow students also seems to have been an important part
of his enculturationprocess.Adri^ went from socializing exclusivelywith individuals that
were not related to the target discourse community early in the semester (his undergraduate
friends) to conducting most of his social life with other members of the MA cohort, in
particular second-year students in the SLA class.This seems to have helped him to better
understand the nature of the MA program, feel more confident in his ability to succeed in it,
and improve his understanding of the field of Second Language Acquisition. In addition, he
also began to recognize the stature of the faculty and the importance of their work (interview,
Jan 30). These stages in the socialization process correspond to those found by Popko (2003).
2. What role do the participants (i.e. professors and subject) assign to language in the
enculturation process?
Due to the different TDC-student relationships posited by each class in relation to the
AL discourse community, command of academic language was assigned different relative
importance by the instructors. However, it was apparent from the interviews, the assignment
sheets and the comments on Adri^'s papers that the emphasis regarding language use was
more in the mastery of genre conventions than in the mastery of the discipline's register.
Adrian, for his part, seems to have been unconcemed with register issues and only
somewhat worried about genre skills development, although this last area seems to have
gained importance in his eyes as the semester progressed. However, he seems to have
assigned importance to genre conventions more as a heuristic tool to guide his writing
processes than as a mechanism of validation within and participation in the target discourse
community.
3. How do the lexicogrammatical and rhetorical organization patterns of the
subject's papers vary over the semester?
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AdriSti*s papers show uneven patterns ofvariation inthat there is not a uniform
progression from less academic-like tomore academic-like language use. Rather
surprisingly, Adrian'swriting at thebeginning of the semester (SLAl) showed more
sophistication inthe realization ofthe textual and interpersonal metafunctions than did later
writing (SLA2, SLA3, AW5), and that level of sophistication was not regained until the end
of Fall 04 (SLA4, AW6). However, the ideational metafunction seems to show a more even
pattern of increased sophistication. In general, taking a too personal instance toward the
ideational content of thepapers, aswell askeeping cohesion and coherence were problematic
throughout the study period.
Furthermore, the inclusionof items belonging to colloquial, oral registerswas also a
constant problem, as wasa certain inability to express the roles of participants, the processes
beingenacted by themor upon them, and their relationships to one another and to the
ideational content of other clauses in a logical and/orclearmanner (ex. 2,6,14,23,24 61,
64, 65). LI interference also remained a problemthroughout the study period (ex. 19, 20, 30,
31,43).
3. Can a relationshipbe drawnbetween suchvariation and the development of the
enculturation process?
The answer to this question is somewhat ambiguous. Thedifferences in the relationships
toward the TDCpositedby the three thought collectives seems to havehad themostdirect
impact on Adrian's papers. His understanding of the writing tasks and the field of SLA,
which seem to have been influenced by his goals and expectations,may also have had an
impact on the variation in Adridn*s writing, but this is less clear.
SLAl showed academic-likewriting despite Adrian's lack of understanding of genre
conventions andexposure to academic registers. Thisphenomenon maybe explained by the
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fact that, at the beginning of Fall 04, Adrian's level of motivation was high and he had not
yet come to perceive his workload as overwhelming, which gave him more time and energy
to revise his writing. Furthermore, he followed the analyses of interlanguage in Gass and
Selinker (2001) as models to guide his writing, which may also contribute to explain the
academic-like quality of this paper. In addition, interlanguage analysis falls within Adrian's
general interest in cognition and may also have readily apparent pedagogical application,
which we know was a chief concern of his.
SLA2, SLA3 and AW5 are written in a personal tone, SLA2 more than any of the
others. They also show more instances of poor cohesion and coherence, and again SLA2 does
so to the greatest extent. Adrian's total lack of familiaritywith the genre for SLA2, the fact
that he followed the assignment sheet as a cooking recipe and his lack of contact with peers
whom he could have asked for guidanceprobably conspired to make SLA2 the least
academic of all papers.
At the timeAdrianwrote SLA3,he had alreadybeenexposed to a larger amountof
inputfrom SLAtextbooks and theISU/AL corpus. Furthermore, theAWclasshad required
that he payconscious attention to the form of papers. Thismayexplainthe highfrequency of
use of passive voice in this paper. His personalization of thedescriptions of procedures, the
somewhat incoherent structureof the paper and the oral qualityof the textualmetafunction—
i.e. verylowproportion of embedded clauses, high proportions of paratactic andhypotactic
clauses as shownin Fig. A.9, Appendix 1)—is probably due to his difficultieswith invention
and to Adri^'s desire to keep his language simple.
Surprisingly, despitethe facts that a) Adrian reported transferring AWknowledge to the
writing of SLA3, b) he no longerviewed the assignment sheets as cookingrecipes andbegan
to understand genreconventions, andc) he hadalready written AW4(the reportonmethods
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section, handed in on 10/5) and AW5 (thereporton results sections,handed in on 10/19)
when he wrote SLA3, SLA3 shows lack of cohesion and coherence in the methods and
results sections in particular. This may be due to his poor conceptualization of the paper,
which in turn was probably due to his lack of interest in and understanding of the
interactionist and sociocultural theories that were then the focus of the SLA class at that time.
Such disinterest and misunderstanding seem to have stemmed from what in his viewwas a
mismatch between his EFL pedagogy-orientedgoals and expectations and the class' SLA-
ESL research-oriented goals. These views were heavily influenced by his previous
professional experiences as an EFL teacher of primarily adolescents in a developing country.
His considering the research findings as stemming from a different context and being
unrealistic for his target context is what made him lose interest in these theories, which
perhaps contributed to the lack of cohesion and coherence in this paper. Furthermore, at that
time in the semester, he was already overwhelmed by the workload and did not have time to
revise SLA3 (interview, January 30,2005).
AW5 clearly reveals how the different relationships vis-^-vis the target discourse
community posited by the three courses resulted in tensions that affected Adrian's writing.
Adri^ was required to write this paper for the Intro to Linguistics class, which did not
require that students follow genre conventions. He was nonetheless unable to see that
following those conventions would have met the content criteria for Intro to Linguistics
while also satisfying the form criteria for AW. This was perceived by Adrian as contradicting
messages from above (i.e. from the professors who are supposed to have a better
understanding of the discourse community), and he seems to have been unable to realize that
the source of the contradiction lay in the differing natures of the relationships regarding the
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discourse community positedfor the students by these twocourses. As a result, AW5 reflects
an extremely personal stance toward the paper's ideational content.
AW6 is very academic-like, but it nonetheless reveals somemisunderstanding of genre
conventions. Generic coherence was lacking in the discussions and conclusion section when
Adri^ included information there that belonged in the introduction or the methods section.
SLA4 also has a very academic-like tone, which is probably the result of borrowing language
from the texts being summarized.
In short, the discursive tensions between the three courses in this research study seem to
have had the most direct impact on Adri^'s writing, particularly on AW5-AW6. Other
factors which may have had an impact in the uneven variation of the parameters are his
desire to keep his language simple due to the characteristics of his projected audience, his
lack of familiarity with genre conventions (in particular for SLA2), his disinterest in
particular aspects of SLA theory (SLA3), his struggle to adapt to the program's work-
intensive culture (SLAB), and his lack of socialization with fellow students early in the
semester (SLA2). However, the impact of increased socialization with the MA cohort on
papers is unclear, as SLABpresents poor generic coherence despite the facts that its contents
were the result of a collaborative effort and that Adrian asked Robert for help regarding the
organization of this paper.
Furthermore, Adri^ also mentioned that his understanding of faculty-student
relationships was influenced by his previous experiences in this regard (i.e. hostility between
faculty and students), which prevented him from seeking further help from faculty in the
completion of assignments (interview, January BO, 2005). Having a model to base his writing
on—as in SLAl and SLA4—also seems to have had a positive influence in the academic
quality of Adrian's papers.
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3. Howdoes the subject's being a NNSaffectboth the enculturation process and the
linguistic-discursive characteristics of his/her contentarea papers?
The papers beingstudied shownumerous instance of transfer fromSpanish (particularly
for the verb consider\ as well as non-native-likeuses of conjunctive and circumstantial
adjuncts (i.e. according to, as a result, due to). Thereare alsoseveral instances of non-
native-likegrammar,althoughthere wereno discernible patterns in these.However, these
seem to have had little importance for the instructors, as the goal of the courses was not to
improve the English proficiency of NNS students.
Adrian was not aware of such instances of non-native-like language use in his writing
(interview, January 30,2005) because no one had pointed them out to him before. As a result
of not perceiving those as problematic, his concerns regarding the development of his
proficiency in English remained focused on colloquial language and pronunciation. This
strong interest in aural/oral skills was perhaps driven by Adri^*s initial inability to
understand colloquial speech due to its fast pace and abundance of colloquialisms, as well as
his problems with pronunciation. Such interest may have further overshadowed the need to
improve his command of written academic registers.
To sum up, the development of Adrian's identity as a graduate student and the variation
in his texts seem to have been heavily influenced by a) his own expectations and goals as
determined by his previous background and future plans, b) the influence that those had in
his socialization with peers and instructors and in his perceptions of the MA program's goals,
the relative importance of the contents of the field of SLA and the significance of the target
discourse community's language conventions, c) the somewhat differing discursive
identities that the three thought collectives in this study led him to adopt as a function of the
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TDC-student relationships each of them posited, and d) Adrian's lack of maturity to
understand the nature of those relationships and realize that following AW genre conventions
would have satisfied the requirements of the other two courses. These factors seem to have
had an impact in Adrian's writing by influencing his conceptualization of the assignments
and the genre, his positionality toward the texts, and the texts' generic coherence. Although
factors (c) and (d) had a direct and observable impact in Adri^'s writing (AW5, AW6), the
relationship of other factors to the variation in Adri^'s texts remains unclear.
A somewhat surprising findings regarding Adri^'s identity development vis-a-vis the
discourse community, it seems that at the end of the study period he had chosen to stay in the
periphery of the discourse community. An unexpected finding connected to the texts was the
fact that neither the raters nor the instructors considered Adrian's use of "according to" and
"consider" in early papers as non-native-like. Furthermore, Adri^'s use of these items in a
native-like manner in later papers also remains unexplained.
5.2. Limitations
Amongst the limitations in this thesis study were the length of the study period, the fact
that not all the semester's courses were integrated into the study, the manner in which the
enculturation process was investigated, and, to some extent, the text analysis procedure.
Regarding the length of the study, one semester is probably insufficient for clear pattems of
variation to emerge. At the same time, the variation that was observed might have been
clearer and more meaningful if all of the courses that Adrian was taking during Fall 04 had
been fully included as part of the research study. Furthermore, a more thorough
characterization of the enculturation process would have required shadowing of the
participant for somewhat extended periods of time.
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Regarding the way writingwas investigated, the process of writing was only minimally
addressed, and therefore it cannot be connected with the thematic patterns in the
enculturation process. As for the parameters used to measure variation in the texts, hedging
was a particularly problematic category, as increased occurrences of hedging do not
necessarily imply a more academic-like quality. What is more important is the specific ways
in which hedging is accomplished and the appropriateness of hedging at any given time. The
first aspect was addressed by measuring the proportions of objective and subjective
metaphors ofmodality, but the second aspect was not addressed.
Regarding cohesion and coherence, holistic scores for those parameters may have
provided a better measurement of the variationof these qualities than my negative way of
measuring them did. Finally, not having values from other texts for the parameters used in
this thesis study (i.e. published articles or texts written by second-year NS students) makes it
impossible to establish the extent to which Adri^^s texts moved toward an AL academic
register and genre.
5.3. Implications and suggestions for further research
The mismatch between Adrian's EFL-oriented goals and the MA TESL/ALESL-
oriented program and Adri^'s opinions about that mismatch suggest there is some reason to
think that the findings of sociocultural- and interaction theory-based research conducted in
developedcountrieswith small classesare of dubious applicability and relevancefor students
likeAdrian whoare likelyto teach EFL to teenage audiences in developing countries with
large classes and few technological aids. Perhapsa strongeremphasison other theoretical
traditions such asEFL-oriented studies onmotivation/affectiveness andaspects of cognition
would providemore effectivepreparation for students that are likely to teach in EFL
situations.
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The findings related to the discursive tensions arising from the non-uniform TDC-
student relationships posited by each class support Ramanathan's (2002) claim that graduate
students in ELT/TESOIVTESL, particularly those who are NNSs, need increased meta-
awareness of the TDC, its genre, and the position of their programs and courses within the
TDC. This seems of particular relevance for students like Adri^ who are likely to engage in
teacher training once they go back to their home countries, since such awareness may assist
them in bringing the TESL communities in their countries to increased participation within
the broader community. In other words, they could become less peripheral, which would be
enriching for both the *core' discourse community and those in the periphery.
The last aspect also has implications for BA in English programs with an ELT
orientation in Latin America. The degree to which the genres of such programs prepare their
students to understand and produce the genre of the 'core' AL discourse community is
unclear. Furthermore, Adri^'s particular ways of using certain verbs, circumstantial
adjuncts, and conjunctive adjuncts, and the fact that he didn't think that usage was non-
standard, suggest that the linguistic formsbeing used in those programsmay vary somewhat
significantly from those of standard English. Therefore, the artificiality of the genre and
registers of BA programs in English/TESL seem to merit further research, as do the genre
and registers of Applied Linguistics, which do not seem to have been as researched as those
of other disciplines.
Furthemore, Adrian's non-standard use of the linguistic items mentioned above, as well
as his rather heavy transference from Spanish suggest that further research is needed to
determine whetherthese are issues that affectother advanced writers of English whoseLI is
Spanish.Anotherarea of further research is the role that academic writing and readingplays
in advanced interlanguage development, as Adrian's shift fromusing the verb "consider*' in
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non-native-like ways to using it in native-like ways suggests some change in his
interlanguage. The role that instruction may play in such development as well as the
responsibility ofMA TESL programs in assisting the interlanguage development of their
NNS students should also be considered. The findings of this thesis study suggest that the
MA TESL/AL program at MWU does not see this area as one of its responsibilities, which
may be detrimental for the professional and academic future of NNS students and their own
students once they become ELT practitioners, i.e. they may contribute to the reproductionof
a watered-down version of academic English (in both genre- and register-related aspects) that
may further hinder the chances of practitioners in the periphery to both consume research and
participate actively in the AL discourse community.
Finally, the fact that NS instructors and raters did not consider the use of certain items to
be non-native-like even though the corpus provided evidence of such non-native-like use also
suggests that NSs are not able to accuratelyjudge correctness in the use of certain items in all
instances. Further research is needed to explore this issue.
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APPENDIX A. GENERAL COMPARISON OF PAPERS
Table A.l. Technical terms, abstract subjects, and relational processes (normalized
counts)
Paper
Technical
terms
Abstract
subiects
Relational
processes
SLA1 11.75 27.92 26.11
SI-A2 1.84 30.49 24.79
SI-A3 19.13 16.19 22,91
AW5 6.9 50.08 31.78
SLA4 41.99 39.61 39.58
AW6 4.95 61.05 39.86
Figure A.l. Technical terms, abstract subjects, and relational processes (normalized
counts)
T ' I T'
SUM SLA2 SI-A3 AW5 SLA4 AW6
♦—Technical
terms
Abstract
subjects
Relational
processes
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Table A.2. Proportions of processes
Paper relational material mental verbal behavioral existential
SLA1 26.11 48.5 17.91 2.23 2.23 2.98
SLA2 24.79 47.93 14.88 5.78 2.48 4.13
SI_A3 22.91 36.46 16.66 7.81 12.5 3.64
AW5 31.78 32.45 21.19 2.64 7.28 4.63
SLA4 39.58 20.13 18.75 2.77 11.8 6.94
AW6 39.86 27.9 13.28 5.31 4.65 8.97
Figure A.2. Transitivity structure
Transitivity structure
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Table A.3. Proportion of non-human subjects
Paper
non-
human
subiects
human
subiects
SLA1 28.35 71.65
SLA2 27.27 72.73
SLA3 17.18 82.82
AW5 38.41 61.59
SLA4 34.7 65.3
AW6 49.17 50.83
Figure A.3. Proportion of human vs. non-human subjects
100% n
90% -
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80% - ||
70% - K
60% -
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30% -
20%
10%
0% H 1 i
• human subjects
• non-human
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Table A.4. Proportioii of passivized clauses
Paper Passive Active
SLA1 7.46 92.54
SI-A2 4.95 95.05
SLA3 11.97 88.03
SLA4 9.7 90.3
AW5 7.94 92.06
AW6 11.29 88.71
Figure A.4. Proportion ofpassivized clauses
Passive vs. Active Voice
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Table A.5. Modals and Hedging (normalized counts)
Paper Modals Hedging
SLA1 2.9 7.34
SLA2 0 7.39
SLA3 2.45 5.88
AW5 5.18 5.18
S1-A4 0 11.09
AW6 4.12 6.6
Figure A.5. Modals and hedging (normalized counts)
Modals
Hedging
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Table A.6. Subjective vs. objective interpersonal metaphors ofmodality
Paper Objective Subjective
SLA1 6 0
SLA2 0 8
SLA3 5 2
AW5 0 3
SLA4 14 0
AW6 4 2
Figure A.6. Proportion of subjective vs. objective interpersonal metaphors ofmodality
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Table A.7. Subjective vs. objective appraisal
objective subjective
SLA1 3 0
SLA2 4 4
SLA3 5 4
AW5 1 3
SLA4 1 0
AW6 8 0
Figure A.7. Proportion of subjective vs. objective appraisal
Appraisal
SLA1 SLA2 SLA3 AW5 SLA4
• subjective
• objecti\e
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Table A.8. Types of clauses
Paper Main Paratactic Hypotactic Embedded
SLA1 47.2 9.6 9.6 33.6
SLA2 45.24 13.09 25 16.66
SLA3 53.47 26.2 10.16 10.16
AW5 41.72 11.51 10.07 36.69
SLA4 45.96 7.25 12.09 36.29
AW6 48.16 9.38 9.38 33.06
Figure A.8. Proportion of clause types
100%
80%
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• Hypotactic
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Table A.9. Marked theme and nominalizations (normalized counts)
Paper
Marked
theme Nominalizations
SLA1 17.64 8.81
SLA2 16.63 14.78
SLA3 16.19 37.78
AW5 20.72 12.08
SLA4 14.26 4.75
AW6 21.66 9.9
Figure A.9. Marked theme and nominalizations (normalized counts)
SLA1 SIA2 SLA3 AW5 SU4 AW6
Marked theme
•a— Norr^nalizations
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Table A.IO. Lexical density
Paper Lexical density
SLA1 42.61
SLA2 43.43
SLA3 46.71
AW5 42.57
SLA4 50.71
AW6 44.63
Figure A.IO. Lexical density
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Table A.ll. Conjunctive Adjuncts
Paper
Conjunctive
Adjuncts
SLA1 9.55
SLA2 8.31
SLA3 5.88
AW5 12.08
SLA4 4.75
AW6 9.9
Figure A.ll. Coi^unctive Adjuncts
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Conjunctive Adjuncts
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Table A.12. Grammatical intricacy
Grammatical
Paper intricacy
SI_A1 1.59
SLA2 1.84
SLA3 1.75
SLA4 1.42
AW5 1.49
AW6 1.46
Figure A.12. Grammatical intricacy
Grammatical intricacy
SLA1 SLA2 SLA3 SLA4 AW5 AW6
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Table A.13. Instances of poor cohesion and coherence (normalized counts)
Cohesion Coherence
SLA1 2.2 1.46
SLA2 13.86 1.84
SLA3 2.45 1.47
AW5 0 0.86
SLA4 3.16 0
AW6 0.41 2.06
Figure A.13. Instances of poor cohesion and coherence (normalized counts)
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Table A.14. First person (normalized count)
Paper
First
person
SLA1 2.2
SLA2 10.16
SLA3 9.81
AW5 12.08
SI-A4 0
AW6 4.12
Figure A.14. First person
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APPENDIX B. COMPARISON OF EMPIRICAL RESEARCH PAPERS
Table B.l. Technical terms, abstract subjects, and relational processes (normalized
counts)
Technical Abstract Relational
Paper terms sublects processes
SLAI 11.75 27.92 26.11
SLA3 19.13 16.19 22.91
AW5 6.9 50.08 31.78
AW6 4.95 61.05 39.86
Figure B.l. Technical terms, abstract subjects, and relational processes (normalized)
SLA1 SLA3 AW5 AW6
-♦—Technical
terms
-a—Abstract
subjects
Relational
processes
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Table B.2. Proportions of processes
relational material mental verbal behavioral existential
SLA1 26.11 48.5 17.91 2.23 2.23 2.98
SLA3 22.91 36.46 16.66 7.81 12.5 3.64
AW5 31.78 32.45 21.19 2.64 7.28 4.63
AW6 39.86 27.9 13.28 5.31 4.65 8.97
Figure B.2. Transitivity structure
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Table B.3, Proportion ofnon-human vs. human subjects
Paper
non-
human
subjects
human
subjects
SLA1 28.35 71.65
SLA3 17.18 82.82
AW5 38.41 61.59
AW6 49.17 50:83
FigureB3. Proportion ofnon-human vs. human subjects
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Table B.4. Proportion of passivized clauses 
passive active 
Paper voice voice 
SLA1 7.46 92.54 
SLA3 11.97 88.03 
AW5 7.94 92.06 
AW6 11.29 88.71 
Figure B.4. Proportion of passivized clauses 
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Table B.5. Hedging and objective modals (normalized counts) 
Paoer Modals Hedaina 
SLA1 2.9 7.34 
SLA3 2.45 5.88 
AW5 5.18 5.18 
AW6 4.12 6.6 
Figure B.5. Hedging and objective modals (normalized counts) 
-+-Modals 
---Hedging 
SLA1 SLA3 AW5 AW6 
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Table B.6. Subjective vs. objective interpersonal metaphors of modality 
Paper objective subjective 
SLA1 6 0 
SLA3 5 2 
AWS 0 3 
AW6 4 2 
Figure B.6. Proportion of subjective vs. objective interpersonal metaphors of modality 
100% .,--...-....--..-
90% 
80% 
70% -
60% 
50% 
40% 
30% 
20% -
10% 0% __ ...._ ____ ___ 
SLA1 SLA3 AWS AW6 
• subjectiw 
c objectiw 
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Table B.7. Subjective vs. objective appraisal 
objective subjective 
SLA1 3 0 
SLA3 5 4 
AW5 1 3 
AW6 8 0 
Figure B.7. Proportion of subjective vs. objective appraisal 
Appraisal in Empirical Research Papers 
100% 
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Table B.8. Types of clauses 
Paper Main Paratactic Hypotactic 
SLA1 47.2 9.6 9.6 
SLA3 53.47 26.2 10.16 
AW5 41.72 11.51 10.07 
AW6 48.16 9.38 9.38 
Figure B.8. Proportion of clause types 
SLA1 SLA3 AW5 
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Embedded 
33.6 
10.16 
36.69 
33.06 
AW6 
o Embedded 
o Hypotactic 
• Paratactic 
cMain 
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Table B.9. Marked theme and nominalizations (normalized counts)
nominatlzations
marked
theme
SLA1 8.81 17.64
SLA3 37.78 16.19
AW5 12.08 20.72
AW6 9.9 21.86
Figure B.9. Marked theme and nominalizations (normalized counts)
—I ] - "1— —I.., .1—.1. .1
SLA1 SLA3 AW5 AW6
•4— nominalizations
marked theme
Table B.IO. Lexical density
Paper
lexical
density
SLA1 42.61
SLA3 46.71
AW5 42.57
AW6 44.63
Figure B.IO. Lexical density
48
47
46
45
44
43
42
41
40
SU1 SLA3
lexical density
101D
Draft
101D
Final
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• lexical density
Table B.ll. Conjunctive Adjuncts
Conjunctive
Adjuncts
SLAI 9.55
SLA3 5.88
AW5 12.08
AW6 9.9
Figure B.ll. Conjunctive Adjuncts
14
12
10
8 +-
SLA1
Conjuncti\e Adjuncts
SLA3 101D
Draft
101D
Final
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O Conjunctive
Adjuncts
Table B.12. Grammatical intricacy
Paper
grammatica]
intricacy
SLA1 1.59
SI-A3 1.75
AW5 1.49
AW6 1.46
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Figure B.12. Grammatical intricacy
1.8
1.75
1.7
1.65
1.6
1.55
1.5-
1.45
1.4-
1.35
1.3
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SI-A1 SU\3 101D
Draft
101D
Rna]
• granmatical
intricacy
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Table B.13. Instances of poor cohesion and coherence (normalized counts)
Paper Cohesion Coherence
SLA1 2.2 1.46
SLA3 2.45 1.47
AW5 0 0.86
AW6 0.41 2.06
Figure B.13. Instances of poor cohesion and coherence (normalized counts)
2.5 •
2-
1.5-
1 -
0.5-
0
SLA3
Cohesion
-•—Coherence
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Table B.14. First person pronouns (normalized counts)
First
Paper person
SLA1 2.2
SLA3 9.81
AW5 12.08
AW6 4.12
Figure B.14. First person pronouns
14
12
10 H
B
6
4
2
04
SLA1
Rrst person
SLA3 AW5
• Rrst person
AW6
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APPENDIX C. COMPARISON OF SLA2 VS. SLA4
Table C.l. Technical terms, abstract subjects, and relational processes (normalized
counts)
Paper
Technical
terms
Abstract
subjects
Relational
processes
SLA2 1.84 30.49 24.79
SLA4 41.99 39.61 39.58
Figure C*l* Technical terms, abstract subjects, and relational processes (normalized
counts)
SLA2 SLA4
-♦—Technical
terms
-•—Abstract
subjects
Relational
processes
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Table C.2. Proportions of processes
Paper relational material mental verbal behavioral existential
SLA2 24.79 47.93 14.88 5.78 2.48 4.13
SIJ^4 39.58 20.13 18.75 2.77 11.8 6.94
Figure C.2. Transitivity structure
100% -
80% -
60% -
40% -
20% -
0%
SLA2 SU4
• existential
• behavioral
• \Grbal
• mental
• material
• relational
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Table C3. Proportion of non-human vs. human subjects
Paper
non-
human
subjects
human
subjects
S1_A2 27.27 72.73
SjJV4 34.7 65.3
Figure CJ. Proportion of non-human vs. human subjects
90%
70%
60% •
50% •
40% -
30% -
20%
10%
non-human subjects human subjects
• SLA4
• SLA2
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Table C.4. Proportion of passivized clauses
Paper
passive
voice
active
voice
SLA2 4.95 95.05
SU4 9.7 90.3
Figure C.4. Proportion of passivized clauses
100%
80% • ---
70% •
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10%
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• active voice
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Table C.5. Hedging and objective modals (normalized counts)
Paper Modals hedqinq
SLA2 0 7.39
SLA4 0 11.09
Figure Hedging and objectire modals (normalized counts)
•—Modals
hedging
SLA4
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Table C.6.Subjective vs. objective interpersonal metaphors of modality
Paper objective subjective
SLA2 0 8
SLA4 14 0
Figure C.6.Proportion of subjectivevs. objective interpersonal metaphors of modality
100%
-
90%
80%
70%
60%
50% -
40%
30% - li'fp
20%
10%
0%
objective subjective
• SLA4
• SLA2
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Table C.7. Subjective vs. objective appraisal
Paper obiective subjective
SLA2 4 4
SLA4 1 0
Figure CH. Proportioii of subjective vs. objective appraisal
100%
90% H
60% -
40% •
30% •
SLA2 SLA4
• subjective
mobjective
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Table C.8. Types of clauses
Paper Main Paratactic IHvPOtactic Embedded
SLA2 45.24 13.09 25 16.66
SLA4 45.96 7.25 12.09 36.29
Figure C^8. Proportion of clause types
100%
V::
80%
60%
40%
20% •
0%
SLA2 SLA4
• Embedded
• Hypotactic
• Paratactic
• Main
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Table C.9. Marked theme and nominalizations (normalized counts)
nominaiizations
marked
theme
SLA1 8.81 17.64
SIA3 37.78 16.19
AW5 12.08 20.72
AW6 9.9 21.86
Figure C.9.Marked theme and nominalizations(normalized counts)
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Table C.10. Lexical density
Paper
lexical
density
SLA2 43.43
SLA4 50.71
Figure C.10. Lexical density
52
50-
48
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42-
40
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SLA2
lexical density
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• lexical density
Table C.11. Conjunctive Adjuncts
Paper
Conjunctive
Adjuncts
SU\2 8.31
SLA4 4.75
Figure C.ll. Conjunctive Adjuncts
8-
7
6
5
4
3
2
1 -
0
SLA2
Conjunctive Adjuncts
SLA4
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• Conjunctive
Adjuncts
Table C.12. Grammatical intricacy
Paper
grammatical
intricacy
SLA2 1.84
SIAA 1.42
Figure C.12. Grammatical intricacy
grammatical intricacy
2-1 ^
1.8 H.-- ——— ——
1.6 1
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1.2 ; :
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• grammatical
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Table C.13. Instances of poor coh^ion and coherence (normalized counts)
Paper Cohesion Coherence
SLA2 13.86 1.84
SLA4 3.16 0
Figure C.13. Instances of poor cohesion and coherence (normalized counts)
16
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8 •
6-
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0
Cohesion Coherence
-^SLA2
*-.SLA4
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Table C.14. First person pronouns (normalized counts)
Paper
First
person
SLA2 10.16
SLA4 0
Figure C.14. First person pronouns
12
10-1
6
6
4;
2
0
SLA2
Rrst person
• Rrst person
SLA4
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